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ABSTRACT

Biotic interactions are essential for biodiversity, ecological communities, and ecosys-
tem functioning, but primary data are limited in terms of accessibility and standardiza-
tion. As the availability of biotic interaction data increases, there has been a growing
demand to properly document data to enhance data aggregation, reuse and interoperabil-
ity. While the adoption of the Darwin Core standard for biodiversity data is widespread,
its application to biotic interactions data is limited due to the lack of specialized data
schemas, vocabularies and guidelines. This study aims to develop a data model using
the Darwin Core standard for sharing biotic interactions data, along with a specialized
vocabulary of terms for the standardization of plant-pollinator interactions data. This
was initially addressed by reviewing the concepts and terminology used in the research
community, highlighting the key data elements that align with state-of-the-art knowledge
in the field. The existing datasets were also explored for formats, metadata and data stan-
dardization. The review of scientific publications emphasizes the importance of aligning
the existing terminology within the community of practice to ensure clarity and consis-
tency in the interpretation and analysis of biotic interactions data. The review of existing
datasets revealed the limitations in interoperability and data reuse, emphasizing the need
for standardized formats and metadata annotation. Based on these findings, the novel
data schema and vocabulary of terms aim to capture a contextualized and more realistic
representation of biotic interactions and facilitate data sharing and analysis. The devel-
opment process emphasizes a community-driven approach, prioritizing the engagement
and input of the community of practice. The developed vocabulary represents a signifi-
cant step towards data exchange and interoperability in the field of Pollination Biology.
Overall, the findings contribute to the advancement of standardizing biotic interactions
data.

Keywords – biotic interactions, Darwin Core, data standardization, vocabulary of
terms, plant-pollinator interactions.





RESUMO

As interações bióticas são essenciais para a biodiversidade, comunidades ecológicas
e o funcionamento dos ecossistemas, mas os dados primários encontram-se limitados em
termos de acessibilidade e padronização. Com o aumento da disponibilidade de dados
de interação biótica, há uma crescente demanda pela documentação adequada dos dados,
a fim de aprimorar a agregação, reutilização e interoperabilidade dos dados. Embora a
adoção do padrão Darwin Core para dados de biodiversidade seja amplamente difundida,
sua aplicação em dados de interações bióticas é limitada devido à falta de esquemas de da-
dos especializados, vocabulários e diretrizes. Este estudo tem como objetivo desenvolver
um modelo de dados utilizando o padrão Darwin Core para compartilhamento de dados
de interações bióticas, juntamente com um vocabulário de termos especializado para a
padronização de dados de interações planta-polinizador. Inicialmente uma revisão dos
conceitos e terminologia utilizados na comunidade de pesquisa foi realizada, destacando
os principais elementos de dados que estão alinhados com o conhecimento estado-da-arte
na área. Os conjuntos de dados existentes também foram explorados em relação aos
formatos, metadados e padronização empregados. A revisão das publicações cient́ıficas
enfatiza a importância de alinhar a terminologia utilizada pela comunidade, a fim de
garantir clareza e consistência na interpretação e análise dos dados de interações bióticas.
A revisão dos conjuntos de dados existentes revelou limitações na interoperabilidade e
na reutilização dos dados, destacando a necessidade de formatos padronizados e inclusão
de metadados. Com base nesses achados, o novo esquema de dados e o vocabulário de
termos visam capturar uma representação contextualizada e mais realista das interações
bióticas. O processo de desenvolvimento adotado enfatiza uma abordagem voltada para a
comunidade, priorizando o envolvimento e a contribuição da comunidade. O vocabulário
desenvolvido representa um passo significativo em direção à integração de dados e inter-
operabilidade no campo da Biologia da Polinização. No geral, os resultados contribuem
para o avanço na padronização dos dados de interações bióticas.

Palavras-Chave – interações bióticas, Darwin Core, padronização de dados, vocabulário
de termos, interações planta-polinizador.
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API Application Programming Interface is a way for two or more computer programs to

communicate with each other. 71, 72, 79

blob store or binary large object store, is a storage system designed for handling binary

data or large objects, such as images, videos, documents, or any other unstructured

data. It is a specialized type of data storage that focuses on efficiently storing and

retrieving large, immutable binary data. . 80

content negotiation is the mechanism that is used for serving different representations

of a resource to the same URI to help the user agent specify which representation

is best suited for the user (for example, which document language, which image

format, or which content encoding). 128

data author the person who is responsible for producing and/or sharing data. 35, 36,

102, 129, 130, 132

data portal Is any online platform which supports users in accessing collections of data.

36

Linked Data is structured data which is interlinked with other data so it becomes more

useful through semantic queries. It builds upon standard Web technologies such as
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human readers, it extends them to share information in a way that can be read
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1 INTRODUCTION

“All Nature is linked together by invisible bonds
and every organic creature, however low,

however feeble, however dependent, is necessary
to the well-being of some other among the

myriad forms of life”

-- George Perkins Marsh in Man and Nature

1864, 109

The concept of biotic interactions generally includes the actions performed by or-

ganisms on the one another (PRINGLE, 2016). It may focus on the species interacting

(species-level) or on the organisms interacting (organism-level) (NAKAZAWA, 2020).

Biotic interactions can be positive or negative, weak or strong, involve mutualism or

competition (BEGON; TOWNSEND, 2021), be the result of a behavior (ECHELLE;

ECHELLE; HILL, 1972; LIMA, 2002), be static (ODUM, 1959) or dynamic (MARON;

BAER; ANGERT, 2014), be interspecific or intraspecific, and can scale to populations,

communities or ecosystems. Biotic interactions play important roles in the evolution

of biodiversity (MITTELBACH; MCGILL, 2019; THOMPSON, 1999; THOMPSON,

2005; TYLIANAKIS et al., 2008; VELLEND, 2016), in the assembly and dynamics of

communities (BEGON; TOWNSEND, 2021), and as drivers of ecosystems functioning

(LOREAU et al., 2001). They are central to the persistence of almost every form of life

on Earth (THOMPSON, 1999). However, despite different efforts (FAYLE et al., 2016;

FORTUNA; ORTEGA; BASCOMPTE, 2014; GUIMARÃES; RAIMUNDO; CAGNOLO,

2012; POELEN; SIMONS; MUNGALL, 2014; POISOT et al., 2016; THOMPSON et al.,

2012; VAZQUEZ; MELIAN, 2008), data on biotic interactions remains limited in terms

of accessibility and reusability.

The growing interesting in information sharing in science demands not only on data

sharing, but also proper preparation, annotation and consistency of data and metadata

(KITA et al., 2022). However, the majority of currently available biotic interactions

datasets do not adopt any (meta)data standard (e.g., Allen-Perkins et al. (2022)). Even

when standards are adopted, the absence of suitable data schema and vocabularies greatly

contributes to the dispersion and heterogeneity of the data. This heterogeneity poses sig-

nificant challenges to data aggregation, as it requires laborious and repetitive transforma-
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tions of custom and nonstandardized datasets into a common structure. As a result, data

integration and discovery become costly and time-consuming processes. In addition, the

lack of comprehensive community guidelines for documenting data leads to variations in

how sampling methods, protocols, and efforts are reported. These inconsistencies restrict

the generalization of conclusions derived from biotic interactions data (BRIMACOMBE

et al., 2023; SIELEMANN; HAFNER; PUCKER, 2020).

In the biodiversity community, the adoption of the Darwin Core (DwC) standard

(WIECZOREK et al., 2014) has been widespread for documenting and sharing biodi-

versity data, particularly regarding occurrence data. The DwC standard has played a

crucial role in the indexing and aggregation of billions of records by various information

systems, such as the Global Biodiversity Information Facility (GBIF) (GBIF Secretariat,

2022). Despite the potential use of the DwC standard for documenting biotic interactions

data, its adoption is limited and diverse across different communities due to the lack of

specialized vocabularies of terms and guidelines for best practices in data preparation and

annotation.

Therefore, this study aims to investigate various aspects related to the historical cre-

ation, management and sharing of biotic interactions data. The primary objectives are:

to create a data model for the standardization of biotic interactions data, utilizing the

DwC standard; to develop a specialized vocabulary of terms designed for plant-pollinator

interactions data; and to elaborate common guidelines for documenting biotic interac-

tions data. By creating a data model and a vocabulary of terms, this study ultimately

aims to facilitate the efficient analysis and synthesis of information pertaining to biotic

interactions, with an emphasis on plant-pollinator interactions.

This thesis is structured as follows:

a) chapter 2 provides a review of the study of biotic interactions in Ecology. Addition-

ally, it introduces the field of Biodiversity Informatics, highlighting its significance

in managing biodiversity data.

b) chapter 3 explores the relationships and differences among the most commonly used

terms to refer to biotic interactions in the scientific literature;

c) chapter 4 offers an overview of the existing biotic interactions datasets. It inves-

tigates the repositories where data are deposited, the prevalent file formats and

licenses, and limitations associated with current data;

d) chapter 5 outlines a methodology for extracting and standardizing biotic interactions
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data from the GBIF registry. It provides detailed information about the taxonomic,

geographic and temporal coverage of the extracted data;

e) chapter 6 presents a community-driven data model for sharing biotic interactions

data. This chapter builds upon the analysis conducted in previous chapters and in

the synergies established with the Brazilian Network on Plant-Pollinator Interac-

tions (REBIPP) and Biodiversity Information Standards (TDWG) Biological Inter-

action Data IG communities;

f) chapter 7 introduces a vocabulary of terms specifically developed for plant-pollinator

interactions data. It also describes general guidelines for development of community-

driven vocabularies based on insights from the REBIPP community;

g) chapter 8 presents the practical and technical outputs and approaches for stan-

dardizing and annotating plant-pollinator interactions data within the REBIPP

community;

h) finally, Chapter 9 presents the overall conclusions of this study and provides direc-

tions for future work.

Summary of contributions

Below is the list of contributions of this thesis:

• Interactions data model and standardization: Salim, et al. Data standardization

of plant–pollinator interactions. GigaScience, v. 11, p. giac043, 2022. ISSN

2047-217X. Dispońıvel em: ⟨doi:10.1093/gigascience/giac043⟩

• Vocabulary of terms for plant-pollinator interactions data standardization: RE-

BIPP. 2021. Plant-Pollinator Interactions Vocabulary of Terms. Brazilian Network

on Plant-Pollinator Interactions (REBIPP). ⟨https://ppi.rebipp.org.br/terms/⟩,

• Controlled vocabulary for plant-pollinator interactions terms: REBIPP. 2021. Plant-

Pollinator Interactions Controlled Vocabulary List of Terms. Brazilian Network

on Plant-Pollinator Interactions (REBIPP). ⟨http://rs.rebipp.org.br/ppi/doc/cv/

2021-12-03⟩,

• Review of the terminology adopted in the literature referring to the biotic interac-

tions subject,
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• SALIM, J. A. et al. Indexing Biotic Interactions in GBIF data. Biodiversity

Information Science and Standards, v. 6, p. e93565, 23 ago. 2022,

• SALIM, J. A.; SARAIVA, A. A Google Sheet Add-on for Biodiversity Data Stan-

dardization and Sharing. Biodiversity Information Science and Standards,

v. 4, p. e59228, 10 fev. 2020,

• DRUCKER, D. et al. Plant-pollinator Interaction Data: A case study of the World-

FAIR project. Biodiversity Information Science and Standards, p. 643–683,

set. 2022,

• SALIM, J. A. et al. Plant-pollinator Vocabulary - a Contribution to Interaction

Data Standardization. Biodiversity Information Science and Standards, p.

4–12, set. 2021,

• SARAIVA, A. et al. Brazilian Plant-Pollinator Interactions Network: definition of

a data standard for digitization, sharing, and aggregation of plant-pollinator inter-

action data. Biodiversity Information Science and Standards, p. 468–479,

14 ago. 2017.
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2 BACKGROUND

“in nature, nothing exists alone”

-- Rachel Carson in Silent Spring (1962), 51

This chapter provides an overview of the background in the study of biotic interactions

within the fields of Ecology and Biodiversity Informatics. It explores the concepts and

methodologies that contribute to the understanding of biotic interactions. Additionally, it

highlights the role of Biodiversity Informatics in facilitating the management and analysis

of biodiversity data.

2.1 History and terminology

During the last century, biotic interactions have been widely studied, both theoreti-

cally and empirically, and a vast body of knowledge has been accumulated which provided

the basis for formulation of general principles about biotic interactions. Nonetheless, sig-

nificant knowledge gaps still exist, that must be addressed to provide a comprehensive and

conclusive theory of the evolutionary and ecological consequences of biotic interactions

(GÓMEZ; IRIONDO; TORRES, 2023).

Haskell (1947) was the first to present a comprehensive approach, proposing the “in-

teraction grid” while studying human social behavior. The “interaction grid” serves as

a summary of the net effects of different interactions. Two years later, Haskell proposed

the categorization of “co-actions” (HASKELL, 1949) which was eventually embraced by

biologists as “interactions”. Furthermore, Burkholder (1952) had set the basis of the

“effect-based” interactions terminology, which establish a functional rather than morpho-

logical classification of the interactions. Burkholder focused on microorganism interac-

tions, where he utilized changes in activity rates as a proxy for measuring the effect of the

interactions and to attribute a signal to each effect (i.e., no effect: 0, increase the rate:

+ and reduce the rate: −). Later, Odum (1959) introduced the “interaction grid” into

ecology in his influential textbook, improving Burkholder’s classification by distinguish-

ing the effects of organisms when they are interacting from those when they are not. For

example, he defined mutualism as a combination of negative effects on population growth
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and survival (-/-) when populations are not interacting, and positive effect (+/+) when

they are interacting.

However, by the mid-1980s, the interaction grid had received much criticism regard-

ing the ambiguity surrounding the interpretation of the interaction signals (i.e. +, −,

0) (TEMPLETON; GILBERT, 1985; ABRAMS, 1987), and the confusion between in-

teraction mechanisms and their effects (ABRAMS, 1987; ARTHUR; MITCHELL, 1989;

BRONSTEIN, 1994). Another problem with the interaction grid approach is its ten-

dency to promote a static view of different forms of interactions. The effects of the

interactions can substantial differ according to the space and time (MATTSON; ADDY,

; LEARY, 1985; POISOT; STOUFFER; GRAVEL, ), and also, shift between one type to

another over evolutionary time (BRADSHAW; SCHEMSKE, 2003; SACHS; WILCOX,

2006; KIERS et al., 2010). However, it is widely assumed nowadays that most biotic inter-

actions are context-dependent (HOEKSEMA et al., 2010; BUTTERFIELD; CALLAWAY,

2013; CHAMBERLAIN; BRONSTEIN; RUDGERS, 2014; MARON; BAER; ANGERT,

2014; HOEKSEMA; BRUNA, 2015; FREDERICKSON, 2017), which poses a challenge

to the practical application of the “interaction grid”.

Despite the existence of alternative classification schemes for biotic interactions (DIN-

DAL, 1975; PRICE, 1984; BRONSTEIN, 1994), it is noteworthy that many of these are to

some degree variations of the interaction grid. Consequently, they share the same under-

lying assumptions and challenges with the interaction grid. However, just two years after

proposing the interaction grid, Haskell presented the “co-action compass” (HASKELL,

1949). The co-action compass is capable of representing not only the sign but the mag-

nitude of an interaction’s net effect (Figure 1). Despite its utility, the co-action compass

seems to remain unknown by biologists, as most ecology textbooks continue to rely on

some form of the grid to describe biotic interactions. However, recent studies and ecology

textbooks have explored the co-action compass (BRONSTEIN, 2001; PRINGLE, 2016;

DAVISON, 2020; MATHIS; BRONSTEIN, 2020) and, also, the understating that biotic

interactions vary on a continuum opposed to the static representation given by the grid

(BERLOW et al., 2004; WOOTTON; EMMERSON, 2005; BOLNICK et al., 2011).

Another source of confusion in defining biotic interactions lies in the choice of the

biological unit under consideration. While the observational unit is the interacting organ-

isms or group of organisms (e.g., microorganisms), biotic interactions are often described

at the population or species level - the biological unit of interest (LAZIC; CLARKE-

WILLIAMS; MUNAFÒ, 2018). According to Lazic, Clarke-Williams & Munafò (2018),

researchers should use measurements taken from the observational units to infer proper-
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Figure 1: The “Co-action compass”

Source: image adapted from Bronstein (2001) by the author.

ties of the biological units of interest. It also applies to the study of biotic interactions,

where the measurements are taken from the interacting individuals (observational units),

but they are further used to infer the effects at the population or species level (the bio-

logical units of interest). Although many studies implicitly assume species homogeneity,

it does not necessarily invalidate their findings. But caution should be exercised when

generalizing the conclusions to broader contexts. Conversely, considering interactions at

the individual level enables the incorporation of spatial-temporal information integrated

with (functional) traits, outcomes and effects into a more realistic and context-dependent

perspective of biotic interactions.

Biotic interactions, as pointed by many studies, are affected and exert direct (ALL-

GEIER; ADAM; BURKEPILE, 2017; BOLNICK et al., 2011; BROSE et al., 2019;

BROUSSEAU; GRAVEL; HANDA, 2018; CIRTWILL; EKLÖF, 2018; COUX, 2016;

LAIGLE et al., 2018; MONTERO-CASTAÑO; VILÀ, 2017; OLIVAL et al., 2017; RUMEU

et al., 2018; SEBASTIÁN-GONZÁLEZ et al., 2017; SLETVOLD; TYE; AGREN, ;

WATTS et al., 2016) and indirect (WERNER; PEACOR, 2003) effects on individuals’

traits and population dynamics (OLITO; FOX, 2015). Consequently, it is common for

studies on biotic interaction to extend beyond the “tetranomials” (i.e., the concatenation

of the two Latin binomials) (JORDANO, 2021) and incorporate the sampling of individu-

als or species’ traits. Although, recent efforts to share and standardization of traits-data

(KELLER et al., 2023; SCHNEIDER et al., 2019), publishing traits data alongside biotic

interactions data have not been adequately addressed.
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In a recent study, Gómez, Iriondo & Torres (2023) presented a sophisticated theoret-

ical discussion and proposed the hypotheses of a continua in interaction outcomes. The

fundamental basis of their definition is the idea of interaction events, which entails imme-

diate effects on at least one of the interacting organisms. These events yield immediate

outcomes for the individuals involved and exert an impact on their fitness, thereby in-

fluencing their (individual outcomes). Additionally, an interaction event may lead to a

long-term effect on the demography, growth rate and dynamics of populations, referred

to as population outcomes. In order to test their hypothesis, Gómez, Iriondo & Torres

(2023) elaborated a mathematical model and conducted simulations based on real-world

cases. This formulation enables the decomposition of the biotic interactions into multiple

interdependent events and subevents, encompassing both short-term and long-term dy-

namics. The study conducted by Gómez, Iriondo & Torres (2023) supports the definition

of biotic interactions adopted in this study as events and their associated outcomes and

effects.

The lack of a convention of ecological nomenclature, as pointed out by Herrando-

Pérez, Brook & Bradshaw (2014), also contributes to the persistence of conflicts and

ambiguities in the interpretations of biotic interactions. Therefore, any study on biotic

interactions should clearly specify the theoretical framework (e.g., effect-based, mechanis-

tic, continuum, organism vs. species level) that forms the basis for its assumptions and

supports its results and conclusions.

2.2 Biodiversity informatics developments: data dig-

itization, standardization and aggregation

Technology advances of the last decades have enabled an innovative approach to man-

age biodiversity data and have promoted a significant transformation in how biodiversity

information is shared (BISBY, 2000; HEIDORN, 2011). This transformation led to the

emergence of Biodiversity Informatics. Contrasting with Bioinformatics and Computa-

tional Biology, which are universally applied to molecular biology applications (HUERTA

et al., 2000), Biodiversity Informatics is the application of information technologies to

the management, discovery and analysis of biodiversity data (SOBERÓN; PETERSON,

2004; CANHOS et al., 2004; BERENDSOHN et al., 2011).

Biodiversity Informatics has transformed how biodiversity information is shared and

led to the development of an infrastructure to allow biodiversity data to be used to ad-

dress complex questions about life on Earth. Despite considerable progress, biodiversity
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science is still reliant on data (HARDISTY; ROBERTS; The Biodiversity Informatics

Community, 2013), especially data adherent to the Findable, Accessible, Interoperable,

Reusable (FAIR) guiding principles (WILKINSON et al., 2016). Jones et al. (2006) com-

mented when describing the goals of a new bioinformatics (i.e., biodiversity informatics):

“it is undeniable that vast funds are expended on data creation and acquisition. It is false

economy, and poor scientific practice, not to ensure that the data are present and useful

to all users in the future”. However, data sharing is not a guarantee of data reuse, and de-

spite improvements, data reuse is still an important issue in ecology, mostly because data

authors and information system designers do not follow best practices for data structure,

metadata annotation and data licensing (WHITE et al., 2013).

Thus, sharing data is just one of the pillars of Biodiversity Informatics, and more

broadly of the Open Science framework. Data reuse requires that sufficient metadata de-

scribing the contents of underlying data is available, preferably using a metadata standard.

Metadata provides an abstraction level necessary to capture the information content of

the underlying data, independent of the representational details. This is part of a funda-

mental premise, but not sufficient, for data interpretation. Additionally, data aggregation

is dramatically simplified by the adoption of standards (ROCCA-SERRA et al., 2015).

Standards and tools are needed to structure and document data. Community-specific

vocabularies and ontologies are the foundation for the definition of concepts within a

domain and for a community of practices to share data unambiguously. Regarding data

interoperability, standardization is the key. Standards ensure a uniform data represen-

tation, enabling data aggregation from different sources while reducing data losses and

duplication (BERENDSOHN et al., 2011).

Without a common data reporting schema, data exchange may require complex pro-

cessing and transformation. Furthermore, the lack of a shared vocabularies and ontolo-

gies can lead to a phenomenon called “ontological drift” (THOMPSON, 2011; WANG;

SCHLOBACH; KLEIN, 2011), in which data becomes distorted as it moves across se-

mantic boundaries. Beyond administrative metadata (POMERANTZ, 2015), metadata

should describe the contents of the data, explaining the measured attributes, their names,

units, precision, data schema and provenance (i.e., descriptive and structural metadata).

Metadata records enriched by adoption of domain-specific ontologies and vocabularies pro-

vide the semantic underpinning which enables data reusability (CRYSTAL-ORNELAS et

al., 2021; THANOS, 2017).

A prerequisite for data reusability is exchangeability. Data exchangeability is the of

ability of two parties to exchange datasets, and three types of heterogeneity must be
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addressed: syntactic, structural and semantic (THANOS, 2017). A solution for data

exchangeability is mediation (THANOS, 2014), and it is the solution adopted by many

biodiversity data portals, such as GBIF and Global Biotic Interactions (GloBI). By im-

plementing mediation systems, data authors are relieved of the need to individually pro-

vide standardized data. A domain-specific abstraction layer (ROBERTSON et al., 2014;

SALIM; SARAIVA, 2020) is provided to data authors, and the mediation system takes

care of standardization and metadata annotation when importing or exchanging data.

The adoption of standards has boosted research in many scientific fields (ROCCA-

SERRA et al., 2015). In the life sciences, the Minimum Information About a Microarray

Experiment (MIAME) was the first community metadata standard adopted (BRAZMA

et al., 2001). Later, the MicroArray Gene Expression Tabular (MAGE-Tab) was among

the first machine-readable (meta)data exchange format created in the life sciences domain

(RAYNER et al., 2006). From that point, the use of ontologies, vocabularies of terms and

standards has received great attention in the life sciences, especially with the creation of

the Gene Ontology (The Gene Ontology Consortium, 2019), the BioPortal (NOY et al.,

2009), and more recently FAIRsharing (SANSONE et al., 2019).

FAIRsharing is a service which provides curated, informative and educational re-

sources on data and metadata standards (SANSONE et al., 2019), it currently contains

693 active and ready to use standards from 899 standards in the “Biology” subject.

FAIRsharing uses the FAIRsharing Subject Ontology (SRAO) for subjects annotation

(FAIRsharing.org: SRAO, 2022). To classify the standards based on subjects, a search

was conducted in the SRAO for each original subject annotated in the standard. The

objective was to identify all parent terms and select the immediate children of the Biology

(http://purl.obolibrary.org/obo/NCIT C16345) as the new subjects for the respective

standards. Figure 2 shows the distribution of the SRAO subjects across the standards.

The analysis revealed that the majority of the standards are associated with subjects such

as molecular biology and medical sciences (e.g., Biomedical Science, Omics, Genetics). In

contrast, only 121 standards (17%) are related to the biodiversity (e.g., Ecology, Zoology,

Botany). It does not imply that a standard classified in the Ecology subject, or any other

related subject, is useful in the biotic interactions domain. Despite the number of avail-

able resources (e.g., vocabularies, thesauri, ontologies) there is currently a lack of general

guidelines, formal standards, or even informal guides for the standardization of biotic

interactions data. However, the biodiversity community can make use of the numerous

available resources, which can be adopted or extended, to address the standardization of

biotic interactions data.
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Figure 2: Number of standards for each Biology subfield ready for use in the FAIRsharing
platform

Source: FAIRsharing (FAIRsharing.org: SRAO, 2022)

The main organization responsible for developing and promoting adoption of stan-

dards in biodiversity is the Biodiversity Information Standards (TDWG). The TDWG

community is organized in different Interest Group (IG) (e.g Biological Interactions Data1,

Citizen Science2, Species Information3), which in turn may contain multiple task groups

with a dedicated output. The ratified and currently in use standards (i.e., status current

standard) have dedicated Maintenance Group (MG), responsible for managing suggested

changes to standards, providing usage guidelines and examples, and ensuring the preser-

vation and stability of metadata related to components of the standard. Currently, there

are 15 IG’s and 5 MG organized under TDWG authority. The Darwin Core (DwC) stan-

dard (WIECZOREK et al., 2012) is mature and among the most widely used biodiversity

standards ratified by TDWG. DwC is predicated on occurrence (physical or observa-

1https://www.tdwg.org/community/interaction/
2https://www.tdwg.org/community/citizen-science/
3https://www.tdwg.org/community/species/
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tional) data, but it has been extended to incorporate other types of data (PEARSON et

al., 2021; NILSSON et al., 2022; ENDRESEN; GAIJI; ROBERTSON, 2009; FINSTAD

et al., 2020). It has been used by several platforms like Barcode of Life4, Integrated Digi-

tized Biocollections (iDigBio)5, and Global Biodiversity Information Facility. In addition

to the DwC, there are other resources which can be used to document and standardize

biotic interaction data. OBO Relations Ontology (RO) “is a collection of relations in-

tended primarily for standardization across ontologies” (MUNGALL et al., 2023), and it

is in adopted by GloBI to standardize the interaction types. Beyond recording the “what,

where, when, how and whom” of an organism’s occurrence, when recording biotic interac-

tions it is common to include other information components which are context-dependent

(e.g., the organism’s traits, interaction effects and outcomes). For plants, ontologies such

as the Plant Ontology (CONSORTIUM, 2002), the Plant Phenology Ontology (STUCKY

et al., 2018), the Plant Trait Ontology (ARNAUD et al., 2012) and the Plant Phenotype

Ontology (HOEHNDORF et al., 2016) provide valuable resources for plant data stan-

dardization and annotations. There are also ontologies specific to insects, such as the

Hymenoptera Anatomy Ontology (YODER et al., 2010) and the Lepidoptera Anatomy

Ontology (KOCH et al., 2018), as well as ontologies for vertebrates, such as the Ver-

tebrate Trait Ontology (PARK et al., 2013) and the Mammalian Phenotype Ontology

(SMITH; EPPIG, 2009). Additionally, there are more general ontologies like Uberon

(multi-species anatomy ontology) (HAENDEL et al., 2009) and the Environment Ontol-

ogy (BUTTIGIEG et al., 2013).

Therefore, the creation of a common schema and adoption of available ontologies and

vocabularies have the potential to increase not only the access to biotic interactions data,

but equally important, the increase in data reuse and interoperability.

2.2.1 The Darwin Core standard

The Darwin Core standard was ratified by TDWG in 2009, since then, it has been the

main standard used by different communities to document and share occurrence data. The

last version of DwC list of terms (2021-07-15) contains 179 terms divided into 11 classes.

The DwC reuses terms from the Dublin Core Metadata Initiative (DCMI) (DCMI Usage

Board, 2020) defined in two namespaces (dc: and dcterms:) and provides definitions of

terms for literal objects (string, dwc:) and non-literal objects (Internationalized Resource

Identifier reference, dwciri:).

4https://ibol.org/
5https://www.idigbio.org
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In its simplest form, called Simple Darwin Core, the DwC terms are used to standard-

ization of flat data (e.g., spreadsheet, database table). In Simple Darwin Core, no struc-

ture assumption beyond the concept of rows and columns is assumed, so, it is not possible

to document complex data relationships (e.g., one-to-many relationships). For complex

data, the DwC can be used with Resource Description Framework (RDF), Extensible

Markup Language (XML) or Darwin Core Archive (DwC-A)). As part of the standard,

the DwC provides implementation guides for each one of these reporting schemas.

Since biotic interactions are naturally relationships between two (or more) organisms,

their representation in Simple Darwin Core is not possible (“a field name MUST NOT

be repeated in a [DwC] record”). For that reason, documenting biotic interactions data

requires a reporting schema where the relationships between interacting organisms can be

represented without ambiguity. Despite DwC standard already defines terms to represent

general aspects of biotic interactions (the “tetranomials”), there is no guide or consensus

in the community how it should be documented. As will be discussed in Section 4.4.1,

this diversity of schemas to represent biotic interactions data leads to confusion, loss of

information and requires complex data interpretation and transformation.

The DwC is a standard “for sharing data about biodiversity – the occurrence of life

on earth and its associations with the environment” (WIECZOREK et al., 2012), but it

inevitably lacks terms to cover details of specific sub-disciplines (e.g., genetic resources,

biotic interactions, biological inventories). To overcome these gaps, the standard was

designed to allow the creation of extensions. A Darwin Core Extension consists of addi-

tional terms or guidance for data documentation of specific subdomains of biodiversity

(WIECZOREK et al., 2012). Since its ratification, many extensions have been created

by different communities to improve access to standardized data (BRENSKELLE et al.,

; ENDRESEN; GAIJI; ROBERTSON, 2009; POOTER et al., 2017; SCHNEIDER et al.,

2019).
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3 BIOTIC INTERACTIONS TERMINOLOGY

AND ITS USE IN THE SCIENTIFIC

LITERATURE

The “biotic interactions” term and other related terms such as “species interactions”,

“inter(-)specific interactions”, “ecological interactions”, “community interactions” and

“biological interactions” (hereinafter collectively referred to as interaction terms) are fre-

quently adopted in the ecological scientific literature. Nakazawa (2020) has conducted

a comprehensive examination of the demerits of using these different terms to describe

(possibly) the same concept. This study conducted a text analysis to examine the con-

cepts associated with the aforementioned terms and the specific contexts in which they

are used by the research community. Moreover, a text-mining approach was employed to

assess whether these terms are used interchangeably as synonyms in the field of Ecology

and to determine if they represent similar or equivalent concepts.

3.1 Introduction

3.1.1 Bag of words and numerical representation of textual doc-
uments

Natural Language Processing (NLP) is a field in artificial intelligence which combines

knowledge from linguistics and computer science, especially machine learning, to create

models and methods for processing and understanding human language (CHOWDHARY,

2020; NADKARNI; OHNO-MACHADO; CHAPMAN, 2011). It involves a range of tech-

niques and methods to process and analyze natural language data, supporting the identi-

fication of contextual nuances within documents. In NLP, a document refers to any unit

of text which is considered for analysis. The information obtained in the analysis can be

used to classify and organize the documents according to their similarities.

A common approach to representing textual data in a numerical format is the Bag

of Words (BoW) model. The BoW is a simple and effective method, which treats each
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document as a “bag” of unrelated and unordered words. It consists in the elaboration of

a dictionary with all unique words present in a collection of documents (i.e., corpus) and

represents each document as a vector of word frequencies (BEHESHTI et al., 2022). This

numerical representation of the documents is used in Machine Learning for classification

and information retrieval.

The numerical representation usually involves preprocessing steps for tokenization

(breaking down sequences of text into smaller units, such as words, called tokens), stem-

ming (reducing words to their root by removing affixes) and lemmatization (determination

of the canonical form of the words or lemma). Since some words are likely to appear more

than others in natural language data, removal of stop words (common words, e.g. “the”,

“and”, “is”) is commonly included in the preprocessing. Despite variations in tokeniza-

tion approaches (e.g. word tokenization, subword tokenization, character tokenization),

in this chapter a “token” and “word” are treated as synonyms in the context of NLP.

There are mainly two different two-dimensional matrix representations of a “bag of

words”. The numerical data can be represented in a Document-Term Matrix (DTM),

where the rows represent documents and the columns represent words, or in its transpose

form, a Term-Document Matrix (TDM), where the rows represent words and the columns

represent documents. The DTM focuses on documents and their associated words, while

TDM focuses on words and their occurrence in different documents.

Despite word frequencies in each document can be used to create DTM or TDM

representations, it may lead to limitations and potential drawbacks. The word frequencies

have a bias towards words that are common across the documents, but which do not carry

significant meaning to the understanding of the document (SALTON; BUCKLEY, 1988).

Additionally, it is incapable of capturing the importance of a word in the whole collection

of documents, and it is sensitive to the length of documents. The word frequencies alone

may introduce noise and overestimate words that appear frequently within a document

but have limited relevance in the corpus. An alternative is the Term Frequency–Inverse

Document Frequency (TF-IDF) approach, where a weighting factor is used to calculate

the importance of words within a corpus (SALTON; BUCKLEY, 1988). There are several

variations of TF-IDF calculation, but the basis is the multiplication of the term frequencies

within documents (TF, tf(t, d)) by the inverse document frequencies (IDF, idf(t,D)), the

word frequencies in the whole corpus (Equation 3.1). While the tf(t, d) captures the word

frequencies within documents (local importance), the idf(t,D) captures the significance

of the terms across the corpus (global importance). The inverse document frequency is

used such that it penalizes words that appear in many documents and assigns higher
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weights to words that are less frequent in the corpus. The main idea is that rare terms

are more informative than common terms. Thus, the higher the TF-IDF for a term, the

more relevant it is to the document within the corpus.

tfidf(t, d,D) = tf(t, d) · idf(t,D) (3.1)

3.1.2 A brief introduction to clustering

Clustering is a simple and effective method for discovering meaningful patterns and

similarities in textual data. Clustering may reveal how the documents and words within

a corpus are inter-related and support the identification of groupings in the data. Docu-

ments and words which are more or less related tend to be grouped depending on their

similarities calculated over the numerical representation of the textual data in the BoW

model.

Among the clustering algorithms, k-means (MACQUEEN, 1967; LLOYD, 1957) is

widely used to find clusters in textual data (HOTHO; NÜRNBERGER; PAASS, 2005;

SHUKLA; NAGANNA, 2014). Hierarchical clustering methods and density-based clus-

tering are also applied (ALIGULIYEV, 2009; LOMAKINA; RODIONOV; SURKOVA,

2014; MURTAGH; CONTRERAS, 2012).

The K-means algorithm aims to partition a dataset into a predefined number of clus-

ters (k) while it searches for centroids (i.e., clusters centers) that minimize the distance be-

tween data points within each cluster and maximize the distance between different clusters

(LLOYD, 1957; MACQUEEN, 1967). The determination of the best number of clusters

involves multiple executions of the algorithm with different values for k and the selection

of the value which employing different methods and evaluation metrics, such as, silhouette

score (ROUSSEEUW, 1987), calinski-harabasz index (CALIŃSKI; HARABASZ, 1974),

davies-bouldin index (DAVIES; BOULDIN, 1979) and domain knowledge.

In hierarchical clustering, clusters are iteratively merged or divided based on their

similarities to create a tree-like structure, called a dendogram, that represents the rela-

tionships between clusters (LOMAKINA; RODIONOV; SURKOVA, 2014). In Biology,

dendrograms are frequently used to depict a phylogenetic hypothesis. There are two main

approaches to hierarchical clustering: an agglomerative approach and a divisive approach

(OAKES; JI, 2012). Agglomerative clustering starts with each data point as an indi-

vidual cluster, and the algorithm progressively merges similar clusters until a stopping
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criterion is met. In divisive clustering, the opposite approach is considered. It starts

with a single clutter containing all data points and recursively splits clusters into smaller,

more similar, subclusters until a stopping criterion is met. There are various methods to

calculate similarities between clusters, and different method can lead to different cluster

structures. Thus, it is common to apply more than one linkage criteria and compare the

results according to a combination of goals, interpretability and evaluation metrics.

A crucial aspect of clustering is the distance metric or similarity measure used to

calculate the proximity of the data points in multidimensional space. The choice of the

distance metric involves various aspects of the data and objectives of the clustering. De-

spite the Euclidean distance being a suitable metric for continuous and numeric features,

in NLP the cosine similarity is commonly used (AGGARWAL, 2015; DEERWESTER et

al., 1990; MIKOLOV et al., 2013). Cosine similarity measures the cosine of the angle

between two non-zero vectors (e.g. two documents in a DTM) to determine the similarity

among them.

The Euclidean distance is sensitive to the “curse of dimensionality”, meaning that

as the number of dimensions (e.g., tokens in a DTM) increases, the distance between

data points tends to become less meaningful. In contrast, the cosine similarity measures

the angle between the vectors representing the data points, which is unaffected by the

increase in dimensionality (SCHUTZE; MANNING; RAGHAVAN, 2008). Textual data

are often sparse (i.e., most documents contain only a subset of all possible tokens), and

Euclidean distance tends to be dominated by the large number of zero values, leading

to less meaningful distances. On the other hand, the cosine similarity is more robust to

sparse data, since it ignores zero values. Instead of using the cosine similarity directly

with clustering algorithms, it can be transformed to the complement of cosine similarity

(cosine distance: 1 − SC(di, dj)). Since the token frequencies are always non-negative,

the cosine similarity between two documents will fall within the interval of [0, 1]. A value

closer to 1 indicates a higher degree of similarity between the documents in terms of their

content. Conversely, when using the cosine distance, two identical documents will have a

distance of 0, while the maximum distance will be 1.

3.1.3 Topic modelling

Topic modeling is a statistical and computational technique used to uncover latent

topics within a corpus. In topic modeling, the generative model Latent Dirichlet Al-

location (LDA) (BLEI; NG; JORDAN, 2003) is widely used in various fields such has
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conservation (WESTGATE et al., 2015), ecology (VALLE et al., 2014; VALLE et al.,

2018), bioinformatics (KONIETZNY; DIETZ; McHardy, 2011; PRATANWANICH; LIO,

2014; ROGERS et al., 2005; SHIVASHANKAR et al., 2011) and biomedicine (HOSODA

et al., 2020; ZHAO; ZOU; CHEN, 2014). LDA is an unsupervised machine learning model

which assumes that each document in the corpus can be represented as a probabilistic

distribution over latent topics, and each topic is a probabilistic distribution over words. In

LDA, Dirichlet priors are assumed for both the document-topic and topic-word probability

distributions.

There are two main groups of algorithms for LDA: Gibbs sampling (GRIFFITHS;

STEYVERS, 2004) and variational inference (BLEI; NG; JORDAN, 2003). Sampling-

based algorithms, as Gibbs sampling, are based on Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC)

methods to iteratively sample from the joint posterior distribution and gradually converg-

ing to a stationary distribution. In the Variational Expectation-Maximization (VEM)

algorithm, rather than approximating the joint posterior distribution with samples, the

inference problem is transformed into an optimization problem to approximate the log-

likelihood. Despite VEM being faster and computationally less intensive than Gibbs

sampling, it may underestimate the variance of the posterior (BLEI; KUCUKELBIR;

MCAULIFFE, 2017).

Similar to k-means clustering, the number of topics (k) must be set a priori, but

choosing the best number of topics for a given corpus is not trivial. In order to assist

the selection of k many evaluation metrics have been proposed, such as perplexity and

coherence score (RÖDER; BOTH; HINNEBURG, 2015). Similar to choosing the number

of clusters, the number of topics usually involves the combination of multiple metrics and

contextual knowledge.

3.2 Material and Methods

This section outlines the methodology employed for text-mining scientific publications

in Ecology. The focus is the evaluation of the usage of the interaction terms, specifically

in terms of the contexts in which they are employed, to identify whether these terms are

used interchangeably as synonyms or if they are employed to represent different concepts.
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3.2.1 Data used

The scientific publications were obtained from Digital Science’s Dimensions platform

(Digital Science, 2018; HOOK; PORTER; HERZOG, 2018). The Dimensions platform

was selected because it is recognized as the “largest and broadest indexer of scientific

documents” (BASSON et al., 2023). The platform was searched, individually, for exact

matches of each interaction term on publications’ title and abstract. The obtained results

were subsequently filtered to include only scientific articles within Ecology and written in

English language, published between 1970 and 2022.

To mitigate any potential bias resulting from the occurrence of multiple interaction

terms within the same publication, duplicated publications obtained from different inter-

action terms queries were removed and not included in the analysis.

The publications were divided into six classes according to the interaction term used

to retrieve them from Dimensions platform. The classification of publications serves as

“ground truth” for the analysis of the use of the interaction terms across different classes.

Hereafter, the set of publications returned by the same interaction term is referred as

class of publications. Indeed, this approach enables a focused analysis that facilitates the

examination of similarities and differences among publications based on their associated

interaction terms.

3.2.2 Preprocessing data

The title and abstract of the publications were combined to create a collection of

documents (corpus). As part of the preprocessing phase, the text was tokenized to break

it down into individual words (tokens). Following tokenization, stop-words were removed.

Subsequently, lemmatization was applied to the remaining tokens to reduce them to their

lemmas. To refine the preprocessing, a customized list of common words, including all

the interaction terms, was used to remove frequent words such as, “species”, “commu-

nity”, “result”. The lemmas were used to generate bi-grams and tri-grams, capturing two

and three consecutive words occurring together in a text, respectively. The combination

of adjacent words can facilitate the interpretation of results, since combined words can

provide meaningful information about the underline concept otherwise not captured by

single words (e.g., ’species’ and ’species richness’).

Previous studies have pointed out the benefits of utilizing only nouns in topic model-

ing (MARTIN; JOHNSON, 2015; WELBERS; KASPER, 2019). Thus, a Part-of-Speech
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(POS) tagging process was implemented to assign a syntactic category for each token.

Tokens that were not tagged as nouns or adjectives were subsequently removed. Since the

objective is to access the similarities and dissimilarities between the documents regarding

their biological contexts, nouns and adjectives are most likely to provide insights about

their contents. Additionally, tokens (lemmas, bi-grams and tri-grams) that occurred in

fewer than five documents or in over 90% of the documents were also removed.

Two DTM were generated for analysis. The first DTM used in the clustering analysis

utilized the TF-IDF weighting scheme with a logarithmically scaled IDF, as described in

Equation 3.2. The second DTM used in the topic modeling employed just the (normalized)

word frequencies, as shown in Equation 3.3.

idf(t,D) = log2
|D|

|d ∈ D : t ∈ d|
(3.2)

where:

|D| : total number of documents in corpus

|d ∈ D : t ∈ d| : number of documents where the term t appears

tf(t, d) =
ft,d∑

t′∈d ft′,d
(3.3)

where:

ft,d : number of occurrences of the term t in the document d∑
t′∈d ft′,d : total number of terms in the document d

3.2.3 Clustering publications based on cosine similarity

In the clustering analysis, the DTM of all documents and tokens was summarized

by grouping the documents according to their classes (i.e., interaction terms). Since the

objective is to evaluate the structure and similarities of the different results returned by

querying Dimensions for each interaction term, this approach treats each set of publi-

cations as a single document composed by the union of publications contents in the set.

This “short” version of the DTM has six rows, one for each interaction term and the same

number of columns as the original DTM.

Both the DTMs were used with k-means and hierarchical clustering (available in R

package stats, R Core Team (2023)). The number of clusters (k) in the k-means was

evaluated from 2 to 50 and the value which resulted in the best Silhouette score was taken.
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In the case of the clustering the original DTM, the returned clusters are used to

evaluate if documents from different queries rely on the same cluster or not. If documents

returned by the same query tend to form uniform clusters (clusters with documents from

the same class), even if the number of clusters is greater than the number of interaction

terms, it is possible to infer that there is separation between the context of the publications

returned by the different queries. In other words, the interaction terms are used in

different contexts with possibly different meanings. On the other hand, by clustering

the “short” version of the DTM is possible to evaluate the organization and structure of

the classes. In both cases, the cosine distance was used as the distance metric for the

algorithms.

3.2.4 Topic modeling of publications

The topic modeling of the publications retrieved from Dimensions platform considered

the DTM with normalized word frequencies, since TF-IDF is not necessary for estimating

the probability distribution for topics in documents (BLEI; NG; JORDAN, 2003). The

objective was to identify the number of topics in the corpus, but mainly, evaluate the

distribution of the documents from different classes over the topics. Complementary to

the clustering analysis, the topic modeling allows the identification of common topics

between the publications of different classes. Ultimately, it offers an evaluation of the

extent to which documents from different classes cover the same topics and provides

insights into the nature of those topics. In the analysis, the number of topics (k) was

evaluated between 2 and 20 topics, and the value of k which returned the best coherence

score was set as the final number of topics. The topic modeling was implemented in

Python using the gensim package (REHUREK; SOJKA, 2010).

3.3 Results and Discussion

A total of 14,907 articles were retrieved from the Dimensions platform when searching

for the interaction terms. After filtering the results to contain only articles written in

English and removing articles with different interaction terms within the same article

(duplicated articles), the remain 13,808 publications were used in the subsequent analysis.

Table 1 shows the number of publications for each interaction term (class of publications)

and Figure 3 presents the usage of the terms along the years (publication date). During the

period of 1970 to 2000, there was a relatively consistent usage of the interaction terms.

However, starting around the 2000s, a notable divergence in their usage became more
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evident, specially for the terms “species interaction”, “biotic interaction”, “ecological

interaction” and “inter-specific interaction”. The usage of remaining terms practically

have not changed. The term “species interaction” is the most used and occurs in 36% of

publications. Nevertheless, there is no clear trend indicating the fixation of this particular

term.

Figure 3: Number of publications including the term “biotic interaction” and related terms from
1970 to 2022.

The terms “species interaction(s)”, “biotic interaction(s)”, “ecological interaction(s)”

and “inter(-)specific interaction(s)” appear in 91.6% of the publications, while “biological

interaction(s)” and “community interaction(s)” appear only in 8.4% of the publications.

Given the limited usage of the terms “biological interaction” and “community interaction”

in scientific publications in Ecology, it is uncertain whether they are synonyms or if they

denote distinct concepts associated with less studied subjects in Ecology.

Despite the lack of convention of nomenclature in Ecology (HERRANDO-PÉREZ;

BROOK; BRADSHAW, 2014), an attempt for interpreting the interaction terms can be

derived by considering the meanings of their constituent prefixes (e.g “biotic”, “species”,
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“ecological”). The term ‘’biotic interaction” can be understood as a broader concept that

encompasses interactions among organisms of the same taxon (intraspecific interactions)

and different taxa (interspecific interactions). It is closely related to the term “ecologi-

cal interaction”. However, the term “ecological interaction” might be understood to also

include interactions between organisms and their abiotic environment. “Species interac-

tion” and “interspecific interaction” appear to be synonyms, given the similar etymology

of the words “species“ (from Latin speciēs) and “specific” (from Latin speciēs + faciō),

both terms are related to the interaction between taxonomically homogeneous groups of

organisms. On the other hand, the term “community interaction” suggests that the in-

teractions are limited to specific communities, which is, interactions between individuals

of populations of different species coexisting in a particular area or habitat. Finally, the

term “biological interaction” appears to be the most general of the terms, encompassing

all kinds of interactions studied in Biology, including, for example, interactions involving

biomolecules such as DNA and proteins. However, the usage of these terms spans from

various subjects in Biology(NAKAZAWA, 2020).

Term Number of publications

species interaction 4954 (35.9%)
biotic interaction 3154 (22.9%)

ecological interaction 2391 (17.3%)
interspecific interaction 2201 (15.9%)
biological interaction 731 (5.3%)
community interaction 377 (2.7%)

Total 13,808 (100%)

Table 1: Number of publications retrieved from Digital Science’s Dimensions platform for each
of the interaction terms

3.3.1 Clustering the “interaction terms”

The hierarchical clustering considering the weighted word frequencies within each

class of the publications partially corroborates with the interpretation of the meanings of

the interaction terms by their prefix words (Figure 4). The terms “biotic interaction” and

“species interactions” are more close related to each other than to the other terms, which

suggests that the publications within these classes share a similar vocabulary compared to

the other classes. Together with the term “ecological interaction”, they form a more gen-

eral group which is related to the term “interspecific interaction”. The terms “biological

interaction” and “community interaction” are in distinct branches of the dendogram of

Figure 4, which indicates that these two terms present more distinct word frequencies and
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vocabulary from the other terms. However, this hierarchical clustering is based on the ag-

gregated word frequencies extracted from publications within each class. In this context,

classes with more publications inherently have a broader vocabulary. Consequently, the

similarities observed between classes may be attributed to differences in the vocabulary

sizes, where larger vocabularies are more likely to share the same words with similar fre-

quencies solely due to their larger size. However, the TF-IDF normalization mitigates the

impact of the word frequencies across different classes, the influence of vocabulary size on

clustering results can not be eliminated.

Figure 4: Dendogram from hierarchical clustering the “interaction terms” based on the word
frequencies of each class.

The high-dimensionality of the DTM can be reduced to a 2-dimensional space by tak-

ing the first two principal components (PC) of the orthogonal projection of the Principal

Component Analysis (PCA) (JOLLIFFE, 2014; PEARSON, 1901). The first PC repre-

sents the direction of maximum variance in the data, and the second PC captures the

orthogonal direction of the second-highest variance. These two PCs were used to create

the plot of Figure 5, which preserves the pairwise dissimilarities between the classes of

interaction terms. Applying the PCA on the same DTM used for hierarchical clustering,

a similar pattern is observed. However, in the 2-dimensional space the terms “biological

interaction” and “community interaction” appear far from each other, whereas the remain-

ing terms are relatively close. The distance between the terms “biological interaction”

and “community interaction” in the PCA plot suggests that the publications associated
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with each class tend to possess distinct vocabularies, which are most dissimilar from the

other terms.

Figure 5: Principal Component Analysis (PCA) plot: the two principal components showing
the relationships between the “interaction terms” word frequencies.

When considering the DTM of weighted word frequencies (TF-IDF), it was observed

that the highest silhouette score was achieved with 8 clusters (Figure 6). However, it is

important to note that the resulting silhouette score was 0.007, indicating the presence

of overlapping or ambiguous clusters within data as illustrated in Figure 7. Other cluster

configurations (2, 3, and 4 clusters) also displayed scores that were slight positive but

lower than the configuration with 8 clusters.

The configuration of 8 clusters did not show a clear separation of publications within

the classes (Figure 7), since there is great overlap between the clusters (left plot in Figure

7). As illustrated in the right plot of Figure 7 and, separately, by each class in Figure

8, publications from all classes are assigned indistinctly to all clusters, indicating that

there is no one-to-one relationship between the clusters found and the document classes.

In addition, none of the classes are dominated by publications from a particular cluster,

indicating that no single cluster is exclusively representative of any specific class (Figure

9).

By computing the average TF-IDF values across all documents within the same clus-

ter, it is possible to extract the most important words for each cluster. Table 2 presents
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Figure 6: Silhouette score for each number of clusters used in the selection of the best number
of centers. The maximum silhouette score is returned by 8 clusters.

the top five words with the highest average TF-IDF, providing insights into the vocabu-

laries associated with each cluster. Despite the lack of clear separation between clusters,

the analysis of the most important words can still provide insights into the specific top-

ics captured by each cluster. However, while there may be distinct topics according to

the most frequent words associated with each cluster, the similarities between documents

from different clusters make it difficult to establish strict boundaries between them. It

explains the high overlap between the clusters in Figure 7.

The application of k-means clustering indicates that there is not a clear difference in

the vocabularies used across the publications. This implies that the interaction terms are

being used within similar contexts. In addition, the hierarchical clustering reveals that

some classes are more related than others, what can be explained by the high number of

the documents in the overlapping region of Figure 7 and the smaller, but relevant, number

of documents distant from the overlapping region. It is also emphasized by the individual

plots in Figure 8, where the overall structure of the clusters in the 2-dimensional space

shows similar structure to the dendogram of Figure 4.

K-means clustering creates partitions on a dataset and treats each document as a

vector of a high-dimensional space represented by its TF-IDF scores. The algorithm

relies on minimizing the sum of squared distances between documents and their assigned

cluster centroids. It may produce similar results to the topic LDA but they employ

different techniques to groups documents into groups or clusters.
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Figure 7: Principal Component Analysis (PCA) plot of two main PCs showing the distribution
of publications, cluster assignments and distribution over classes

Left : Principal Component Analysis (PCA) plot of two main PC’s showing the distribution of
publications and clusters assignments (colors represent a cluster from 0 to 7). Right : Principal
Component Analysis (PCA) plot of two main PC’s showing the distribution of publications and
the classes of “interaction terms” (colors represent a specific “interaction term”).

Cluster Top 5 words

Cluster 0 specialization, structure, extinction, island, network
Cluster 1 pollinator, parasite, native, fish, host
Cluster 2 forage, predation risk, predation, prey, predator
Cluster 3 ecology, coexistence, trait, competition, dynamic
Cluster 4 pattern, assemblage, structure, distribution, diversity
Cluster 5 treatment, root, growth, tree, soil

Table 2: Most frequent (top five) words within each cluster.

3.3.2 Topic modeling

The hierarchical clustering analysis revealed that the interaction terms can be divided

into three distinct clusters: one for the “biological interaction”, another for the “commu-

nity interaction”, and a third cluster encompassing all the remaining terms. During the

topic modeling, the grid search for the optimal number of topics and the hyperparameters

(alpha and beta) was conducted. The alpha hyperparameter controls the distribution of

topics in documents, where high values make the distribution of document-topics more

uniform (documents contain a mixture of many topics). On the other hand, the hyperpa-

rameter beta controls the distribution of words in topics, where high values of beta result

in a more uniform topic-word distribution (topics contain a mixture of many words). The
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Figure 8: Principal Component Analysis (PCA) plot of two main PCs showing the distribution
of publications and cluster assignments divided by “interaction term”

Colors represent a clusters from 0 to 7.

number of topics explored was from 2 to 20, with an increment of 2 topics at each exe-

cution. The hyperparameter values for alpha and beta were set to 0.05, 0.1, 0.5, 1.5, 10

and the default heuristic applied by the LDA algorithm of the Python scikit learn pack-

age (PEDREGOSA et al., 2011). A total of 360 executions of the LDA were performed,

and the execution with the highest Coherence score was selected (Figure 10). The best

number of topics in the evaluated interval was 6 topics with an alpha of 1.5 and beta of

0.05.

Topic modeling shows an overlapping between the topics, which is the result of doc-

uments having similar probabilities for different topics. LDA aims to estimate the topic

distribution for each document. Typically, a document covers multiple topics (e.g., conser-

vation, restoration, climate change), and the LDA model will assign different probabilities

to each of these topics. When a document is dominated by a specific topic, its probability

will be greater than of the other topics. However, when the same documents are equally

likely to address multiple topics, it leads to the overlapping observed in of Figure 11. In

Figure 11, the best topic (i.e., the topic with the highest probability) for each document

is chosen to represent the main topic of a document. The documents at the center (the

overlapping region) are documents that, despite being assigned to the topic represented

by its color, could potentially be assigned to other topics which are in this overlapping

region. Conversely, the documents that are far from the center are those for which the

probability of the best topics is sufficiently high to distinguish them from other documents

belonging to different topics. In other words, the documents that are located at the center

primarily cover multiple topics, whereas the documents located far from the center tend
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Figure 9: Distribution of clustered documents for each class

to focus on specific, singular topics.

Despite differences in the topics, some words appear in almost all the topics (e.g.,

diversity, dynamic, pattern) but with different contributions. This reveals that the topics

involve similar subjects, but some specificity is given by their distinct words (Figure 12).

Since the documents are from the same scientific field (i.e., Ecology) these common words

across topics are expected.

Documents from the same class are assigned to different topics (Figure 13). It indicates

that besides the existence of latent topics providing a relative separation of the documents

into 6 topics, it does not reflect into the classes. The usage of interaction terms across

the publications indicates that these terms are employed in publications with different,

yet related, topics. It suggests that the interaction terms have been used interchangeably,

regardless of the specific main topic of the publications.

Both the clustering analysis and the topic modeling did not provide evidence indi-

cating contextual variations in the utilization of the interaction terms within scientific

publications. This reinforces the notion that these terms are frequently employed inter-
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changeably, despite potential distinctions that may exist between them. However, without

a nomenclature that establishes formal definitions for these terms and their conceptual

relationships, the true biological meanings underlying them may remain elusive. Although

not explicitly explored here, the publications removed from the analysis, because of their

use of different interaction terms in the same publication, are another evidence for the

interchangeable usage of these terms.

Given the lack of a clear distinction between the interaction terms, the term “biotic

interactions” will be used in this study as a general term without implying any differen-

tiation unless explicitly specified.
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(a) Alpha

(b) Beta

Figure 10: Coherence score for values of the hyperparameter alpha and number of topics

a) The plot highlighted in red was the alpha value which resulted in the maximal value for the
coherence score (alpha = 1.5). b) Coherence score for values of the hyperparameter beta and
number of topics. The plot highlighted in red was the beta value which resulted in the maximal
value for the coherence score (beta = 0.05).
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Figure 11: Distribution of the publications across the topics

(Each color represents a topic) after dimensionality reduction by truncated singular value de-
composition (SVD).
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Figure 12: Word-clouds with the 10 most frequent words for each topic found in the LDA
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Figure 13: Distribution of the publications across classes of “interaction terms”

Each color represents a “interaction term” after dimensionality reduction by truncated singular
value decomposition (SVD).
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4 OVERVIEW OF BIOTIC INTERACTIONS

DATA

This chapter aims to provide (i) an overview of available data on biotic interactions,

(ii) an introduction to the Global Biotic Interactions, the main resource to access biotic

interactions data, (iii) a preliminary analysis of biotic interactions in the Global Biodi-

versity Information Facility (GBIF), and (iv) a discussion of the major biotic interactions

data formats and representations currently used by the biodiversity community.

4.1 Available data

Biotic interaction data have been collected and made available for decades in many

formats and sources. Among these sources, the scientific literature is a prominent resource

of biotic interactions data. Typically, data are commonly found as appendices or supple-

mentary materials in publications, or either summarized in tables within the main text of

the publications. However, there has been a notable shift recently and currently it is more

common that scientific journals and funding agencies require, or even obligate, researchers

to provide access to raw data as a prerequisite for publication or funding approval (e.g.,

Nature Announcement (Nature, 2016), National Science Foundation (NSF): Biological

Sciences Guidance on Data Management Plans1). In addition, the establishment of inter-

national data sharing guidelines, such as the Findable, Accessible, Interoperable, Reusable

(FAIR) (WILKINSON et al., 2016), The Transparency and Openness Promotion (TOP)

(NOSEK et al., 2015) and the Beijing Declaration (CODATA, Committee on Data of

the International Science Council CODATA et al., 2019), reflects efforts to promote data

sharing and accessibility. Furthermore, the creation of the Research Data Alliance (RDA)

(BERMAN; WILKINSON; WOOD, 2014), a worldwide initiative involving over 13,000

members from 148 countries, plays an important role in “building the social and technical

infrastructure to enable open sharing and re-use of data”.

1https://www.nsf.gov/bio/biodmp.jsp
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These combined efforts have contributed to increasing the availability of biotic inter-

actions data in various data repositories. Despite the published datasets have facilitated

the reproducibility of studies and experiments, data reusability and interoperability re-

mains a challenge, primarily due to the lack of standardization and common practices

for sharing data. Researchers often face laborious tasks of data compilation and trans-

formation to make it compatible with their analyses and research objectives. Although,

the biotic interactions data publishing is increasing (Figure 14), it is still difficult to reuse

and aggregate data from different sources.

Figure 14: Accumulated number of biotic interaction datasets published from 2003 to 2023 in
Dryad, DataONE, Figshare and Zenodo

Source: Dryad, DataONE, Figshare and Zenodo

Given the requirement for an increasing amount of data by meta-analysis and large-

scale studies and the emergence of biodiversity databases, many initiatives, such as the

Global Biodiversity Information Facility (GBIF), were created to centralize the access to

biodiversity data. In the case of biotic interactions, the same phenomenon is observed,

but on a smaller scale and in more decentralized coordination.

In order to understand the characteristics of biotic interactions data currently avail-

able, an exploratory analysis was conducted considering four data repositories commonly

used to share research data. Metadata about datasets deposited in Dryad, Zenodo,

Figshare and Data Observation Network for Earth (DataONE) were investigated for biotic
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interactions data.

DataONE (MICHENER et al., 2011) is a network of interoperable data repositories

for preserving, access, use, and reuse of multidiscipline ecological and environmental data.

Currently, (June 2, 2023) there are 841,251 datasets published in the DataONE network, a

number almost ten times greater than the total number of datasets in GBIF. It requires the

member nodes to adopt a metadata standard, which must be registered in the DataONE.

Member nodes of the DataONE network may opt to use Metacat (JONES et al., 2001),

a metadata and data management software which uses Ecological Metadata Language

(EML) (JONES et al., 2019) as the default metadata standard, to share and replicate

metadata with the DataONE coordinate nodes.

Dryad is a manually curated open-access repository of research data, mainly of biology.

It promotes data citations by assigning a unique, persistent, and resolvable Digital Object

Identifier (DOI) for published datasets in the form of a DataCite DOI. The Creative

Commons Zero waiver2 is applied to all datasets, which makes the terms of reuse both

clear and nonrestrictive. Dryad is a former member node of the DataONE networking,

meaning that datasets metadata deposited in Dryad are shared with DataONE.

Zenodo is a general-purpose and multidisciplinary open repository developed under

the European OpenAIRE program and hosted at European Organization for Nuclear Re-

search (CERN). It has been paving the way in data citation and publishing by being

the first data repository in promoting assignment of DOI to datasets. Although, Zen-

odo recommends the usage of open licenses, such as Creative Commons, it allows the

attribution of different licenses and access levels. Dryad and Zenodo have formed a data

sharing partnership, and Dryad stores a copy of all datasets on Zenodo to enhance data

preservation.

Figshare is another general-purpose open-access repository which is widely used by

many universities and scientific journals to share research and publications supplementary

data3. All datasets are released under a Creative Commons license, CC-BY or CC0 (public

domain).

Datasets were searched in each of the four repositories using the same interaction

terms used in Section 3. The metadata of all datasets in the results were collected and

organized in a common data structure. A total of 9,101 datasets were found containing

at least one of the interaction terms in the title, description and keywords. The number

2http://creativecommons.org/publicdomain/zero/1.0
3⟨https://knowledge.figshare.com/institutions#features⟩
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of datasets for each repository is shown in Table 3. After eliminating duplicate datasets

with identical titles and publication years, excluding versioned copies and datasets from

Dryad int the results of DataONE and Zenodo, a total of 5,326 unique datasets remained.

These datasets were then examined regarding of file types, licenses attribution and the

occurrences of the interaction terms. Interestingly, the combined copies of Dryad datasets

within the results of DataONE and Zenodo (1,748 datasets) surpasses the total number

of datasets directly retrieved from Dryad. It could be attributed to the possibility that

Dryad datasets replicated in DataONE and Zenodo contain the interaction terms in their

metadata records, but the same dataset in Dryad has undergone modifications and no

longer includes the interaction terms. As an example, see the dataset ⟨https://doi.org/

10.5061/dryad.35rt5⟩ in Dryad repository and the respective dataset in DataONE4. In

this example, the DataONE metadata record contains the keyword “species interaction”

while the Dryad version contains only the keyword “amphibian decline”. However, it may

not be the only cause of the differences between the results.

DataONE (including Dryad datasets) and Figshare returned the highest number of

datasets among the repositories. However, after eliminating duplicated datasets from

Dryad, Figshare accounted for 59.3% of the results, followed by Dryad (Figure 15). Ex-

cluding the replicated Dryad datasets from DataONE and Zenodo becomes evident that

they are not the primary choices among researchers for sharing biotic interaction data.

Additionally, considering that Figshare is commonly used for publishing supplementary

data by various scientific journals, it explains why a significant number of datasets were

retrieved from this repository. In contrast, Dryad provided the most reliable results and

apparently is the most likely repository for directly accessing biotic interaction data.

Repository #Datasets

DataONE 3,183
Figshare 2,947
Dryad 1,588
Zenodo 1,383
Total 9,101

Table 3: Total number of biotic interaction datasets retrieved from each data repository

The term “species interaction” resulted in the highest number of datasets among all

the interaction terms. It resulted in more datasets than the combined total of datasets

returned by all the other interaction terms (Figure 16). In contrast, the “biological

4⟨https://search.dataone.org/view/https%3A%2F%2Fdoi.org%2F10.5061%2Fdryad.35rt5%3Fver%
3D2018-05-22T10%3A41%3A00.177%2B00%3A00⟩
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Figure 15: Distribution of biotic interaction datasets across data repositories

The plot illustrates the percentages of datasets retrieved by different repositories: left including
all datasets; right after removing Dryad datasets retrieved from DataONE and Zenodo. Source:
Dryad, DataONE, Figshare and Zenodo.

interaction” returned the smallest number of datasets, with a total of 226 datasets. The

significant number of datasets retrieved by the “species interaction” term can be partially

attributed to its high frequency as a keyword (see Figure 17). The keywords used in

datasets extend beyond the interaction terms, spanning from more specific terms, such as

“plant-plant”, “trophic” and “predator-prey”, to broader terms like “interaction network”

and “species interaction network”. It emphasizes the inclusion of specific and broader

terms when searching for biotic interactions data in those repositories.

When examining the dataset licenses, the only datasets lacking proper metadata

regarding license statements and attributions are exclusively from DataONE. Despite

DataONE’s adoption of metadata standardization, such as EML, for data exchange be-

tween member nodes and the coordinate nodes, the metadata records retrieved from

DataONE, excluding the Dryad replicas, did not contain information about license at-

tribution. The field intelectualRights in DataONE metadata records were frequently
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Figure 16: Total number of biotic interaction datasets returned by each “interaction term”

found to be either empty or contained textual information regarding the reuse and distri-

bution of the datasets without specifying a license.

The most common license used is CC-BY-4.05, followed by CC0-1.06(public domain)

(Figure 18). The CC0 is used for all datasets in Dryad as defined in its Publication

Policy7, but it is also common in Figshare and Zenodo. The less restricted publication

policy of Figshare and Zenodo allows other open licenses to be applied like CC-BY-NC,

MIT, GPL-3.0, CC-BY-SA-4.0 and others (grouped into “Other-Open” category in Figure

18). Only one dataset on restricted copyright was found in Figshare repository.

Regarding the file formats, despite some proprietary formats being used to share

data, the most frequent file formats are open formats, except for Microsoft Excel XLS

(Figure 19). The top 10 most frequent files corresponds to 99.9% of all file formats in the

datasets. Comma Separated Values (CSV), plain text files and Tab-Separated Values (tsv)

are among the most frequent formats. These formats have many advantages over other

formats, mainly because they do not require dedicate software for reading and processing,

CSV and tsv have specific open standards describing them (RFC4180 and IANA MIME

type) and they are efficient for data exchange. OpenXML file formats like Microsoft Excel

5https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/
6https://creativecommons.org/publicdomain/zero/1.0/
7⟨https://datadryad.org/stash/terms#publication⟩
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Figure 17: The 20 most frequent keywords in biotic interaction datasets metadata

Figure 18: Relationship between dataset license and number of files from all biotic interaction
datasets
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Figure 19: The 10 most common file formats found in the biotic interaction datasets

In gray the proprietary formats and in orange the open-formats

(XLSX) and Microsoft Word (DOCX) are also common used to share data. In the case of

DOCX and Portable Document Format (PDF) file formats, it is mostly due to the usage

of Figshare as a repository for publishing supplementary data by scientific journals.

Despite the increasing availability of biotic interactions data, this has not contributed

to data reuse. The diversity of formats and lack of proper license attributions pose

challenges to data indexing and aggregation efforts. This emphasizes the importance of

developing data standards and best practices guides specifically for biotic interactions

data in order to facilitate data exchange and enable data reuse.

When considering the data available in specialized databases, there are several initia-

tives that deserve to be mentioned. The Interaction Web DataBase (IWDB) (GUIMARÃES;

RAIMUNDO; CAGNOLO, 2012; VAZQUEZ; MELIAN, 2008), created in 2003 by Na-

tional Center for Ecological Analysis and Synthesis (NCEAS) at the University of Califor-

nia (USA), was the first cooperative effort of scientists to help disseminate data on biotic

interactions. The IWDB is a registry of interaction network datasets and does not offer a

searching feature. Currently, IWDB is hosted by the University of São Paulo (Brazil) and
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it offers open-access to 55 datasets distributed in seven categories: anemone-fish, host-

parasite, plant-ant, plant-herbivore, plant-pollinator, plant-seed disperser and predator

prey. However, it is not receiving new updates since 2020 and it appears to be outdated.

Similar initiatives, like the Web of Life (FORTUNA; ORTEGA; BASCOMPTE, 2014),

LifeWebs Project (FAYLE et al., 2016) and GlobalWeb (THOMPSON et al., 2012),

provide access to many interaction network datasets, but, similarly to IWDB, they do

not adopt any (meta)data standards for sharing data. Without a common data model,

the datasets provided by these projects are incompatible with each other. To overcome

this limitation and to centralize the access to biotic interactions data, the Global Biotic

Interactions (POELEN; SIMONS; MUNGALL, 2014) was created in 2014 and mangal

(POISOT et al., 2016) was created in 2015. Mangal is an ecological network database

which provides access to standardized data by enforcing the usage of its own template for

sharing data through its Application Programming Interface (API) or R client (rmangal).

The template provided by mangal allows the inclusion of optional data about the envi-

ronment and species traits, besides the mandatory files describing the networks. GloBI

uses a similar approach by defining its own data format and vocabulary of terms, along

with other mechanisms of data sharing8. Each of these projects provides access to biotic

interactions data using its own data formats and schemas, which makes data aggregation

across multiple sources a complex task, since data aggregation relies on laborious and

repeated transformations of the original datasets into custom, nonstandardized formats,

making data integration and discovery a costly and time-consuming process.

Biotic interactions records are also found in GBIF data. The DwC standard defines

many terms which can be used to document biotic interactions, however, GBIF is not

currently indexing such terms, and therefore it is not possible to directly search for biotic

interactions on the GBIF portal or API (but see Section 4.3).

Despite the increasing data availability, data gaps and biases still exist. For instance,

there is a larger amount of biotic interactions data from temperate and high-latitude

regions compared to the tropics (HORTAL et al., 2015; VIZENTIN-BUGONI et al., 2018),

hampering the assessment of global patterns such as latitudinal gradients (ARZABE et

al., 2018; SCHEMSKE et al., 2009). In addition, most of the available biotic interaction

datasets do not adopt any standard for data or metadata. Moreover, for those that do, the

lack of appropriate data standards largely contributes to the dispersion and heterogeneity

in the data. As a result, biotic interactions data are often insufficient or biased for many

types of analyses, and simply publishing data out of context would fail to produce the

8https://www.globalbioticinteractions.org/contribute
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correct interpretation of the data nor would it be aligned with researchers needs for sharing

and reusing data.

The code used to collect the datasets is available in the GitHub repository9 and in

Salim (2023).

4.2 Indexing and aggregating biotic interactions data

- The Global Biotic Interactions (GloBI)

The Global Biotic Interactions (GloBI) is a platform which indexes open access biotic

interaction data from many sources. GloBI can effectively process data from different

formats, based on provided mappings between fields in the dataset to terms in GloBI’s

vocabulary 10. GloBI also indexes biotic interactions data from iNaturalist11 by utiliz-

ing its own mapping12 between iNaturalist’s observation fields13 and Relation Ontology

(MUNGALL et al., 2023). It periodically searches for datasets in GitHub and Zenodo,

and individual contributions can also be made by opening an issue on GloBI’s GitHub

repository, which may required manual intervention to prepare the dataset to be indexed

by GloBI.

To facilitate data access and integration with other systems, GloBI provides an API14.

Additionally, GloBI offers SPARQL and Cypher endpoints for querying the data, as well

as an R package called rglobi for programmatic access and analysis. In addition, all

GloBI’s data can be downloaded in different formats, such as, Darwin Core Archive (DwC-

A), delimiter-separated values (TSV and CSV), Neo4j dump and sqlite. Internally, the

biotic interactions are stored in a graph database (Neo4j) using terms in the GloBI’s

vocabulary as node properties and Relation Ontology for the interaction types. Currently

(May 9, 2023), GloBI is the main resource for sharing and accessing biotic interactions

data, providing access to standardized data over 36 million interaction records15 across

426 datasets.

Despite the success of GloBI in indexing and providing open access to biotic inter-

actions data, like any other indexing system, it is only indexing a subset of data fields

9⟨https://github.com/zedomel/thesis 2023⟩
10⟨https://github.com/globalbioticinteractions/template-dataset#data-format-and-dictionary⟩
11⟨https://www.inaturalist.org⟩
12⟨https://github.com/globalbioticinteractions/inaturalist/blob/main/interaction types.csv⟩
13⟨https://www.inaturalist.org/observation fields⟩
14⟨https://github.com/globalbioticinteractions/globalbioticinteractions/wiki/API⟩
15curl https://api.globalbioticinteractions.org/reports/sources | jq ’.data[][4]’ |

awk ’BEGIN sum=0 for (i = 1; i <= NF; i++) sum+=$i END print sum’
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(i.e., the terms in GloBI’s vocabulary). Even though the vocabulary can be expanded and

new terms added to it, the vocabulary is not a formal vocabulary of terms and it is not

maintained by a specific community. GloBI’s vocabulary incorporates terms from DwC

and ontologies like Uberon (HAENDEL et al., 2009; MUNGALL et al., 2012), Phenotype

And Trait Ontology (CONSORTIUM, 2002) and Environment Ontology (BUTTIGIEG

et al., 2013), a community interested in creating a common vocabulary can sure benefit

from GloBI’s vocabulary to create richer representations of biotic interactions data.

Like GBIF, GloBI is capable of aggregating data based on its vocabulary of terms.

The difference, however, is that GBIF uses a ratified community data standard (i.e., DwC)

while GloBI uses its own data format and vocabulary. Despite providing a great advance in

biotic interactions data sharing, reuse and interoperability, the entire community benefits

even more from the adoption of common data schemas and vocabularies (SIELEMANN;

HAFNER; PUCKER, 2020).

4.3 Biotic interactions data at the Global Biodiver-

sity Information Facility (GBIF)

The Global Biodiversity Information Facility (GBIF) (GBIF Secretariat, 2022) has

indexed beyond 2 billion occurrence records from 85,387 datasets. Many of the these

datasets often include “hidden” biotic interaction data. The term “hidden” is derived

from the fact that GBIF does not currently index the commonly used DwC terms for

documenting biotic interactions. In addition, the different usages of DwC standard to

document biotic interactions represents a challenge for data indexing and aggregation.

Due to the absence of an GBIF official guide, like for DNA-derived data (ANDERSSON

et al., 2021), or community common practices on how to document biotic interactions,

these data are completed hidden in GBIF and can not be found through regular search in

GBIF’s portal or API. Since GBIF is not indexing these terms (e.g., dwc:associatedTaxa,

dwc:ResourceRelationship) it is not possible to know in advance which datasets contain

biotic interactions data. To identify such data, the original datasets must be retrieved

directly from the data provider and their contents scanned for biotic interactions data.

The presence of biotic interactions data in DwC-A indexed by GBIF does not guarantee

their availability in the future if GBIF decides to start indexing these terms. To simplify

data aggregation, it is highly preferable for the data providers to update their data models

according to established guidelines, rather than requiring GBIF to implement alternatives

for each unique case. Simplifying data aggregation is a key objective of standardization.
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Fortunately, GloBI already has a set of tools based on regular expressions to parse and

extract biotic interaction records from DwC-As. A similar workflow employed in GloBI

can be used to exploit the indexing of biotic interactions data at GBIF.

4.4 Data representation and formats

Biotic interactions data have been shared in many formats, often using conflicting rep-

resentations of the interaction concepts. This section presents a non-exhaustive discussion

on the utilization of DwC standard for documenting biotic interaction data. In addition,

the section explores the implications of interaction networks data representation.

4.4.1 Biotic interactions and the Darwin Core standard

The Darwin Core standard defines many terms which can be used to document biotic

interactions, varying by the level of details that can be provided and complexity for

adoption.

Particularly, DwC provides a set of terms, known as association terms, that can be

used to document generic associations between occurrence instances (formally dwc:Occurrence)

and other resources (e.g., images, references, taxa, occurrences). From that set, two as-

sociation terms are relevant for biotic interactions: the dwc:associatedTaxa and the

dwc:associatedOccurrences terms.

The dwc:associatedTaxa term is defined as “a list (concatenated and separated) of

identifiers or names of taxa and the associations of this Occurrence to each of them.”16,

and the dwc:associatedOccurrence is defined as “a list (concatenated and separated) of

identifiers of other Occurrence records and their associations to this Occurrence”17. Thus,

both terms, dwc:associatedTaxa and dwc:associatedOccurrences can be used to doc-

ument biotic interactions. The term dwc:associatedTaxa is used to represent an interac-

tion between an instance of dwc:Occurrence class and multiple instances of dwc:Taxon

class or taxon names. On the other hand, the term dwc:associatedOccurrences is

used to represent an interaction between an instance of dwc:Occurrence class and one or

multiple dwc:Occurrence instances. However, both terms do not make any assumption

about how association types should be documented or if a controlled vocabulary should

be used. It creates some problems for machines, and even humans, since there is no sepa-

16⟨http://rs.tdwg.org/dwc/terms/associatedTaxa⟩
17⟨http://rs.tdwg.org/dwc/terms/associatedOccurrences⟩
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ration between the association type and the associated taxon/occurrence, culminating in

a myriad of different forms to fill data into these fields (MUKHIN; VLADYKINA, 2020;

ROBERTS, 2023).

Another form to document biotic interactions using the DwC standard is through

the dwc:ResourceRelationship class. The “ResourceRelationship class is an alternative

means of representing associations, and with more detail”18, and it is defined as “a rela-

tionship of one rdfs:Resource to another”19, where a rdfs:Resource can be any “identifiable

records or instances of classes and may include, but need not be limited to dwc:Occurrence,

dwc:Organism, dwc:MaterialSample, dwc:Event, dwc:Location, dwc:GeologicalContext,

dwc:Identification, or dwc:Taxon”. Thus, the dwc:ResourceRelationship class can be

used to document relationships (e.g., interactions) between two or more dwc:Occurrence’s

or dwc:Taxon’s and create an interaction network representation using DwC. Currently,

the dwc:ResourceRelationship class defines eight terms:

a) dwc:resourceRelationshipID: an identifier for the relationship, e.g., a global unique

identifier for an interaction;

b) dwc:resourceID: an identifier for the subject of the relationship, e.g., the identifier

of a dwc:Occurrence or dwc:Taxon participating in the interaction;

c) dwc:relatedResourceID: the identifier for the object of the relationship, e.g., the

identifier of the other dwc:Occurrence or dwc:Taxon participating in the interac-

tion;

d) dwc:relationshipOfResource: the literal form for the relationship type, e.g., pol-

linates ;

e) dwc:relationshipOfResourceID: the identifier (non-literal) for the relationship

type, e.g., ⟨http:// purl.obolibrary.org/ obo/RO 0002455 ⟩

f) dwc:relationshipAccordingTo: the source (e.g., person, organization, publica-

tion) which established the relationship;

g) dwc:relationshipEstablishedDate: the date when the relationship was estab-

lished;

h) dwc:relationshipRemarks: additional remarks about the relationship.

18comments on ⟨http://rs.tdwg.org/dwc/terms/associatedTaxa⟩
19⟨http://rs.tdwg.org/dwc/terms/ResourceRelationship⟩
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Despite its complexity, the dwc:ResourceRelationship class has some advantages

compared to the association terms : i) it provides distinct terms for the subject, the

object and the relationship type, ii) multiple relationships can be documented with-

out relying on recommendations which usually are not adopted (“recommended best

practice is to separate the values in a list with space vertical bar space (| )20”), iii)

the relationship has a (globally) unique identifier making possible to reference a spe-

cific relationship, and iv) additional details can be provided for each relationship using

the terms dwc:relationshipAccordingTo, dwc:relationshipEstablishedDate, and

dwc:relationshipRemarks (e.g. HERNÁNDEZ et al., 2021).

Although these terms represent the “formal” representation of associations in DwC, bi-

otic interactions have been documented using other terms, such as dwc:dynamicProperties,

dwc:habitat and dwc:occurrenceRemarks. The dwc:dynamicProperties is a record-

level term which can be used to provide “a list of additional measurements, facts, char-

acteristics, or assertions about the record”21 using a structured content. The recom-

mended format is JavaScript Object Notation (JSON), but the term has been used

with different formats (e.g. DEMBOSKI, 2023). Biotic interactions are included in the

dwc:dynamicProperties as key:value pairs, where usually, the key is the interaction type

(e.g., predates, pollinates) and the value is a list of taxon names. The terms dwc:habitat

and dwc:occurrenceRemarks are descriptive terms, meaning that they accept text in nat-

ural language, what makes the interpretation of their values challenge for machines (e.g

Queensland Department of Environment and Science, 2023).

However, simply adopting the official terms for documenting associations and relation-

ships does not guarantee that data will be correctly interpreted afterward. Thus, for data

to be reusable, interoperable and allow access to the context-dependent characteristics of

the interactions, it is desirable for datasets to adhere to the following guidelines:

a) interactions should be individually identified and referenced;

b) datasets should use a common controlled vocabulary for the interaction types (e.g.,

OBO Relation Ontology (MUNGALL et al., 2023));

c) datasets should use either the association terms or the dwc:ResourceRelationship

to document biotic interactions, with preference to latter method;

d) context-dependent data can be linked to the interactions and to the organisms

20⟨http://rs.tdwg.org/dwc/terms/associatedTaxa⟩
21⟨http://rs.tdwg.org/dwc/terms/dynamicProperties⟩
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participating on the interactions (e.g., interaction outcomes and effects, organisms

traits);

e) bibliographic references should be used as evidence for the interactions.

These five items above ensure that biotic interactions data follow the recommen-

dations for data standardization and provide minimal information regarding the biotic

interactions.

4.4.2 Interaction networks

Interactions networks represent a distinct form of recording biotic interactions. Usu-

ally, interaction networks are a species level representation of the interactions, with

non-binary networks encoding some metric to quantify/qualify the effects or strength

of pairwise interactions. In interaction networks, nodes represent species or higher taxo-

nomic groups and edges represent the interactions between a pair of nodes (DORMANN;

FRÜND; SCHAEFER, 2017). Historically, food webs have been the most commonly stud-

ied type of interaction network, but over the last two decades, bipartite (two-group) net-

works have dominated the literature (DORMANN; FRÜND; SCHAEFER, 2017). Sam-

pling interactions are time and cost consuming and require much effort to build up a

complete network and the collected data tends to be biased and noisy (AGUIAR et al.,

2019). Thus, enabling data reuse and aggregation of interaction networks is essential to

overcome biases and to compose large datasets which can help the understanding of how

interactions drive ecological and evolutionary dynamics and the maintenance of ecosys-

tems (ALBRECHT et al., 2018; DELMAS et al., 2019; LANDI et al., 2018). Importantly,

reusing and aggregating data from different interaction networks is high impacted by

topological heterogeneity. Biological and environmental drivers, sampling strategies and

network construction methods have great influence on the topology of interaction networks

(BRIMACOMBE et al., 2023) and therefore, without adequate metadata to describe these

classes of heterogeneity, data reuse and aggregation is often limited.

In fact, to build an interaction network, pairwise interactions are sampled in the field,

often including more details than just the “tetranomial”, and only after, the network is

built and some metrics are calculated (e.g., frequencies, strength, visitations). An inter-

action network is a summary of the individual pairwise interactions sampled in the field,

represented as an adjacency matrix or list of nodes and edges. While organism level inter-

actions are passive to create an interaction network (species level), with some information

loss, the opposite is not possible. There is much less information in an interaction network
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than in a dataset of individual interactions. Despite efforts for the standardization of in-

teraction networks (POISOT et al., 2016), it is generally preferable to share primary and

standardized data on organism-level interactions. Biotic interactions can be individually

documented using DwC, individual records can, therefore, be used to build interaction

networks considering different aspects of these records (e.g., temporal, spatial, abiotic and

biotic factors) and used to create other representations besides networks. It is important

to note that while interaction networks are valuable, the way data are traditionally shared

(e.g., adjacency matrix) may not be the most appropriate. This is because the construc-

tion of the network relies on sampled individual interactions. As discussed in Section

2.1, species-level interactions, in addition, assume species homogeneity and the biologi-

cal unit of interest is mixed with the observational unit (LAZIC; CLARKE-WILLIAMS;

MUNAFÒ, 2018).

Interaction networks will be continually created and shared, but if, for any reason,

it is not possible to share the primary organism-level interactions data, at least, some

standardization should be adopted by the community (POISOT et al., 2016).
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5 MINING BIOTIC INTERACTIONS IN GBIF

DATA

In section 4.3 is described the existence of, here denominated, “hidden” biotic in-

teractions data in the GBIF data. This section presents a methodology supported by

the GloBI indexing system to extract biotic interactions data from Darwin Core Archive

(DwC-A) retrieved from GBIF.

5.1 Methods

As described in Section 4.4.1, the diversity of practices adopted by the biodiversity

community to document biotic interactions data impose challenges for data indexing and

aggregation. Since GBIF primarily currently focuses on occurrence data, it does not index

biotic interactions data. For that reason, it is not possible to search GBIF for interaction

data within occurrence records, either through the web portal or using the API. However,

it is possibly to use the GBIF index to retrieve all datasets directly from the data provider,

and later perform a local indexing of the biotic interactions. The GBIF API offers an

endpoint to access datasets metadata, which can be used to retrieve datasets from the

original sources.

This section describes an alternative method to retrieve versioned copies of GBIF

datasets using preston (ELLIOTT; POELEN; FORTES, 2020). The methods for process-

ing and aggregating were also described in detail and summarized in Figure 20.

Preston is an open-source software that versions biodiversity datasets, enabling repro-

ducible research by uniquely identifying a versioned copy of all or parts of GBIF-indexed

datasets. It uses the PROV (LEBO et al., 2013) and PAV (CICCARESE et al., 2013)

ontologies to provide provenance information generated in different systems and under

different contexts for digital biodiversity datasets. A web-accessible copy of the biodiver-

sity data graph generated with preston for keeping track of GBIF, Integrated Digitized

Biocollections (iDigBio) and Biological Collection Access Service (BioCASe) registries is
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Figure 20: Diagram depicting the methodology for extracting biotic interaction data from GBIF

The diagram shows the methodology used to find and extract biotic interaction data from Darwin
Core Archive (DwC-A) retrieved from Global Biodiversity Information Facility (GBIF) registry.
1) Download DwC-A from GBIF using preston; 2) preston creates local copies of the datasets in
a blobstore; 3)a apply elton over the DwC-A to find and extract biotic interactions data; 4) use
nomer to match names found in interaction records to names in provided taxonomic catalogues;
5) create a “Taxon Map” with all valid taxon names; 6) use elton4n to import interaction records
to the Neo4j database; 7) use the “Taxon Map” and elton4n to create Taxon nodes in the Neo4j
database; 8) use elton4n to import biotic interaction records with valid taxon names; 9) use
Neo4j database in subsequent analysis. Source: created by the author.

available at ⟨http:s//linker.bio⟩. Preston works by crawling and downloading copies of

biodiversity registries and their datasets, while it creates a new version of the biodiversity

dataset graph. The complete record of the crawling activity is stored into a blob store and

the hexastore (WEISS; KARRAS; BERNSTEIN, 2008). A simplified indexing scheme for

RDF is used to describe the record as a version of the biodiversity dataset graph. The

provenance of the biodiversity dataset graph is retained by the relations between each

version of the biodiversity dataset graph and the previous crawling activity.

Thus, the first step in accessing the “hidden data” in GBIF was to create versioned

copies of all DwC-A retrieved from the latest version of the web-accessible biodiversity

dataset graph.

Subsequently, each DwC-A was locally processed in order to extract biotic interaction

records using elton1. Elton is an open-source command-line tool specially designed to

parse and organize biotic interactions data from various dataset formats. It implements

multiple data parsers that facilitate the identification and extraction of biotic interaction

1github.com/globalbioticinteractions/elton
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records from datasets, including a parser for DwC-A. The DwC-A parser employs a set of

regular expressions to systematically search for and extract biotic interactions data from

various DwC terms. The extracted data are mapped to terms in the GloBI’s vocabulary,

allowing aggregation of biotic interactions data from diverse sources. By default, elton

aligns the extracted interaction types with the terms in the OBO Relations Ontology

(POISOT et al., 2016) (e.g., visitsFlowersOf, eats, interactsWith). However, it

is possible to extend the interaction types alignment using custom mappings between

interaction types identified in the data and the corresponding terms in the OBO Relations

Ontology (RO). Elton is the software used by GloBI to extract and standardize biotic

interactions data from datasets currently in its registry.

Since interaction types documented in the DwC-A retrieved from GBIF do not typi-

cally align with the terms defined in RO, determining the specific values used to document

interaction types requires preliminary investigation. Throughout its execution, elton gen-

erates detailed information regarding each processed record, including warnings about

unsupported interaction types found in data (i.e., interaction types not found in RO). In

order to compile a list of unsupported interaction types and create a customized mapping

for these interaction types to terms in the RO, elton was executed twice. The first exe-

cution was intended to obtain a list of unsupported interactions types (e.g., “accociated

taxa”, “hospedador de”, “infectedBy”) and subsequently, manually create a customized

mapping for the values found to terms in the RO. The second execution was performed

using the customized interaction types mapping obtained from the previous execution.

This mapping enabled elton to correctly recognize the interaction types present in data

and aligned them with the terms in the RO. The custom interaction types mapping used

here are available in Appendix A and also at ⟨unsupportedinteractiontypes⟩.

Elton does not validate taxonomic names in the biotic interaction records extracted

from datasets. Thus, the validation and normalization of taxonomic names was performed

separately using nomer 2. Nomer is an open-source command-line tool which maps iden-

tifiers and names in data to identifiers and names in the provided taxonomic catalogs.

It stores and indexes local versioned copies of different taxonomic catalogs, which allows

nomer to efficiently find matches between input names and valid taxon names. Nomer

was used to match the names found in the biotic interaction records against multiple

taxonomic catalogs, such as GBIF Backbone Taxonomy (GBIF Secretariat, 2022), In-

tegrated Taxonomic Information System (ITIS) (National Museum of Natural History,

Smithsonian Institution, 2023), Catalogue of Life (CoL) (BÁNKI et al., 2023), Index Fun-

2github.com/globalbioticinteractions/nomer
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gorum (KIRK, 2000), National Center of Biotechnology Information (NCBI) Taxonomy

(FEDERHEN, 2012), World Flora Online (WFO) (WFO, 2023) and Open Tree of Life

(OTT) (REES; CRANSTON, 2017). The result was a Taxon Map mapping names found

in data to their respective names in the catalogs. Names that did not yield any matches

within the taxonomic catalogs were removed along with their corresponding interaction

records.

In order to facilitate posterior analysis, the biotic interaction records were stored in

the Neo4j3 database. The process of importing the interaction records into the database,

after taxonomic validation, was performed using elton4n. Elton4n is a tool used in GloBI

to create a graph representation of the biotic interaction datasets in its registry. It uses

the same logic employed by elton to find and extract biotic interactions from DwC-As,

and using the Taxon Map it creates the mappings between original names found in data

to taxon names in the catalogs. During importing, five types of nodes are created:

a) Specimen: contains original data of a record. It represents a physical specimen or

an observation;

b) Taxon: represents a taxon name from a taxonomic catalog, and it is linked to the

Specimen nodes through a CLASSIFIED AS relationship type;

c) Location: stores the geographic information linked to a Specimen node through a

COLLECTED AT relationship type;

d) Reference: stores the bibliographic references for Specimen nodes;

e) Dataset : stores dataset metadata.

Figure 21 presents an example of nodes and relationships in the Neo4j database after

importing the interaction records.

An advantage of this compact data model is its ability to represent not only inter-

actions at the organism level but also at the species level. Species-level interactions are

represented in the graph by edges between Taxon nodes. In contrast, individual-level

interactions are represented by edges between Specimen nodes. In both cases, edges may

have properties and additional data (e.g. number of visits, interaction strength, biomass

consumption), stored or calculated, can be provided as a result of querying the database.

3⟨https://neo4j.com/product/neo4j-graph-database/⟩
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Figure 21: Example of a Neo4j graph model for a biotic interaction

In red are the two taxon nodes with taxonomic information about the two specimens (in purple).
The specimen nodes are linked to the location node (in orange), the reference of the dataset
(pink) and the original names provided in the record found by elton (blue).

After the successful import of the data, an exploratory analysis was conducted to

understand various aspects of data coverage and potential bias within datasets. The

objective of this analysis was not to generate novel biological knowledge, but rather to

offer an overview of the potential of the unexplored “hidden” data in supporting studies

in biology.

The exploratory analysis focused on investigating the taxonomic composition and

coverage of the biotic interactions records, as well as the geographic and temporal distri-

bution of the data. In the taxonomic coverage analysis, the number of species in the data

was compared to the species count in the GBIF Backbone Taxonomy, National Center of

Biotechnology Information (NCBI) Taxonomy and GloBI. It aimed to identify biases and

gaps in the taxonomic information in the “hidden” data.

For the geographic coverage analysis, records lacking geographic coordinates were

initially removed from the analysis. Subsequently, the geographic coordinates for these

records were obtained by processing and geocoding their textual locations descriptions.

Despite geocoding may introduce some errors and potentially reduce the data quality, it

is important to note that the objective of the analysis was not to conduct an investigation

of global patterns of biotic interactions. Instead, the aim was to gain insights into the

general geographic distribution of the records. The temporal analysis considered only
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records with valid date/time values for eventDate property.

5.2 Results and Discussion

A total of 65,565 DwC-As, containing 691,181,259 records, were retrieved from the

biodiversity dataset graph (BIOGOUDA, 2022) using preston. Subsequently, elton iden-

tified 10,699,053 biotic interaction records (1.5% of scanned records) in 1,079 datasets

(1.64% of the datasets). Even with a custom mapping of interaction types, unsupported

interaction types were reported for 4,271,621 records. Further investigation revealed that

the unsupported interaction types did not express any form of association between taxa

in the records. The regular expressions used by elton for extracting interaction data

from DwC terms are generic and may produce matches even when there is no inter-

action being documented. This is especially true for terms such as dwc:habitat and

dwc:occurrenceRemarks, which contain free text data, where the regular expressions

used by elton found matches even when no interaction was documented. For example,

the regular expression which implements the DwC recommendations for populating the

dwc:associatedTaxa term (in the form “interaction type: taxon name | another

interaction type: another taxon name | ...)”, when applied to the dwc:habit

term with a value of “shrubScrub; slope aspect: 71.9; slope gradient: 14.35;

soil type order: Histosols” found matches for slope aspect: 71.9, slope gradi-

ent: 14.35 and soil type order: Histosols which definitively are not biotic interac-

tions.

It is important to note that although the fraction of datasets containing biotic interac-

tions data represents only 1.64% of all datasets in GBIF, it accounts for almost one-third

of the total number of records in GloBI. This substantial collection is one of the largest

resources of biotic interactions data, but currently inaccessible due to limitations in GBIF

indexing system.

In addition, the usage of the DwC terms and schemas to document biotic interactions

was not uniform across the datasets analyzed. From all the terms processed by elton,

the dwc:associatedTaxa term returned the highest number of records (90.53% of the

total dataset, see Figure 22). Despite its limitations, the dwc:associatedTaxa term is

the simplest form to document biotic interactions using DwC. However, the process of

extracting biotic interactions data from this term is not always trivial due to the lack of

standardization in the documented values. This becomes evident when considering the

number of unsupported interaction types found by elton and the wide range of formatted
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Figure 22: Frequency of Darwin Core terms used to document biotic interactions as percentage
of the total number of records

and non-formatted values provided within the term.

The taxonomic catalogs used with nomer provided names for 8,215,365 interaction

records (76.8% of total records found by elton). In the records with valid taxon names

the generic interaction types, such as, interacts with and co-occurs with were the most

frequently found, corresponding to 84.6% of all interaction records (Table 4). It is, par-

tially, due to the mappings provided in the customized interaction types. In addition,

the interacts with type was used as a fallback when the interaction type was missing

from a term’s value. It may produce “false” interaction records if the term which con-

tains the value is generic or not appropriated for documenting associations in DwC (e.g

dwc:habitat, dwc:occurrenceRemarks, dwc:dynamicProperties). However, when ap-

plied to the association terms (e.g. dwc:associatedTaxa) it is likely to produce a valid

biotic interaction record, since associations can be interpreted, at least, as co-occurrences,
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but this may not be always the case. For the purposes of this analysis, these generic

interaction records are interesting since they provide an estimation of the potential of us-

ing GBIF data for studying biotic interactions. Although, for biological studies involving

these data, automated or manual curation of the data is essential. Since the objective here

is not to provide insights about the biological implications of the global patterns found in

the data, all interaction records found by elton were used in the subsequent analysis.

Interaction Type # Records %

interactsWith 7,751,658 72.45
coOccursWith 1,302,033 12.17

hasHost 854,006 7.98
epiphyteOf 601,609 5.62
parasiteOf 59,902 0.56

kills 52,220 0.49
ectoparasiteOf 36,706 0.34
visitsFlowersOf 17,995 0.17

symbiontOf 16,008 0.15
createsHabitatFor 3,072 0.03

mutualistOf 2,146 0.02
preysOn 879 0.01

eats 445 <0.01
visits 254 <0.01

parasitoidOf 31 <0.01
pathogenOf 30 <0.01

providesNutrientsFor 30 <0.01
hyperparasiteOf 16 <0.01

pollinates 9 <0.01

Table 4: Total number and proportion of records for each interaction type

Interestingly, the most common names not found in any taxonomic catalog were “vehi-

cle” (2.0% of the records without valid taxon names), “løvtræ” (deciduous tree in Danish,

1.4%) and “unidentified” (1.1%). The “vehicle” was originated from “associations” of

type “killed by vehicle“. It shows the importance of having specific forms to document

biotic interactions separately from general associations. Otherwise, there is no simply way

to differentiate valid names, but not found in a taxonomic catalog, from invalid names

(“vehicle”) and misspelled names (e.g., “Trichillia martiana”, the correct is “Trichilia

martiana”).
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5.2.1 Taxonomic coverage and bias

The biotic interaction records found in GBIF data are mostly for plants (70.8% of

the taxon names are classified in the Plantae, Viridiplantae, Chloroplastida and Archae-

plastida kingdoms), followed by animals (17.3% in Animalia, Metazoa and Protozoa king-

doms), fungi (6.6% in Fungi and Chromista kingdoms) and viruses (3.9% in Viruses

kingdom). Bacteria and Archaea correspond to less than 2% of the records, and only

0.2% of records have their taxonomic classification unknown or undefined (incertae sedis)

(Table 5).

Kingdom # Taxon names %

Plant/Viridiplantae/Chloroplastida/Archaeplastida 11,629,115 70.8
Animalia/Metazoa/Protozoa 2,846,794 17.3

Fungi/Chromista 1,085,827 6.6
Viruses 634,230 3.9
Bacteria 202,339 1.2

incertae sedis 30572 0.2
Archaea 1,709 <0.1
Protista 144 <0.1

Table 5: Total number of taxon names and proportions found in the interaction records for each
kingdom

The most common interactions are plant-plant (56.9% of interaction records), plant-

animal (14.8%) and plant-fungi (11.2%) interactions, but a substantial number of records

was found for animal-virus (6.7%) and animal-animal interactions (5.4%). The other

interactions account for less than 6% of the records. A complete list of interactions

summarized by kingdom is in Appendix B.

Within plants, the most abundant families were Asteraceae (10.0%), Poaceae (6.7%)

and Fabaceae (4.8%), but the remaining of the records involving plant families like Fa-

gaceae (3.3%), Rosaceae (2.4%), Pinaceae (2.4%), Cyperaceae (2.1%), Cactaceae (1.7%)

and others (see (SALIM, 2023) for a complete list of plant families). The most common

interaction types for plants were interacts with and co-occurs with (95.1% of interaction

records involving plants). The high number of generic interaction types is due to the

equivalent number of original interaction types documenting associations involving plants

(e.g., “associated with”, “in association with”, “found near of”) mapped to interact with

or co-occurs with terms of RO. In addition to the generic interaction types, the has host

interaction type corresponds to 4.4% of the total interactions involving plants, followed

by visits flowers of (0.3%). Other interaction types account for less than 0.2% of the
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records (a complete list of interaction types for plants is in Appendix C).

For animals, the most abundant orders are Hemiptera (10.8%), Hymenoptera (8.3%),

Artiodactyla (4.2%), Passeriformes (2.5%) and Anseriformes (2.1%). Similarly to the

plants, the most common interaction types are interacts with (67.4%) and co-occurs with

(17.1%), followed by has host (12.2%), ectoparasite of (1.5%) and visits flowers of (0.7%).

The remain interaction types together account for 1.1% of the total interactions involving

animals (a complete list of interaction types for animals is presented in Appendix D).

The taxonomic coverage of the analyzed data was performed against the NCBI Taxon-

omy and GBIF Backbone Taxonomy, the taxonomies which returned the highest number

of matches using nomer (Table 6). Only records identified at species rank were considered

to calculate the taxonomic coverage of biotic interactions records over the two taxonomies,

and the results are summarized by kingdom.

Taxonomy #Taxon names

NCBI 385,932
GBIF 345,873
OTT 194,462
CoL 183,819
ITIS 118,019
WFO 67,028

Table 6: Total number of matches (taxon names found) by nomer for each taxonomic catalogue

Compared to GBIF Backbone Taxonomy, the NCBI Taxonomy returned almost twice

as many matches, despite NCBI having a smaller taxonomy in relation to the number of

species names. While the taxon names found in data correspond to 11% of the names in

the NCBI Taxonomy, for GBIF Taxonomy it was under 6%. The comparison by king-

dom revealed that GBIF taxonomy did not return matches for viruses, what is explained

by the nomenclature used to provide names for viruses (Figures 23 and 24). Viruses

taxonomic names often include specific strains or variants obtained and cultured from

a particular source (e.g., Macrobrachium nudivirus CN-SL2011 ). Although the GBIF

Taxonomy is updated regularly, it does not provide lower classification for viruses (below

family). Unlike GBIF Taxonomy, the NCBI Taxonomy uses the International Commit-

tee on Taxonomy of Viruses (ICTV) for viruses’ names and currently (2022 Release) it

includes 11,273 viruses species names.

In conjunction with taxonomic information, geographic and temporal factors are key

information in ecological studies. The completeness of a biotic interaction record can
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Figure 23: Overall and by kingdom taxonomic coverage in the GBIF Taxonomic Backbone

The comparison considered only the records with full taxonomic identification at the species
rank. Source: created by the author.

be defined in terms of these three components. Thus, records with data about these

three components are beyond the “tetranomials” view of biotic interactions. By including

geographic and temporal data, they contribute to a more realistic context-dependent

view of biotic interactions. In the studied data, the geographic and temporal distribution

were unequal among kingdoms (Figure 25). Geographic and temporal data are relatively

common in interaction records involving plants, animals and even for the polyphyletic

Protozoa kingdom, but less common for other kingdoms, especially Bacteria and Archeae.

Viruses were excluded for completeness calculations, since GBIF did not return matches

bellow family.
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Figure 24: Overall and by kingdom taxonomic coverage in the NCBI Taxonomic

The comparison considered only the records with full taxonomic identification at the species
rank.

5.2.2 Geographic and temporal distribution of the interactions

Access to taxonomic data is essential in biological research, and numerous studies can

greatly benefit from systematic access to data. Furthermore, geographic and temporal

data are crucial for understanding how life has been organized and evolved on Earth.

The biotic interactions hidden in GBIF data can, potentially, provide complementary and

supplementary information to many studies in Biology. Thus, the study of the various

aspects of the data currently available is crucial for deriving their meaning and context.

The geographic coverage of the biotic interactions data was studied considering only

the records with complete taxonomic information at the species level (i.e., valid taxon

names for both of the interacting specimens). Furthermore, only the records with valid
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Figure 25: Completeness of biotic interaction records regarding the number of non-null values of
geographic coordinates and temporal data (eventDate) compared to the total number of records
of each kingdom. Source: created by the author.

geographic coordinates (i.e., decimal latitude and longitude) are considered. Since few of

the records provide information about the coordinate system and horizontal datum used,

the World Geodetic System 1984 (WGS84) was assumed to represent the locations of all

biotic interactions records in data. After removing records with coordinates at the “Null

Island” (KURGAN, 2013), i.e., at zero degrees latitude and zero degrees longitude (0◦N

0◦E), the analysis was carried out on 4,734,169 records (79.6% of total records).

The distribution of the biotic interactions records on the Earth’s surface is not differ-

ent from observed for the occurrence data which they were derived from (BECK et al.,

2014; ROCHA-ORTEGA; RODRIGUEZ; CÓRDOBA-AGUILAR, 2021; QIAN; ZHANG;

JIANG, 2022). The interaction records are mostly concentrated in the north hemisphere

(96.4%), especially in North America and Europe (Figures 26 and 27). Additionally, 79.6%
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of the interaction records are concentrated in the Nearctic and 13.0% in the Palearctic

realms.

Interaction type

coOccursWith

eats

ectoparasiteOf

epiphyteOf

hasHost

interactsWith

kills

parasiteOf

preysOn

symbiontOf

visitsFlowersOf

Figure 26: Geographic distribution of interaction records across the globe

The distribution of the interaction records shows high intersection with protected areas

of the world. According to World Database on Protected Areas (WDPA) the terrestrial

protected areas cover 66,489,319 km2 of the Earth’s surface. The interaction records

are found in 31,990,373 km2 of protected areas (48%), mostly in protected areas of the

Nearctic and Palearctic realms.

In addition, the interactions were verified against the International Union for Con-

servation of Nature (IUCN) Red List (IUCN, 2022) to retrieve the threat category of

the species involved in the interactions. For each interaction record, the IUCN Red List
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Interaction type

eats
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epiphyteOf
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symbiontOf
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Figure 27: Geographic distribution of interaction records across the globe after removing generic
interaction types (i.e., interacts with and co-occurs with).

threat category was assigned to both the taxa participating in the interaction. Thus,

an “interaction threat” was assigned for each interaction record, taking the highest risk

between the two species in the interaction record. The IUCN Red List retrieved from

GBIF in DwC-A format (IUCN, 2022) contains 254,583 records, where 150,490 are valid

taxon names and 104,093 are synonyms. The number of interactions records with cate-

gory higher than vulnerable (VU) was 8,162, with prevalence of categories vulnerable and

endangered (EN) (Table 7).

The classes of Animalia kingdom with the highest number of threatened interactions

were Aves (30.1%), Insecta (20.5%), Anthozoa (14.7%) and Mammalia (10.3%). The

Amphibia class, which in the IUCN Red List is estimated to have 41% of species threat-

ened with extinction, corresponds to 4.5% of all threatened interaction in the Animalia

kingdom. For plants, the classes Magnoliopsida (dicotyledons, 78.6%), Liliopsida (mono-
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cotyledons, 8.9%) and Pinopsida (conifers, 8.2%) have the highest number of threatened

interactions. In the Magnoliopsida class, Myrtales (20.1%), Caryophyllales (12.2%) and

Proteales (10.8%) are the orders with the highest number of threatened interactions. The

IUCN threatened categories (≥ VU) for each kingdom is shown in Table 8, Figure 28

shows the classes with the highest number of threatened species, and the complete list of

threatened interaction by species level is available in Salim (2023).

Considering biotic interactions from all IUCN categories, 26.7% are inside protected

areas, covering an area of 1,677,180.7 km2. Interactions with high risk of “extinction”

(categories equal or higher than vulnerable) correspond to only 0.01% (2.52 million km2)

of the total protected areas.

IUCN Category #Species

EX 5
EW 16
CR 1,236
EN 3,039
VU 3,866
DD 2,643
NT 4,024
LC 280,353

Total 295,182

Table 7: Number of species in the biotic interaction records in the IUCN Red List separated by
threat categories

Kingdom IUCN Category #Species

Animalia EX 3
Animalia CR 17
Animalia EN 39
Animalia VU 97

Fungi CR 7
Fungi EN 23
Fungi VU 29

Plantae EW 2
Plantae CR 61
Plantae EN 175
Plantae VU 211

Table 8: Number of threatened species in the biotic interaction records for each kingdom, with
classified with an IUCN category above or equal to vulnerable (VU)

Despite the low taxonomic coverage of the biotic interactions records when compared

with all known forms of life (Section 5.2.1), biotic interactions data for threatened species
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Figure 28: Classes with the highest number of threatened species in the biotic interactions
records according to IUCN Red List
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on the IUCN Red List are under-represented.
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6 BIOTIC INTERACTION DATA

STANDARDIZATION

“is undeniable that vast funds are expended on
data creation and acquisition. It is false

economy, and poor scientific practice, not to
ensure that the data are present and useful to

all users in the future”

-- JONES et al., 2006

This chapter describes a generic data schema for documenting and sharing biotic

interactions data using the DwC standard. The GBIF Unified Model is also presented

and compared to the data schema defined here.

6.1 Advancements in standardization of biotic inter-

actions data

The standardization of biotic interactions data began even before the ratification of

DwC as a TDWG standard, as shown in Figure 29. The initial proposal for standard-

ization was published on the DwC Wiki in 2007 (Biodiversity Information Standards

(TDWG), 2007b). The extension, known as InteractionExtension, introduced a new

term called RelationshipType, which allows for documenting the interaction type in

conjunction with the record-level and taxon terms of DwC (Table 9). At that time, the

association terms and the dwc:ResourceRelationship class were not yet part of the

standard, and DwC was just a vocabulary of terms without defined classes of terms. One

problem with the proposed extension was that, despite the initial proposal being limited

to the record-level and taxon terms, it had the potential to be extended to other DwC

terms and allowed for an arbitrary number of nested “copies” of DwC records within the

same record. Besides the InteractionExtension, two other extensions were proposed

specifically for plant-pollinator interactions: the PollinationExtension (Biodiversity

Information Standards (TDWG), 2007c) and the EnvironmentMeasurementsExtension

(Biodiversity Information Standards (TDWG), 2007a). However, the discussion about the

extensions did not progress further, and the proposal was abandoned. This could be due

to simultaneous efforts of another group working on what eventually became known as
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the “TDWG Ontology”. The “TDWG Ontology” introduced the concept of a TaxonOc-

currenceInteraction in RDF format, specifically designed to document interactions

between two dwc:Occurrence (TDWG Ontology, 2015).

Figure 29: Timeline of proposals for biotic interaction data standardization.

Element Description

Interaction Elements

RelationshipType

A descriptive term indicating the type of relationship between
an organism represented with DarwinCore and the related or-
ganism represented with this extension. Examples: Visited-
FlowerOf - FlowerVisitedBy, PreyedUpon - PreyedUponBy,
DispersedSeedOf - SeedWasDispersedBy, HostOf - Para-
siteOf, ExtractedResinFrom - ResinExtractedBy, NestedIn -
UsedAsNestBy, PathogenOf - InfectedBy

Record-level Elements
GlobalUniqueIdentifier, BasisOfRecord, InstitutionCode, Col-
lectionCode, CatalogNumber

Taxonomic Elements

ScientificName, HigherTaxon, Kingdom, Phylum, Class, Or-
der, Family, Genus, SpecificEpithet, InfraspecificRank, In-
fraSpecificEpithet, AuthorYearOfScientificName, Nomenclat-
uralCode

Identification Elements IdentificationQualifer
Biological Elements Sex, LifeStage

Table 9: InteractionExtension proposed in TDWG Wiki in 2007

The ‘TDWG Ontology” introduced the TaxonOccurrenceInteraction class, which

includes properties for documenting an interaction between two TaxonOccurrence in-

stances. These properties, such as fromOccurrence and toOccurrence, are used to ref-

erence the two occurrences involved in the interaction. Additionally, the property inter-

actionCategory is used to describe the type of the interaction. On the other hand, the

TaxonOccurrence class has the property hasInteraction to reference a TaxonOccurren-

ceInteraction. However, in 2013, the TDWG Vocabulary Management Task Group (Vo-

MaG) recommended the deprecation of several terms in the “TDWG Ontology”, including

the TaxonOccurrenceInteraction (TDWG Vocabulary Management Task Group, 2013).

The VoMaG report stated that the terms in the “TDWG Ontology”, including its com-

ponent vocabularies, lacked extensive semantic restrictions and well-defined relationships

typically found in formal ontologies. The same report emphasized that the widespread
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adoption of Life Science Identifiers (LSID) never occurred, resulting in many parts of

the ontology, including the TaxonOccurrenceInteraction, being unused. Ultimately,

the report recommended clarifying that the “TDWG Ontology” is no longer under active

development and should not be used.

Later, in 2009, another proposal for the InteractionExtension was presented at the

TDWG Conference (SARAIVA et al., 2009). In this proposal, an interaction was repre-

sented as an independent record, separate from the occurrences records, by incorporating

the global unique identifiers of the two occurrences participating in the interaction (Table

10). A conceptual model was never proposed for this extension. Instead, a publication

was made with an XML representation, which exhibited a confusion between the database

model and the exchange data model. The extension incorporated three global unique

identifiers: one for the interaction record InteractionGlobalUniqueIdentifier, and

two for the occurrences records (GlobalUniqueIdentifer1 and GlobalUniqueIdenti-

fier2) (CARTOLANO, 2009). The issue with that representation is that the interaction

records in the XML were represented similarly to how a joining table is represented in

a relational database. In other words, it resembled an auxiliary table used to link two

other tables in a many-to-many relationship by storing the identifiers of records from

both joined tables. The DwC records are designed to be self-contained, meaning that all

the data related to a record should be present within that record itself (e.g., flat tables,

Simple Darwin Core). Although the introduction of the DwC-A has addressed the issue of

representing one-to-many relationships in DwC, the representation of many-to-many re-

lationships did not fit well with the star-schema model. The InteractionExtension was

never formally adopted as an official extension of DwC, but it found practical application

for standardizing numerous records within the InterAmerican Biodiversity Information

Network–Pollinators Thematic Network (IABIN-PTN) and the Pollination Information

Management System of the Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations

(CARTOLANO, 2009).

Another attempt at standardizing biotic interactions was the “associatedTaxa exten-

sion” developed by Encyclopedia of Life (EOL). The “associatedTaxa extension” primarily

focused on capturing the taxonomic characteristics of the interactions, rather than their

ecological and functional aspects1. This DwC extension was created in 2013 and includes

16 new terms in the namespace aec. These terms are essentially duplications of some

DwC terms, with the prefix associated appended to them (Table 11). Although, it is

1⟨http://purl.org/NET/aec/associatedTaxa⟩
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Term Data type Mandatory

InteractionGlobalUniqueIdentifier Text Yes
DateLastModified DateTime Yes

GlobalUniqueIdentifer1 Text Yes
InteractionType Text Yes

GlobalUniqueIdentifer2 Text Yes
RelatedInformation Text Yes
LocalityElements XML elements No

CollectingElements XML elements

Table 10: The InteractionExtension as proposed in Saraiva et al. (2009)

apparently in use in the Tri-Trophic Thematic Collection Network2, it has not been for-

mally proposed as a DwC extension nor has it been brought for community discussion in

TDWG.

dwc aec

associatedTaxa -
- associatedOccurenceID

family associatedFamily
genus associatedGenus

specificEpithet associatedSpecificEpithet
scientificName associatedScientificName

author associatedAuthor
commonName* associatedCommonName

- associatedRelationshipTerm
- associatedRelatinshipURI
- associatedNotes

determinedBy associatedDeterminedBy
condition associatedCondition

- associatedLocationOnHost
- associatedEmergenceVerbatimDate
- associatedCollectionLocation
- isCultivar

accessURI associatedAccessURI
creator associatedImageCreator
rights associatedImageRights

Table 11: The “associatedTaxa extension” introduced by Encyclopedia of Life (EOL)

In the Plinian Core (Plinian Core Task Group, 2021), which is a standard for shar-

ing information mainly at the species level (yet to be ratified as a TDWG standard), the

InteractionClass was defined for documenting biotic interactions. The InteractionClass

2⟨https://www.discoverlife.org/tttcn/⟩
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is built upon the dwc:ResourceRelationship class, and its primary purpose is to doc-

ument “mutual or reciprocal actions or influences” at species-level. However, it is un-

clear whether the InteractionClass has been deprecated in the latest version of Plinian

Core, as indicated in the deprecation list found in the Plinian Core repository3. Al-

though, Plinian Core serves a different purpose than DwC, which primarily focuses

on documenting occurrence data, the approach adopted in Plinian Core, utilizing the

dwc:ResourceRelationship class, is currently the recommended method for document-

ing associations using DwC4.

After investigating the advantages and disadvantages of each of the methods described

above, a generic data schema was elaborated and is detailed in the following section. It

not only incorporates all the advantages of the previous proposals but also addresses the

disadvantages associated with them. The data model includes independent representation

of interaction records separate from occurrence records, the ability to include additional

data about the interactions such as effects and outcomes, documentation of organism-

level and species-level interactions, and importantly, it is purely based on DwC without

introducing any new terms into the data model.

6.2 A generic data schema for biotic interactions

The main concern regarding the approaches outlined in Section 6.1 is that the inter-

actions themselves are not the primary focus of the data documentation. Instead, they

are derived from associations established between occurrences or taxon names.

The co-action definition proposed by Haskell (1949), further refined by Lidicker (1979)

for biotic interactions, and the more recent, the biotic interactions model of interaction

events introduced by Gómez, Iriondo & Torres (2023), provide the basis for the develop-

ment of a data schema having the interactions as the core information. The dwc:Event

class of the DwC standard is defined as “an action that occurs at some location during

some time”5. This generic definition of an event encompasses the concepts of both co-

actions and interaction events. By adopting such a generic definition, the DwC standard

enables for flexibility in capturing various types of events, including biotic interactions.

In the proposed data schema, instances of dwc:Event class serve as representations

3⟨https://github.com/tdwg/PlinianCore/blob/master/Deprecated/terms/txt/plinCelementList
18-07-2012.txt⟩

4see Notes of the associatedTaxa term in DwC: ⟨http://rs.tdwg.org/dwc/terms/associatedTaxa⟩
5⟨http://rs.tdwg.org/dwc/terms/Event⟩
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of interaction events. These instances capture essential information about the interaction

events, such as temporal data and sampling details. Additionally, geographic information

can be included in the event using terms from the dwc:Location class 6. The interacting

organisms or taxa are represented by their respective instances of the dwc:Occurrence

and dwc:Taxon classes. These classes serve as the basis of documenting data about in-

dividual organisms or species involved in the interactions. By linking these instances

to an instance of dwc:Event the data schema enables the representation of a pairwise

interaction. As highlighted in Section 2.1, it is common that biotic interactions are sam-

pled with a particular interest in organisms’ traits and the effects and outcomes of the

interactions in which they participate. In DwC it is possible to include these data using

the dwc:MeasurementOrFact class, but more complex representations can be achieved

using extensions like the Extended Measurement or Fact (eMoF)(POOTER et al., 2017),

developed by Ocean Biodiversity Information System (OBIS), or the Ecological Trait-

data Standard Vocabulary (SCHNEIDER et al., 2019). The eMoF is particularly useful

when using the DwC-A format because it addresses the limitations of the star-schema

in representing one-to-many relationships. Instances of dwc:MeasurementOrFact class,

or its extensions, can be associated with instances of the dwc:Event class to represent

interaction effects and outcomes. Similarly, these measurements or facts cat also be linked

to instances of the dwc:Occurrence class, representing the traits of specific organisms or

effects of the interaction on an individual organism or group of organisms.

The proposed data schema goes beyond the simplicity of using the dwc:associatedTaxa

term or the dwc:ResourceRelationship in conjunction with dwc:Occurrence. It of-

fers a more comprehensive and standardized approach to documenting and sharing bi-

otic interaction data. This schema recognizes the importance of context-dependent in-

formation, which drives biotic interaction in nature (HOEKSEMA et al., 2010; BUT-

TERFIELD; CALLAWAY, 2013; CHAMBERLAIN; BRONSTEIN; RUDGERS, 2014;

MARON; BAER; ANGERT, 2014; HOEKSEMA; BRUNA, 2015; FREDERICKSON,

2017). It is important to emphasize that the proposed schema is not intended for direct

use by end users (e.g., researchers, data authors). Instead, its implementation is intended

for data providers for facilitating data entry, such as Integrated Publishing Toolkit and

GloBI. Systems can provide multiple abstraction layers to simplify user input and facilitate

data entry. An example of this is presented in Chapter 8. By adopting a common schema,

data can be easily exchanged and transformed into different internal representations.

However, in order to ensure the reusability of biotic interactions data in different

6⟨http://purl.org/dc/terms/Location⟩
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contexts, it is crucial to populate a minimal set of terms with relevant data. Ideally, the

more information provided, the better. But, depending on the amount of data collected or

the specific objectives of the studies, only a portion of the terms can be filled. Therefore,

to ensure a minimum level of essential information, interaction records should include the

following data, referred by Jordano (2021) as “tetranomials”:

a) dwc:Event: the unique identifier of the event dwc:eventID, which is used to link

the dwc:Occurrence’s to the same interaction event;

b) dwc:Occurrence: at least the taxonomic data must be present (e.g., dwc:scientificName);

c) dwc:ResourceRelationship: the type and direction of the interactions (e.g., resourceID,

relatedResourceID, relationshipOfResource).

The data schema depicted in Figure 30 is agnostic regarding the serialization format

used to represent data (e.g. DwC-A, RDF, XML). Depending on the serialization format,

different approaches are considered. The DwC standard was originally designed to handle

tabular data, and later, expanded to support Linked Data (BASKAUF; WEBB, 2016).

However, certain terms within the standard may not be applicable in an RDF context.

The following sections present how the data schema can be serialized in different formats:

DwC-A, XML and RDF.

Figure 30: Conceptual model of the proposed data schema showing the main entities and their
relationships in the context of biotic interactions data
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6.2.1 Biotic interactions data as Darwin Core Archive

The DwC-A “is a biodiversity informatics data standard that makes use of the Dar-

win Core terms to produce a single, self-contained dataset for sharing species-level (taxo-

nomic), species-occurrence data, and sampling-event data” (GBIF, 2021). It is a platform-

independent machine-readable format and it is organized in a star-schema. The star-

schema consists of a central/core file linked to multiple extension files through record

identifiers in the core file (Figure 31). In addition to the data files, a DwC-A includes two

XML files: the meta.xml file and the eml.xml file. The meta.xml file describes the rela-

tionship between the data files within the DwC-A and defines the mappings between data

fields and terms in the DwC standard. It provides information on the structure and orga-

nization of the dataset. The eml.xml file contains metadata about the dataset using the

Ecological Metadata Language (EML) (JONES et al., 2019). This file includes informa-

tion such as the dataset’s title, creator, publication details, license and other descriptive

attributes of the dataset.

Figure 31: A diagram illustrating the star-schema used in Darwin Core Archive (DwC-A)

However, the star-schema has a limitation in that all the extension files within a

DwC-A must be linked to the core table, thus extensions themselves cannot be linked

to other extensions directly (“subextensions”). One possible solution is to associate the

“subextensions” to the core table in the same manner as normal extensions (i.e., using the

core identifiers). However, an additional field must be included to link the “subextension”

to the parent extension. Although, this introduces some redundancy in the relationships

between the tables, it does not violate the star-schema definition. Actually, this is the

solution employed by some DwC extensions (POOTER et al., 2017; WIECZOREK et
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al., 2014). While this approach is not mandatory for documenting biotic interactions in

DwC-A, it becomes necessary when occurrences have associated measurements or facts

which need to be linked to both the core file (dwc:Event) and the occurrence extension

(dwc:Occurrence).

The DwC-A model for biotic interactions data, depicted in Figure 32, is built upon

the widely used “sampling event data model”7. In the proposed model, similar to the

“sampling event data model”, the core file in the DwC-A contains rows that corre-

spond to instances of the dwc:Event class (e.g., 12). The core file is linked to the

dwc:Occurrence extension, which documents the occurrences of the interacting organ-

isms or group of organisms (e.g., Table 13). The extension dwc:ResourceRelationship

is used for documenting the interaction type and direction. Although it may seem redun-

dant to have both instances of dwc:ResourceRelationship and dwc:Occurrence linked

to the core dwc:Event, it is necessary due to the limitations of the star-schema (i.e.,

direct linking between dwc:Occurrence and dwc:ResourceRelationship is not possible

in the star-schema). The terms dwc:resourceID and dwc:relatedResourceID from the

dwc:ResourceRelationship class are used to designate the subject of the interaction

(also called source in graph theory) and the object of the interaction (also called target in

graph theory), respectively. In conjunction with the term dwc:relationshipOfResource,

and its non-literal form dwc:relationshipOfResourceID, this terms reflect the type and

direction of a interaction (e.g., Table 14).

eventID eventDate locality decimalLatitude decimalLongitude

evt:0001 2008-02-01

Parque Municipal
de Mucugê, Cha-
pada Diamantina,
Bahia, Brasil

–12.98833333 -41.34083333)

evt:0002 2008-02-15
Jaqueira, Per-
nambuco

-8.71138889 -35.84166667

Table 12: Example of an event table (dwc:Event instances) of a DwC-A containing biotic
interaction data

In addition to documenting the “tetranomials” (who interacts with whom), the data

schema allows for the inclusion of organisms’ traits and interaction outcomes and effects.

This is achieved by using the dwc:MeasurementOrFact class and its extensions, such as

eMoF. The dwc:MeasurementOrFact class is used to represent one-to-many relationships

between the dwc:Event class and various characteristics of the interactions. However,

7⟨https://www.gbif.org/sampling-event-data⟩
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eventID occurrenceID scientificName individualCount

evt:0001 occ:0001 Walteria cinerescens 1
evt:0001 occ:0002 Augastes lumachella 1
evt:0002 occ:0003 Aechmea fulgens 1
evt:0002 occ:0004 Thalurania watertonii 2

Table 13: Example of an occurrence table (dwc:Occurrence instances) of a DwC-A contain
biotic interaction data

eventID resourceRelationshipID resourceID relationshipOfResource relatedResourceID

evt:0001 int:0001 occ:0001 pollinatedBy occ:0002
evt:0002 int:0002 occ:0003 flowerVisitedBy occ:0004

Table 14: Example of a resource relationship table (dwc:ResourceRelationship instances) of
a DwC-A containing biotic interaction data

when using DwC-A, the dwc:MeasurementOrFact class cannot be used to document

measurements or facts regarding the characteristics of the interacting organisms (e.g.,

traits). This limitation arises from the constraints imposed by the star-schema, as dis-

cussed earlier. In such cases, the eMoF extensions should be used. The eMoF was specially

designed to handle environmental data in conjunction with occurrence data. It extends

the dwc:MeasurementOrFact class by incorporating the dwc:occurrenceID term along

with three additional terms: obis:measurementTypeID, obis:measurementValueID, and

obis:measurementUnitID. The dwc:occurrenceID term is used to circumvent the limita-

tions of the star-schema and associate measurement or fact records in the eMoF extension

to occurrence records in the dwc:Occurrence extension. The additional terms are used

to constrain and standardize the measurement types, values, and units. Unlike the un-

constrained terms of the dwc:MeasurementOrFact class, these new terms require use of

controlled vocabularies referenced by URIs.

6.2.2 Biotic interactions data as XML

The implementation based on DwC using XML is similar to the implementation us-

ing DwC-A. However, in XML, one-to-many relationships can be handled naturally com-

pared to the limitations of the star-schema. Thus, there is no need to use the eMoF

extension to document additional characteristics of the dwc:Occurrence instances. Al-

though the eMoF can be useful for referencing measurement types, values, and units

using URIs. Instead, the dwc:MeasurementOrFact class should be used, providing the

dwc:measurementID and the respective dwc:eventID and dwc:occurrenceID which the

measurement is linked to. Lines 71-76 in Code 1 show an example of measurement or
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Figure 32: Diagram illustrating the contents of a meta.xml file of DwC-A for biotic interaction
data

fact for a dwc:Event, and lines 78-101 in Code 1 show three different measurements for

the dwc:Occurrences. It is important to note that the dwc:occurrenceID) is used to

link dwc:MeasurementOrFact to the respective dwc:Occurrence. Because the DwC XML

does not define any constraint regarding the duplication of “ID terms” within an XML

element representing a DwC class (Darwin Core Maintenance Group, 2021), it is possi-

ble for multiple instances of the dwc:MeasurementOrFact class can to refer to the same

dwc:Occurrence or dwc:Event instances.

1 <?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>

2 <dwr:DarwinRecordSet xmlns:dwr="http://rs.tdwg.org/dwc/dwcrecord/"

3 xmlns:dcterms="http://purl.org/dc/terms/"

4 xmlns:dwc="http://rs.tdwg.org/dwc/terms/"

5 xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance"

6 xsi:schemaLocation="http://rs.tdwg.org/dwc/dwcrecord/

7 http://rs.tdwg.org/dwc/xsd/tdwg_dwc_classes.xsd">

8 <dwc:Occurrence>

9 <dwc:occurrenceID>INT:OCC:00101</dwc:occurrenceID>

10 <dwc:basisOfRecord>HumanObservation</dwc:basisOfRecord>
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11 <dwc:recordedBy>José A. Salim</dwc:recordedBy>

12 <dwc:eventID>INT:EVENT:0001</dwc:eventID>

13 </dwc:Occurrence>

14 <dwc:Occurrence>

15 <dwc:occurrenceID>INT:OCC:00102</dwc:occurrenceID>

16 <dwc:basisOfRecord>HumanObservation</dwc:basisOfRecord>

17 <dwc:recordedBy>José A. Salim</dwc:recordedBy>

18 <dwc:eventID>INT:EVENT:0001</dwc:eventID>

19 </dwc:Occurrence>

20 <dwc:Event>

21 <dwc:eventID>INT:EVENT:0001</dwc:eventID>

22 <dwc:eventDate>2000-01-05</dwc:eventDate>

23 <dwc:locationID>INT:LOC:0001</dwc:locationID>

24 </dwc:Event>

25 <dcterms:Location>

26 <dwc:locationID>INT:LOC:0001</dwc:locationID>

27 <dwc:country>Brazil</dwc:country>

28 <dwc:countryCode>BR</dwc:countryCode>

29 <dwc:decimalLatitude>-47.0680352</dwc:decimalLatitude>

30 <dwc:decimalLongitude>-22.8261888</dwc:decimalLongitude>

31 </dcterms:Location>

32 <dwc:Identification>

33 <dwc:identifiedBy>John Doe</dwc:identifiedBy>

34 <dwc:dateIdentified>2000-01-05</dwc:dateIdentified>

35 <dwc:occurrenceID>INT:OCC:00101</dwc:occurrenceID>

36 <dwc:taxonID>https://www.gbif.org/species/5293403</dwc:taxonID>

37 </dwc:Identification>

38 <dwc:Taxon>

39 <dwc:taxonID>https://www.gbif.org/species/5293403</dwc:taxonID>

40 <dwc:scientificName>Euterpe edulis Mart.</dwc:scientificName>

41 <dwc:taxonRank>species</dwc:taxonRank>

42 <dwc:genus>Euterpe</dwc:genus>

43 <dwc:specificEpithet>edulis</dwc:specificEpithet>

44 </dwc:Taxon>

45 <dwc:Identification>

46 <dwc:identifiedBy>John Doe</dwc:identifiedBy>
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47 <dwc:dateIdentified>2000-01-05</dwc:dateIdentified>

48 <dwc:occurrenceID>INT:OCC:00102</dwc:occurrenceID>

49 <dwc:taxonID>https://www.gbif.org/species/1341976</dwc:taxonID>

50 </dwc:Identification>

51 <dwc:Taxon>

52 <dwc:taxonID>https://www.gbif.org/species/1341976</dwc:taxonID>

53 <dwc:scientificName>Apis mellifera (Linnaeus, 1758)</dwc:scientificName>

54 <dwc:taxonRank>species</dwc:taxonRank>

55 <dwc:genus>Apis</dwc:genus>

56 <dwc:specificEpithet>mellifera</dwc:specificEpithet>

57 </dwc:Taxon>

58

59 <dwc:ResourceRelationship>

60 <dwc:eventID>INT:EVENT:0001</dwc:eventID>

61 <dwc:resourceID>INT:OCC:00101</dwc:resourceID>

62 <dwc:relationshipOfResource>

63 has flowers visited by

64 </dwc:relationshipOfResource>

65 <dwc:relationshipOfResourceID>

66 http://purl.obolibrary.org/obo/RO_0002623

67 </dwc:relationshipOfResourceID>

68 <dwc:relatedResourceID>REBIPP:OCC:00102</dwc:relatedResourceID>

69 </dwc:ResourceRelationship>

70

71 <dwc:MeasurementOrFact>

72 <dwc:measurementID>INT:MOF:0001</dwc:measurementID>

73 <dwc:eventID>INT:EVENT:00001</dwc:eventID>

74 <dwc:measurementType>resourceCollected</dwc:measurementType>

75 <dwc:measurementValue>pollen</dwc:measurementValue>

76 </obis:ExtendedMeasurementOrFact>

77

78 <dwc:MeasurementOrFact>

79 <dwc:measurementID>INT:MOF:0002</dwc:measurementID>

80 <dwc:eventID>INT:EVENT:00001</dwc:eventID>

81 <dwc:occurrenceID>INT:OCC:00101</dwc:occurrenceID>

82 <dwc:measurementType>habit</dwc:measurementType>
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83 <dwc:measurementValue>whole plant arborescent</dwc:measurementValue>

84 </dwc:MeasurementOrFact>

85

86 <dwc:MeasurementOrFact>

87 <dwc:measurementID>INT:MOF:0003</dwc:measurementID>

88 <dwc:eventID>INT:EVENT:00001</dwc:eventID>

89 <dwc:occurrenceID>INT:OCC:00101</dwc:occurrenceID>

90 <dwc:measurementType>flowerLongevity</dwc:measurementType>

91 <dwc:measurementValue>168</dwc:measurementValue>

92 <dwc:measurementUnit>days</dwc:measurementUnit>

93 </dwc:MeasurementOrFact>

94

95 <dwc:MeasurementOrFact>

96 <dwc:measurementID>INT:MOF:0004</dwc:measurementID>

97 <dwc:eventID>INT:EVENT:00001</dwc:eventID>

98 <dwc:occurrenceID>INT:OCC:00102</dwc:occurrenceID>

99 <dwc:measurementType>caste</dwc:measurementType>

100 <dwc:measurementValue>worker</dwc:measurementValue>

101 </dwc:MeasurementOrFact>

102 </dwr:DarwinRecordSet>

Listing 1: Example of documenting biotic interaction data using DwC XML.

6.2.3 Biotic interactions data as Resource Description Frame-
work

During the World Wide Web Consortium (W3C) meeting in 1997, Tim Berners-Lee

formulated the two major goals of what is now known as Semantic Web: enabling people

to work collaboratively by allowing them to share knowledge and incorporating tools

to assist people analyzing and managing information in a meaningful way (BERNERS-

LEE, 1997). The vision of the Semantic Web is to enhance the annotations of resources

with semantic markups, making them easily interpreted by machines. To this end, the

Resource Description Framework (RDF) (CYGANIAK; WOOD; LANTHALER, 2014)

was developed by the W3C to support the creation, exchange and annotation of Web

resources. RDF defines a data model which serves for annotation in the Semantic Web.

The core structure of the data model is a set of triples (Figure 33), each consisting of
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a subject, a predicate and an object. A set of such triples is called an RDF graph

(CYGANIAK; WOOD; LANTHALER, 2014).

Figure 33: Example of an RDF triplet

In short, any Internationalized Resource Identifier (IRI) or literal (e.g., strings, num-

bers, dates) are called resources. Anything can be a resource, including physical things

(e.g., specimens), documents (e.g., publications), abstract concepts (e.g., interaction),

numbers and strings.

Though RDF has been adopted by some communities (MORITZ et al., 2011; BASKAUF;

WEBB, 2016; PAGE, 2016; PENEV et al., 2019), its usage is still in the early stages by

the biodiversity community. The DwC RDF Guide (Darwin Core and RDF/OWL Task

Groups, 2015) was created in 2015, but its implementation is still timid compared to

other implementations (e.g., DwC-A), mostly because some parts of the DwC standard

lack formal definitions and recommendations on how to express all the potential uses of

DwC in RDF (e.g. dwc:ResourceRelationship, agents annotation).

DwC defines a number of “ID terms” intended to designate identifiers (e.g.

dwc:occurrenceID, dwc:taxonID, locationID). The “ID terms” serve two functions:

specifying the class of the resource being described or referenced and, indicating that, the

value of the term is an identifier. However, in Resource Description Framework, these

functions are handled separately using the rdf:type declarations and URIs for expressing

the identifier of the resource. For most DwC “ID terms”, the dcterms:identifier in

Dublin Core (DCMI Usage Board, 2020) can be used as replacement to indicate the identi-

fier of an RDF resource. But the same can not be applied to dwc:ResourceRelationship

class. The dwc:ResourceRelationship class defines additional “ID terms”, besides the

resource identifier (dwc:resourceRelationshipID): dwc:resourceID (“an identifier for

the resource that is the subject of the relationship”), dwc:relatedResourceID (“an iden-

tifier for a related resource; the object, rather than the subject of the relationship”),

relationshipOfResourceID (“an identifier for the relationship type (predicate) that con-

nects the subject identified by resourceID to its object identified by relatedResourceID”).
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Because the usage of dcterms:identifier term implies “an unambiguous reference to

the resource within a given context” (DCMI Usage Board, 2020), it is not clear whether

dwc:ResourceRelationship would make sense in the context of RDF, and probably it

does not (BASKAUF; WEBB, 2016; GitHub, 2023). The dcterms:identifier would

make no distinction between each term it serves as a replacement for when more than one

“ID term” is used within the same resource.

Baskauf & Webb (2016) proposed an RDF vocabulary, called Darwin Core Semantic

Web (DwC-SW), to complement the DwC RDF terms8, which are intended for use ex-

clusively with non-literal objects (i.e., IRI). The DwC IRI enables exposing data in the

form of RDF using DwC terms, including biotic interactions data.

In the context of RDF, the biotic interactions are still represented using the dwc:Event

class. However, the relationships between instances of dwc:Occurrence and dwc:Event

are documented using the dsw:atEvent predicate from the DwC-SW, as illustrated in Ap-

pendix E. The type and direction of an interaction are given naturally by the RDF triplet

composed by two instances of the dwc:Occurrence class (one as subject and another as

object) and a term from the RO as predicate (or any other vocabulary and ontology which

defines biotic interaction types).

In addition, interaction outcomes, effects and organism traits (and any other char-

acteristics of an interaction) are also represented using the dwc:MeasurementOrFact,

but in RDF the terms from the DwC IRI should be used. Instead of using the term

dwc:measurementType, the dwciri:measurementType term should be used for non-literal

objects. The same is valid for other terms in DwC which have analog terms in dwciri:

dwc:measurementUnit, dwc:measurementDeterminedBy and dwc:measurementMethod.

The exception is the dwc:measurementValue which does not have a correspondent term

in DwC IRI. Because it is used to represent measurements values or facts, it will mostly

contain literal objects, but there are cases where terms from controlled vocabulary can

be used with non-literal objects. In RDF the dwc:measurementValue should be used

with the attribute rdf:datatype, which defines the data type of the object (value) for

the term (e.g. xsd:int for integer, xsd:string for text). Thus, when using a term

from a controlled vocabulary, the value of the attribute rdf:datatype must be set to

rdf:Resource, indicating that the data type of dwc:measurementValue is an RDF re-

source (i.e., non-literal value).

The relationships between RDF resources (e.g., dwc:Event, dwc:Occurrence) are

8namespace ⟨http://rs.tdwg.org/dwc/iri/⟩
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represented using the term dcterms:relation from Dublin Core (DCMI Usage Board,

2020), following the Darwin Core RDF Guide (Darwin Core and RDF/OWL Task Groups,

2015).

The Linked Data model is in its early stages of adoption by the biodiversity commu-

nity (BASKAUF; WEBB, 2016). As the use of RDF grows, the RDF representation of

relationships between resources can be revised to properly meet the requirements of the

linked open data principles.

6.3 The GBIF Unified Model

The decision to prioritize flexibility and simplicity during the ratification of DwC as

a standard (WIECZOREK et al., 2012) resulted in the absence of explicit relationships

among the classes, as commonly found in formal ontologies (BASKAUF; WEBB, 2016).

The flexibility of the standard allows that any relationship between DwC classes can

be created and implemented in different formats (e.g. RDF, XML, DwC-A). It poses

many challenges for data aggregators, such as GBIF. In order to ingest as much data

as possible, data aggregators face the challenge of handling different schemas and im-

plementing specialized methods for each schema. Currently, GBIF fully supports three

types of biodiversity data: checklist data, occurrence data and sampling event data. The

checklist data are assumed to have dwc:Taxon core, the occurrence data are mapped to

dwc:Occurrence core and the sampling event data to the dwc:Event core. Although,

GBIF accepts datasets structured in different schemas (e.g ANDERSSON et al., 2021),

not all terms and data relationships within those schemas are fully supported, indexed

and aggregated.

The “Unified Data Model” under development by GBIF seeks to overcome these

barriers by the investigation of a wide range of real use cases (e.g., camera trap, biotic

interactions, eDNA metabarcoding). The goal of the new model is to define a common

schema to be adopted by the data provider to accommodate various types of biodiversity

data. A draft schema has been presented to the biodiversity community, revealing that

the new model is a extension of the existing sampling event data model. The generality

of the dwc:Event class allows that instances of the class represent any kind of action (i.e.,

“an action that occurs at some location during some time”), and then, it is a key aspect

in the new model.

Although the development of the “Unified Data Model” is still ongoing, the current
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data schema for biotic interactions proposed in the GBIF model shares similarities with

the schema proposed in this study, which in turn, is a further development of a schema

proposed earlier in the Brazilian Network on Plant-Pollinator Interactions (REBIPP) com-

munity9 and in the TDWG Interest Group on “Biological Interactions”10. This is a sign

of alignment and progress towards a unified approach to representing biotic interactions

in biodiversity data.

The upcoming release of the new model is expected to have a significant impact on

how biodiversity data are shared, enabling richer data documentation. However, the

current state of the model does not clearly differentiate between the abstract model and

the application profile. This indicates that the primary focus of the model’s development

is centered around its compatibility with the DwC-A format. As the usage of RDF grows

in the biodiversity community, RDF graph models will need to be developed considering

different use cases, similarly to what GBIF has been doing with the “Unified Data Model”.

At the present time, there is no official data schema specifically dedicated to docu-

menting biotic interactions data in the biodiversity community. However, the proposed

schema holds great potential to serve as a solution or serve as a starting point for the

development of a definitive solution for a broader community.

9https://github.com/rebipp/ppi/issues/60
10https://github.com/tdwg/interaction/issues/24
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7 A VOCABULARY OF TERMS FOR

PLANT-POLLINATOR INTERACTIONS

This chapter outlines the process of developing a vocabulary of terms for creating

standardized plant-pollinator interactions datasets. The aims of the vocabulary are to

provide a set of terms for documenting organism traits and interaction outcomes and

effects.

First, it describes a historical introduction providing an overview of previous studies

which have focused on the standardization of plant-pollinator interaction data. Sub-

sequently, it describes the detailed process of vocabulary development, emphasizing a

community-driven approach.

7.1 Introduction

The data schema presented in the Chapter 6 is sufficiently generic to be adopted for

documenting plant-pollinator interactions data. However, to fully exploit the capabilities

of DwC and the proposed data schema, the organisms’ traits and interaction outcomes

and effects data should be standardized using community-specific vocabularies. The vo-

cabularies of terms are useful to provide standardized data for measurement types, values

and units in conjunction with dwc:MeasurementOrFact class and its extensions.

For that reason, one of the initial activities of the Brazilian Network on Plant-

Pollinator Interactions1 (REBIPP in Portuguese) was to develop a solution for the stan-

dardization of plant-pollinator interactions data. REBIPP is an open collaborative net-

work of experts in Pollination Biology, founded in 2016, with a focus on the study of

plant-pollinator interactions in their various dimensions. The network aims to i) gen-

erate diagnosis of plant-pollinator interactions in Brazil (WOLOWSKI et al., 2019), ii)

integrate knowledge in pollination of natural and anthropogenic ecosystems, iii) identify

knowledge gaps, iv) support public policy for ecosystem services and food production and,

1⟨https://www.rebipp.org.br⟩
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v) encourage collaborative research among members of the network.

The current vocabulary of terms has its roots in previous initiatives which elabo-

rated vocabularies and data models for documenting plant-pollinator interactions. The

vocabulary began to be assembled in 2006 during the creation of the InterAmerican Biodi-

versity Information Network–Pollinators Thematic Network (IABIN-PTN). The IABIN-

PTN contributed to the digitization of many datasets on plant-pollinator interactions.

In a joint effort with Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations (FAO),

the first model proposed defined three extensions to the emerging DwC standard (not

yet a TDWG ratified standard). The extensions consisted of i) an InteractionExtension

(Biodiversity Information Standards (TDWG), 2007b) intended to document generic in-

teractions between two dwc:Occurrence instances (described in Section 6.1), ii) a Polli-

nation Extension (Biodiversity Information Standards (TDWG), 2007c) which included

terms for documenting pollen and nectar removal and iii) an Environmental Measurement

Extension (Biodiversity Information Standards (TDWG), 2007a) which defined terms for

documenting the environmental conditions during the observation of an interaction. At

that time, a discussion within the TDWG community regarding the creation of “TDWG

Ontology” involving a broader scope of biotic interactions data did not resolve to a consen-

sus (TDWG Ontology, 2015), and given the time constraints of the IABIN-PTN project,

only the plant-pollinator interaction were considered. The proposal received criticism re-

garding the creation of new terms with identical definitions but outside the official DwC

namespace. Additionally, some terms included in the extensions were domain-specific,

which contradicted the general nature of the DwC standard, designed to be applicable

across various biodiversity domains. Another concern was the inclusion of terms from

different DwC classes within the InteractionExtension.

In a subsequent version, the simplification of the previous model converged to docu-

ment each interaction as a record of type InteractionExtension including data about

the observers, location, date/time and bibliographic references for two interacting in-

stances of dwc:Occurrences class. According to the discussion presented in Section 6.1,

this model has two disadvantages. First, the usage of the InteractionExtension en-

forces the usage of the dwc:Occurrence as the central entity in the model, which imposes

some challenges to documenting characteristics of the interaction, such as, outcomes and

effects, especially in the context of DwC-A. A solution for this may require new terms to

be added to the extension covering all possible concepts regarding interaction outcomes

and effects, leading to a unnecessary growth of the extension, or the creation of a ex-

tension similar to emof, but restricted only to be used with the InteractionExtension.
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However, as previously mentioned in Section 6.1, this model contributed to digitization

and standardization of data collected within IABIN-PTN and the FAO Global Pollination

Project, a collaborative effort involving United Nations Environment Programme (UNEP)

and Global Environment Facility (GEF) (CARTOLANO, 2009). Together, these projects

were responsible for digitization and standardization of thousands of plant-pollinator in-

teractions datasets, enhancing data accessibility and reusability.

The PollinationExtension introduced four new terms:

a) PollinationEvidence: indicates if pollination occurred. Use ”1” if the event hap-

pened, ”0” if the event did not happen and ”0.5” to indicate uncertainty. NULL

should be used if there was no attempt to obtain this information;

b) PollenRemoval: indicates if pollen was removed. Use ”1” if the event happened,

”0” if the event did not happen and ”0.5” to indicate uncertainty. NULL should be

used if there was no attempt to obtain this information;

c) NectarRemoval: indicates if nectar was removed. Use ”1” if the event happened,

”0” if the event did not happen and ”0.5” to indicate uncertainty. NULL should be

used if there was no attempt to obtain this information;

d) OilRemoval: indicates if oil was removed. Use ”1” if the event happened, ”0” if the

event did not happen and ”0.5” to indicate uncertainty. NULL should be used if

there was no attempt to obtain this information;

e) FlowerPredation: indicates if at least part of the flower was consumed. Use ”1” if

the event happened, ”0” if the event did not happen and ”0.5” to indicate uncer-

tainty. NULL should be used if there was no attempt to obtain this information.

From an ontological perspective, events are generally considered to be discrete oc-

currences that either happen or do not happen. There is typically no middle ground

or partial occurrence of an event. The basic evidence for the occurrence of an event is

often the existence of an object or entities in a specific location and time (GUIZZARDI

et al., 2013; ALMEIDA; FALBO; GUIZZARDI, 2019). This evidence helps establish the

occurrence of the event and provides a basis for further analysis and interpretation. Thus,

the definitions of the terms in PollinationExtension can be improved to align with the

binary nature of events, either occurring or not occurring. Currently, allowing a value

of “0.5” to indicate a partially happening event introduces ambiguity and goes against

the consideration of events as discrete occurrences. Additionally, the use of “NULL” to
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indicate that no attempt was made to obtain certain information is not intuitive. A

better approach would be to leave the field empty or unused to indicate the absence of

information.

However, it should be noted that these four terms alone may not be sufficient to

fully characterize the various aspects of a plant-pollinator interactions. The limited set

of predefined resources collected from flowers (i.e., pollen, nectar and oil) restricts the

scope of the extension, potentially omitting other important characteristics involved in

interactions. While the encoding schema (e.g., “1”, “0”, “0.5”) may provide a simple

representation, it lacks explicit information without proper interpretation or decoding. In

metadata design, terms which accept boolean values (i.e., “true” or “false”) are commonly

referred to as “indicators”. Furthermore, it appears that there is a discrepancy between

the datatype definition and the specified values for the terms in the extension. While

the terms were defined to have a “probabilityType”, which typically allows for fractional

values between 0 and 1, the defined values in the terms’ definition are limited to “1”, “0”,

and “0.5”. Additionally, adding terms in that way could lead to excessive growth of the

extension, resulting in several “indicator”-like metadata terms.

The EnvironmentExtension included four terms: Temperature, RelativeiHumidity,

Luminosity and WindSpeed. Despite these data elements could potentially hold relevance

for plant-pollinator interactions, they are more generic and applicable to various contexts

beyond the scope of a specific vocabulary for plant-pollinator interactions. Considering

the broader applicability of environmental data, it is advisable to separate the represen-

tation of environmental elements into a distinct vocabulary.

The limitations of the data descriptors in the PollinationExtension were recog-

nized and addressed within the GEF project. As part of this initiative, an additional

effort was made to expand the vocabulary used in the project by including information

about organism traits and interaction outcomes and effects. Supported by FAO, a survey

of potential variables for description of plant-pollinator interactions was conducted in-

volving researchers from five continents (SARAIVA; GEMMILL-HERREN; RUGGIERO,

2010). The participants were requested to share the data fields or variables they utilized

for documenting interaction data. Due to the wide range of research questions explored

by the participants, an extensive list of data fields (more than 200) was compiled. This

list covered various aspects related to plant-pollinator interactions, including plant and

pollinator taxonomy and traits, experimental settings and protocols, environmental fac-

tors, interaction outcomes, and bibliographic references. However, many of the suggested

fields seemed to be synonyms, but the lack of proper definition and conceptualization
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hindered the comparison of these fields and the development of the vocabulary did not

evolve.

Although the GEF project did not ultimately produce a finalized vocabulary, the

information collected throughout the project remains highly valuable. The involvement

of experts from pollination ecology, botany, zoology, information and computing science

contributed to the development of a list of potential terms that reflects the vision and the

needs of a broad community, a prerequisite for data standardization (CARVALHEIRO;

SARAIVA; GIANNINI, 2016).

In this context, REBIPP seized the opportunity to continue the work done by previ-

ous studies and expanded the collaboration with the international community in a joint

development of a solution for sharing standardized plant-pollinator interaction data.

7.2 Community-driven development of a vocabulary

of terms

As expected in any scientific field, researchers have different views and concerns about

which data are relevant and must be preserved and shared (TREMBLAY et al., 2017).

Reaching a consensus on the terms that should compose the vocabulary is particularly

challenging, especially within diverse communities. Based on the knowledge and findings

from the plant-pollinator interactions vocabulary development, a guide for collaboratively

developing new domain-specific vocabularies of terms was created (SALIM et al., 2022).

This guide aims to assist other communities in the process of creating their own specialized

vocabularies.

The creation of a vocabulary of terms is a multifaceted task that encompasses both

empirical and sociological components of collaborative work. While the technical aspects

of constructing a vocabulary are well documented in the TDWG Vocabulary Maintenance

Standard (Vocabulary Maintenance Specification Task Group, 2017b) and the TDWG

Standard Documentation Standard (Vocabulary Maintenance Specification Task Group,

2017a), there is a lack of guidance on how a community should effectively organize it-

self and promote collaboration among its members during the development process. The

proposed guidelines aim to provide assistance to communities in addressing their specific

needs and requirements during the process of vocabulary development. The guidelines

and the workflow, denominated Community-driven Vocabulary Development Life Cycle,

are illustrated in the Figure 34 and fully described in Salim et al. (2022). The guide-
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lines were elaborated based on challenges and successes of previous works and current

work on the elaboration of the plant-pollinator interactions vocabulary (CARTOLANO,

2009; CARVALHEIRO; SARAIVA; GIANNINI, 2016; SARAIVA et al., 2009; SARAIVA;

GEMMILL-HERREN; RUGGIERO, 2010).

Figure 34: The Community-driven Vocabulary Development Life Cycle guidelines for develop-
ment of new vocabularies of terms

Before beginning the development of a vocabulary, there are some initial concerns

that a community interested in developing their domain-specific vocabulary should be

aware of. First, the stakeholders should be carefully identified and invited to collaborate.

Engagement from community members is not only vital for the development of the vocab-

ulary, but also, more importantly, for its subsequent adoption. It is crucial that members

of the community have a clear understand of the benefits of data standardization. The

division of the community into different, more homogeneous groups, focusing on specific

aspects of the vocabulary, facilitates the process of reaching a consensus. Next, it is essen-

tial to clearly define the main topic of the vocabulary to avoid any ambiguity regarding

its scope and application. Conceptualizing the main topic involves the abstraction of

processes and entities, which may sometimes lack a formal description or nomenclature

within the community. Thus, while expert knowledge can facilitate the definition process,

it should not be the sole source of knowledge. Literature, glossaries, nomenclature codes

as well as concepts and terms borrowed from existing standards and vocabularies, should
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be leveraged to aid the process and included in a bibliographic reference. Once the main

topic has been defined and the community has reached a consensus on the scope of the

vocabulary, the development process can be initiated.

The cycle should begin with the creation of new terms. During this phase, the terms

must be formally defined according to the concepts they represent. This may involve

an assessment of terms from existing standards and vocabularies. The groups should

collaborate to compile an inclusive set of terms that encompasses a general understanding

of the main topic and scope. New terms should only be defined if they are not already

defined by other existing data standards.

With a compiled list of formally defined terms, the terms should undergo multiple

rounds of review and refinement. Here the members of the community play an important

role as they should provide examples of use cases, elaborate controlled vocabularies (if

applicable), and address conflicting definitions. The community may suggest merging or

splitting terms if conflicts or ambiguities are identified. In such cases, conflicts can be

resolved by defining terms that represent more general concepts. Adding new terms at

this point is generally not recommended, unless it involves the splitting of existing terms.

Introducing new terms at this stage could lead to unnecessary vocabulary growth and

require additional rounds to achieve consensus. The review and refinement phase should

be iterated until full consensus is reached. Once the review and refinement process is

completed, the conceptual model should incorporate and define the rules for term usage.

It is crucial to consider data models adopted by the broader community to maintain the

interoperability and consistency among models and schemas. It is also advisable to de-

velop at least one representation model for the vocabulary, such as RDF, DwC-A or XML.

Once the data model is formalized, it is important to validate the solution by compiling a

set of real data that covers different scientific questions. This validation process involves

verifying if the vocabulary can effectively capture all or the most relevant information

required for each use case, as previously considered during the conceptualization phase.

Terms which present impediments to usage, such as ambiguity, missing or conflicting def-

initions, or definitions that are too narrow or too broad, should be identified and selected

for further review and refinement. Finally, the terms that successfully pass the validation

will form the next version of the vocabulary. The vocabulary should be published on suit-

able repositories or platforms that facilitate public access and review. For this purpose,

GitHub2 has proven to be a valuable platform for tracking and maintaining standards

(CRYSTAL-ORNELAS et al., 2021). In addition, alternative layouts can be considered

2www.github.com
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for audiences who are not familiar or comfortable working on GitHub. Creating a simple

and user-friendly webpage that provides a description of the vocabulary, its purpose, and

allows users to easily browse for terms and definitions is an excellent way to make the

vocabulary widely accessible. A good example is the DwC Quick Reference Guide3.

The Community-driven Vocabulary Life Cycle described above was elaborated based

on the four years of collaborative work involving members and collaborators of REBIPP.

It incorporates the empirical findings that emerged from the development of the Plant-

Pollinator Interactions vocabulary (presented in Section 7.3), which also serves as example

for the application of the proposed guidelines.

7.3 The Plant-Pollinator Interactions vocabulary of

terms

The development of the vocabulary followed the guidelines described in Section 7.2.

The identification phase considered all members and collaborators of REBIPP as stake-

holders. REBIPP is composed of researchers from diverse areas such as zoology, botany,

ecology, agriculture, who conduct studies in Pollination Biology producing data in dif-

ferent contexts and with different objectives. Thus, it is crucial to establish a formal

definition for the concept of “biotic interaction” to ensure that all stakeholders have a

common reference point throughout the various phases of the vocabulary development life

cycle.

The first topic of discussion was related to the level at which interactions and recorded

and documented. Members of the community reached a consensus that the main focus is

the standardization of primary data on plant-pollinator interactions. It is generally eas-

ier to summarize species-level interactions based on organism-level interactions, but, the

reverse process often results in information loss. After extensive discussions, the commu-

nity members agreed in favor of prioritizing organism-level interactions over species-level

interactions.

The other major topics discussed regarded the differentiation between evidence and

knowledge, as well as defining the concepts of “behavioral interactions” and “ecological

interactions” within the context of plant-pollinator interactions. Evidences refers to the

available information, data, observations, or facts that support or provide justification

for a claim or hypothesis (LEHRER, 1965; ROUSH, 2005). Thus, the observation of

3⟨https://dwc.tdwg.org/terms/⟩
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a hummingbird visiting a flower can be considered as evidence for an interaction. The

observation provides empirical data that supports the interaction. On the other hand,

knowledge refers to the understanding or awareness that is acquired through the inter-

pretation and synthesis of evidence (LEHRER, 1965; ROUSH, 2005). Qualifying that

interaction as mutualistic is knowledge that requires evidence of “mutually beneficial, in-

terspecific interactions, regardless of their specificity, intimacy or evolutionary history”

(BRONSTEIN, 2001). Therefore, the interactions, when sampled and documented, serve

as evidence that support a hypothesis, leading to a new state of mind (i.e., knowledge).

Having reached an agreement on the distinction between evidence and knowledge in the

context of plant-pollinator interaction, the community proceeded to the definitions of

behavioral and ecological interactions. “Behavioral interactions” refer to all types of in-

teractions as result of actions, responses and activities performed by one organism towards

another organism (IMMELMANN, 2012). On the other hand, “ecological interactions”

refer to the types of interactions that enable and support ecological functioning. Thus, the

community decided to categorize plant-pollinator interactions as “behavioral interactions”

due to their intimate relationship with evidence-based interactions.

The consensus was crucial because different perspectives led to divergent and con-

flicting concepts. The collaborative formulation of Definition 7.1 ensured a shared under-

standing within the community.

Definition 7.1. Biotic interaction: a context-dependent action that a particular or-

ganism or group of organisms (considered to be taxonomically homogeneous) performs on

another particular organism or group of organisms (taxonomically homogeneous) living

together in a community at a particular location during some time.

After identifying the divergences, the stakeholders were divided into three working

groups (WG): the Plant WG, Animal WG and Interaction WG. While the Plant WG

primarily consisted of botanists, the Animal WG and Interaction WG included specialists

from other areas, such as, zoology, ecology and agriculture. This division was necessary to

address the bias towards Botany among REBIPP members and to ensure that the groups

had relatively equal sizes. The groups were provided with a list of potential terms from

previous initiatives and were asked to review it before starting the development of the

vocabulary. Reviewing the existing list of terms was useful in preventing the duplication

of terms that had already been considered, and also helped the members become familiar

with the terminologies and representations used in the field of Information Science.

After the members reviewed the initial list of potential terms, a survey was conducted
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to identify key data elements that required attention during the development of the vo-

cabulary. Among those who answered the survey (n=29), 90% considered the initial list

of terms to be sufficient for describing plant-pollinator interactions, and all respondents

agreed that the terms encompassed the data usually collected during research. When

asked about the most suitable data elements for their research needs, the respondents indi-

cated that collected resources (100%), interaction type (96.6%), animal behavior (89.7%),

and place of contact between the animal and the plant (86.2%) are some of the most

relevant data elements in their research, among others (Figure 35). Specifically regarding

animals, the respondents indicated data elements such as biological elements (82.8%), be-

havior (79.3%) and activity season (79.3%) are among the most important data elements

(Figure 36). For plants, they indicated that flower longevity (86.2%), bloom intensity

(86.2%) and flower type (82.8%) are considered some of the most important data ele-

ments. Figure 37 presents a list of the top 20 most cited data elements for plants, as

indicated by respondents. While taxonomic elements were among the most frequently

cited data elements, for both animals and plants, some respondents may have considered

this information to be implicit or fundamental and therefore did not explicit mention it.

Additionally, in certain studies, researchers may choose to use functional groups or guilds

instead of specific taxonomic information for their analysis.

Indeed, based on the respondents’ feedback, it can be summarized that sampling

details play a crucial role in the studying of plant-pollinator interactions (and certainly

for biotic interactions too). Additionally, considering the life history and traits of the

organisms involved in the interactions is essential for understanding the dynamics and

implications of these interactions. Fortunately, the DwC standard already has terms for

documenting sampling details in the dwc:Event class, and the dwc:MeasurementOrFact

and its extensions can be used to document organisms’ traits and interaction effects and

outcomes, as already described in Section 6.2.

To facilitate understanding, formalize the definitions of terms, and aid in the organi-

zation of the vocabulary, a common template (Table 15) was used for defining the terms.

Periodically, workshops were organized by REBIPP with funding support from the

project “Safeguarding Pollination Services in a Changing World: theory into practice

(SURPASS2)”4. These workshops served to foster collaboration and facilitate the ex-

change of knowledge among members of each group. During the first workshop, which

took place between April 10 and 11, 2017, at the University of São Paulo (USP), the

participating researchers focused on defining the working groups (WG) and discussing

4⟨https://bv.fapesp.br/pt/auxilios/104850/⟩
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Figure 35: Most relevant interaction terms listed by survey respondents

the results of the survey that had been conducted prior to the workshop. The WGs also

engaged into discussions about representing biological information using the DwC stan-

dard, including its limitations and the need for additional terms to extend the standard.

The subsequent workshops, held in August 2017, May 2018 and January 2019, were im-

portant for accelerating discussions and fostering consensus among critic topics. These

in-person meetings provided a valuable opportunity for participants to gain insights into

the progress and decisions made by the WGs, in-depth conversations, knowledge sharing,

and the exchange of different perspectives. The meetings aimed to promote extensive

discussions and ultimately achieve a consensus on the terms that would compose the vo-

cabulary. By bringing together experts and researchers in the field of Pollination Biology

and Biodiversity Informatics, the workshops resulted in advancements in understanding

and resolving critical topics related to the representation of plant-pollinator interactions

data using the DwC standard.

Each group worked on the creation of new terms, which they deemed to be important

and missing from the initial list of terms. The result was a long list of 278 terms, some of

which highly specific to certain protocols or rarely collected and measured. The principle
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Figure 36: Most relevant animal terms listed by survey respondents

of simplicity in metadata development is based on the premise that a vocabulary with an

excessive number of terms can be challenging to use, and complexity can create barriers to

its adoption (CHAN; ZENG, 2006; DUVAL et al., 2002; POMERANTZ, 2015). Further-

more, the high level of abstraction of certain concepts, such as mutualism and parasitism,

requires subjective causal inference that is beyond what primary data alone can repre-

sent. Consequently, during the review and refinement phase, the groups were encouraged

to reduce the number of terms by merging similar terms and eliminating those that are

rarely recorded or inferred from primary data. During the review and refinement phase,

the GitHub Issues Tracking system5 was used for discussions, ensuring transparency and

open access throughout the vocabulary development. After the review and refinement,

the size of the vocabulary was significantly reduced to include only the necessary terms for

the representation of plant-pollinator interactions and the elaboration of the conceptual

data model.

From the beginning, it was understood that the vocabulary of terms for Plant-

Pollinator Interactions data should be used in conjunction with the DwC standard, more

5⟨https://github.com/rebipp/ppi⟩
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Figure 37: Most relevant plant terms listed by survey respondents

specifically with the dwc:MeasurementOrFact class and its extensions. Therefore, the

data schema for biotic interactions was adopted. During this phase, the groups were asked

to classify the terms as properties of the interactions (dwc:Event) or of the organisms

documented in the occurrences (dwc:Occurrence). Terms that represent an interaction

outcome resulting from the co-occurrence and encounter of two organisms were classified

as measurements or facts of the dwc:Event representing the interaction. On the other

hand, the remaining terms that represent any trait or effect on one of the interacting

organisms were classified as measurements or facts of the dwc:Occurrence representing

such organisms.

A draft version of the vocabulary was completed after multiple rounds of the devel-

opment process. Once the vocabulary reached a certain level of maturity, where no new

terms were being added, the groups were dissolved and all members of the community

came together to collaboratively review and refine of all terms. It was particularly im-

portant to revisit and refresh discussions that were relatively consolidated within groups,

but had not been fully explored by other groups.

After nearly three years of collaborative and voluntary effort, the first official version of
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Term Label: Flower Opening Type

Identifier http://rs.rebipp.org.br/ppi/terms/flowerOpeningType
Class Flower

Definition
The type of flower describing whether the flower’s corolla opens or not,
exposing its reproductive parts

Comments Recommended best practice is to use a controlled vocabulary

Details

Proctor, M. P. et al. 1996. The natural history of pollination. HarperCollins.
Inouye DW, Favre DW, Lanum JA, Levine DM, Meyers JB, Roberts MS,
Tsao FC, Wang Y-Y. 1980. The effects of nonsugar nectar constituents on
estimates of nectar energy content. Ecology 61: 992–996

Protocol
Observation of the floral development from the bud stage to senescence
(Dafni et al. 2005)

Controlled
vocabulary

cleistogamous; chasmogamous; both

Examples cleistogamous; chasmogamous; both

Table 15: Template used to define the terms in the plant–pollinator interactions vocabulary

Term label : a human readable name; identifier : a unique IRI; class: the category in which the
term is defined; definition: the term definition in human readable form; comments: additional
comments to the term definition and its use; details: list of references to the concept represented
by the term; protocol : recommended protocols to measure or to record the value for the term
(if applicable); controlled vocabulary : list of recommended values, such as terms from existing
thesauri and ontologies (if applicable).

the Plant-Pollinator Interactions (PPI) vocabulary was released. This version includes 48

terms specifically defined for documenting plant-pollinator interactions. The vocabulary is

easily accessible in human-readable format through the open access and stable repository

in GitHub 6 and on the REBIPP website 7. Furthermore, a Controlled Vocabularies (CV)

which includes new definitions and imported terms from other existing CV is available8.

The CV can be used in conjunction with the terms defined in the PPI vocabulary. To

ensure compatibility and interoperability, machine-readable formats based on content

negotiation for HyperText Transfer Protocol (HTTP) are also available.

6⟨https://github.com/rebipp/ppi⟩
7⟨https://ppi.rebipp.org.br/terms/⟩
8⟨https://ppi.rebipp.org.br/cv/⟩
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8 IMPLEMENTING THE

PLANT-POLLINATOR INTERACTIONS

VOCABULARY

This chapter describes the implementation of the Plant-Pollinator Interactions vo-

cabulary within the Brazilian Network on Plant-Pollinator Interactions. It highlights the

solutions that were developed to facilitate the digitization and standardization of plant-

pollinator interactions data.

8.1 A template spreadsheet for data digitization

The data model presented in Section 6.2 is not intended for use by data authors.

Instead, it is designed to be used by software developers and biodiversity informaticians

to generate and exchange standardized data in machine-readable formats. While it is

important for data authors to be aware of available standards and vocabularies and know

how to use them when documenting data, it is also necessary to provide some level of

abstraction to simplify the process of data preparation and annotation. In the GBIF

network, this is done by the Integrated Publishing Toolkit (IPT). The IPT provides data

authors with a user-friendly interface where they can prepare and annotate their datasets

without relying on the complexities of producing machine-readable formats such as DwC-

A.

However, the IPT is primarily designed for handling flat data organized in two-

dimensional structure. When it comes to working with relational data, the IPT may

not provide the same level of convenience. It involves the attribution of unique iden-

tifiers for each record in the dataset and using these identifiers to create links between

records in different tables, typically through the use of foreign keys. Thus, even with

small datasets, the process of data preparation can become complex and time-consuming.

The Tables 16 and 17 show an example of relational data that has been annotated with

terms from the DwC standard. In Table 16, the unique identifiers (dwc:occurrenceID)
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need to be created by the data authors. These identifiers are then used in Table 17

(dwc:occurrenceID) to establish the linkage between the measurements and the corre-

sponding occurrences. Preparing relational data, whether in the IPT or any other system,

can be challenging for individuals who are only familiar with working with flat data such

as spreadsheets.

occurrenceID scientificName recordedBy

occ:1001 Curatella americana JAS
occ:1002 Acacia mangium JAS

Table 16: Example of a table with occurrence data (dwc:Occurrence)

occurrenceID measurementID measurementType measurementValue

occ:1001 mof:0001 floralSymmetry actinomorphic
occ:1001 mof:0002 plantHabit tree
occ:1002 mof:0003 flowerShape chamber-shaped

Table 17: Example of a table with measurements or facts data (dwc:MeasurementOrFact or its
extensions).

In order to simplify the data digitization and standardization process, the approach

adopted in REBIPP was the utilization of a template spreadsheet (Figure 38). This

spreadsheet allows for the mapping of columns to corresponding terms from DwC and

PPI vocabulary. It has columns dedicated to documenting the characteristics of plants,

animals and interactions, using a color scheme to differentiate each group. For terms that

have defined a controlled vocabulary, the spreadsheet includes a list of predefined values for

data authors to choose from. The simplest form of using DwC is the creation of a flat-file,

where columns are mapped to the corresponding terms in the DwC standard (the “Simple

Darwin Core”). In the “Simple Darwin Core” format, it is not allowed to have duplicate

terms, meaning that the spreadsheet cannot have two columns mapped to the same DwC

term. However, in the template spreadsheet, the DwC terms are duplicated for both

plants and animals, as they each have their own set of characteristics to be documented.

Thus, the template spreadsheet is not a “Simple Darwin Core”, but a flat-file with a

known format which can be transformed into a machine-readable representation (e.g.

DwC-A, RDF). This solution has been implemented in the plant-pollinator interactions

information system, which will be described in the next section. The template spreadsheet

also includes other worksheets for metadata documentation, using terms imported from

the Ecological Metadata Language (EML), for consulting the glossary of terms (Figure

39 and the controlled vocabularies (Figure 40).
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Figure 38: The template spreadsheet used in the Brazilian Network on Plant-Pollinator Inter-
actions (REBIPP) community to facilitate data sharing

This solution proved to be efficient in the context of REBIPP as many datasets could

be standardized or are in process of standardization by collaborators of the network.

Those who wish to contribute data can simply make a copy of the template spreadsheet

and fill it with their data, without needing to worry about relationships and foreign keys.

Figure 39: Glossary of terms in the template spreadsheet used in the Brazilian Network on
Plant-Pollinator Interactions (REBIPP) for biotic interactions data sharing.

Figure 40: Controlled vocabularies terms in the template spreadsheet used in the Brazilian
Network on Plant-Pollinator Interactions (REBIPP) for biotic interactions data sharing.
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8.2 The REBIPP plant-pollinator interactions database

From the beginning of REBIPP, it was understood that a database of plant-pollinator

interactions is crucial to achieving the network’s objectives. Since then, the development

of an Information System (IS) to provide access to plant-pollinator interactions data was

initiated. One of the requirements of the IS was that it must provide access to standardized

and aggregated data. The IS is still in development, but a production version is available

and accepting contributions1.

For the reasons explained in Section 8.1, the IPT was not a feasible solution for data

authors when they have to work with relational data. For that reason, a solution using

the template spreadsheet was developed. The IS is capable of importing data from the

template spreadsheets and properly populating the database with standardized plant-

pollinator interactions data. The data are stored in a instance of MongoDB community

server, a JSON-like document-oriented NoSQL database, which is a subclass of the key-

value store. Key-value stores are a collection of objects, or records, with different fields

(i.e., keys) within them, each containing data (i.e., values) (WIKIPEDIA, 2023). It means

that each row in the template spreadsheet is a document, composed by key-value pairs,

in the database. Similar to DwC, the keys cannot repeat within the same document,

and thus, the duplicated keys (those from DwC) are prefixed with plant and animal

depending on if it is a plant or animal occurrence. The terms related to the interactions

are prefixed with interaction to maintain consistence with the format of other keys.

The PPI vocabulary is used to document interaction outcomes and species traits

stored in the database, but the data model described in Section 6.2 is used only when

exporting data from the database. Although, it is possible to access the original data or

exporting results from a query as CSV files in the same format as the template spreadsheet.

Since the IS can produce DwC-A from stored data, it can easily be integrated with other

systems to exchange standardized data, including GBIF. Despite GBIF is currently unable

to interpret the interactions in the DwC-A, it can still index the occurrences and events

in the datasets, providing some level of access to the data.

Before importing data into the database, the spreadsheet passes through different

validation rules. First, the IS checks if the spreadsheet is in the correct format (i.e.,

template spreadsheet), then, it checks the taxon names against GBIF Species API2. If

there is any error in the spreadsheet or any invalid or incorrect spelled taxon name is

1How to Contribute: ⟨http://db.rebipp.org.br/how-to-contribute⟩
2⟨https://www.gbif.org/developer/species⟩
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found, the problematic spreadsheet cells are annotated with error messages (Figure 41).

The data quality assessment and management is based on the framework proposed by

Veiga et al. (2017), which incorporates data fitness for use principles. The complete

workflow of data input and integration is shown in Figure 42.

Figure 41: Error reporting example in the template spreadsheet used in Brazilian Network on
Plant-Pollinator Interactions (REBIPP) for biotic interaction data sharing

Furthermore, the current version of the IS provides a user-friendly Web interface that

enables users to query the database based on plant and/or animal scientific names and/or

interaction types. The query results can be visualized as tabular data, interactive maps

of interactions and Sankey diagrams. Additionally, users have the option to download

the query results in formats such as CSV, JSON or DwC-A for further analysis. In the

upcoming version, the IS will include advanced filtering options based on the content of

other DwC terms and terms from the PPI vocabulary.
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Figure 42: Diagram of the Brazilian Network on Plant-Pollinator Interactions (REBIPP) infor-
mation system of plant-pollinator interactions
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9 CONCLUSION

This chapter provides an overview of the main contributions and ideas for future work.

9.1 Overview of main contributions

The review of concepts and terminology used by the research community for des-

ignating biotic interactions revealed a mixture of inconsistent and unresolved aspects.

Representations of biotic interactions, such as the “interaction grid”, while still valuable

for various studies, have contributed to confusion between the observational unit and

the biological unit of interest (LAZIC; CLARKE-WILLIAMS; MUNAFÒ, 2018) when

defining biotic interactions. Decades of sampling and recording biotic interactions have

contributed to the knowledge embedded in these representations. However, it is important

to note that these representations do not apply to the classification of observed interac-

tions, as they go beyond what primary data can represent. Thus, these representations

have contributed little to the development of a definition of biotic interactions that aligns

with what primary data can document. On the other hand, more recent approaches that

consider biotic interactions as dynamic processes provide a contextualized and more real-

istic representation of these interactions. These approaches do not seek to classify biotic

interactions into distinct categories based on their effects and outcomes in populations

and communities. Instead, they represent biotic interactions as processes with immediate

and long-term effects and outcomes. This representation of biotic interactions is closer

to what is sampled in the field and recorded by primary data. It acknowledges the com-

plexity and variability of interactions in natural systems, capturing the dynamic nature of

these ecological processes without incorporating knowledge in the definition of biotic in-

teractions. The understanding of interactions as discrete events, with arbitrary durations,

rather than static outcomes of net effects, allows for the documentation of primary data

without confusing evidence and knowledge, observational units, and the biological units of

interest. This approach recognizes the importance of capturing the specific interactions

as they occur, providing a clearer and more accurate representation of the underlying
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processes. However, in order to support knowledge construction for the elucidation or

classification of biotic interactions, it is necessary to extend the scope of primary data

beyond simple “tetranomials”.

While capturing the basic components of an interaction is important, incorporating

additional data, such as environmental factors, organisms’ traits, and interaction out-

comes and effects, is needed to provide a more holistic view of the interactions. When

aggregated and summarized, these expanded data provide the foundation for inferring

the impacts of biotic interactions on populations, communities, and ecosystems. Given

the plasticity and dynamics of these interactions, it is crucial that primary data on biotic

interactions incorporates these additional elements and, ideally, adheres to standardized

formats. This enhanced data collection and standardization will facilitate more robust

comparisons, analyses, and interpretations across different studies and ecological contexts.

Standardization simplifies the process of aggregating and integrating data from different

sources. This simplification, in turn, facilitates data reuse and interoperability, allowing

for the seamless exchange and integration of data across studies and research projects.

Standardization also enables the continuous update and refinement of knowledge on the

processes involved in biotic interactions. Ultimately, the goal of standardization is to

enhance collaboration, improve data quality, and promote the advancement of scientific

understanding in the field of biotic interactions. Standardization can also be very helpful

in the early stages of the research process, as it aids in identifying potential variables of

interest to be collected and provides guidance on collecting and digitization methods.

While it may be possible to define and differentiate interaction terms based on their

intrinsic meanings, such as biotic, ecological, or interspecific, it is important to note that

the terminology commonly used in the literature may not align with these distinctions.

In scientific discourse, the interaction terms and the concepts they represent are used

interchangeably or with overlapping meanings, leading to potential confusion or ambiguity.

It is therefore essential to consider the existing terminology and usage within the field

when developing a standardized vocabulary or classification system for biotic interactions.

By aligning with the established terminology and terminology commonly used in the lit-

erature, it becomes easier to communicate and collaborate effectively within the scientific

community and ensure consistency in the interpretation and analysis of biotic interaction

data. This is supported by the frequent use of multiple interaction terms within the same

publication, indicating a lack of consensus and consistency in the terminology used for

biotic interactions. Ensuring clarity and minimizing ambiguities between concepts is cru-

cial from a data perspective. By doing so, data can capture information more efficiently
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and effectively, enabling the development of more robust data models.

Additionally, the review of biotic interaction datasets has revealed that although the

number of available datasets has been increasing, there are still limitations in terms of

interoperability and data reuse. The investigation of datasets from four data repositories

showed a diversity of formats, licenses, and metadata details across the datasets. The ex-

amination of the keywords present in the datasets revealed a wide range of terms used to

refer to interactions. Due to the lack of standardization and specific metadata annotation

of these datasets, they cannot be easily indexed and aggregated without manual transfor-

mations. The importance of sharing data aligned with open data principles is hindered

by the heterogeneity of data formats and structures, which limits data reuse and interop-

erability. Most datasets have been made available primarily to meet the requirements of

scientific journals for data publication, with limited attention given to their potential for

reuse and interoperability. In this scenario, initiatives such as GloBI play a crucial role

in enhancing and promoting access to open data that would otherwise be inaccessible or

underutilized due to the lack of appropriate metadata. It also highlights the necessity of

widely adopted community data models and standards for sharing biotic interactions.

GBIF has proven to be a valuable source of biotic interactions data with the po-

tential to support studies at different geographical and taxonomic scales. The biases

found in biotic interactions data are not different from what is commonly observed in

occurrence data and biodiversity data in general (BECK et al., 2014; BOAKES et al.,

2010; GEURTS; REYNOLDS; STARZOMSKI, 2023; ROCHA-ORTEGA; RODRIGUEZ;

CÓRDOBA-AGUILAR, 2021; RUETE, 2015; TROIA; McManamay, 2016; TROUDET

et al., 2017). However, the lack of common data schema and standardized vocabularies

for documenting and annotating biotic interactions data presents a challenge for the in-

dexing of these data by GBIF, resulting in a significant amount of “hidden” data within

the GBIF registry.

These findings strongly contributed to the development of the data schema presented

in Chapter 6 and the vocabulary of terms in Chapter 7. By incorporating the most up-to-

date terminology and concepts related to biotic interactions, the proposed data schema

can capture a more realistic and contextualized representation of these interactions. The

data schema is designed to be flexible enough to capture both immediate and long-term

effects of interactions by allowing for the creation of a cascade of dwc:Event instances.

It also accommodates context-dependent data such as organisms’ traits, enhancing the

representation of biotic interactions. Multiple dwc:Event instances can be linked using

the terms dwc:eventID and dwc:parentEventID, enabling the representation of a chain
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of events that capture both immediate and long-term effects and outcomes of interactions.

The exclusive use of the DwC standard in the data schema simplifies its implementation

by data providers, enabling them to efficiently share standardized biotic interactions data.

Data providers can easily structure and format their data according to the established

guidelines, ensuring consistency and compatibility with other datasets. In conjunction

with specialized vocabularies, such as the Plant-Pollinator Interactions vocabulary, the

data schema can be improved to include standardized traits data and interactions effects

and outcomes.

The Community-driven Vocabulary Development Life Cycle (SALIM et al., 2022) was

found to be a beneficial and efficient approach for managing and collaborating with the

research community during the development of the PPI vocabulary of terms. It was par-

ticularly valuable in the context of a heterogeneous community with diverse expertise,

including biologists and information scientists, as well as different perspectives, such as

phytocentric and zoocentric views of the interactions. The development of standards and

vocabularies is a complex process that requires attention to both practical and theoretical

aspects of the subject. Equally important is the effective management of community mem-

bers, ensuring their active participation, contribution, and satisfaction in expressing their

needs and concerns. The outcome was the creation of a pioneering vocabulary specifically

tailored for the standardization of plant-pollinator interactions data. This vocabulary

represents a significant step towards facilitating data exchange and interoperability in the

field of Pollination Biology. The successful development of the PPI vocabulary has been

driven by the engagement and input of the community, ensuring that it incorporates the

necessary data elements to effectively document plant-pollinator interactions in a stan-

dardized manner. The independence of the PPI vocabulary from the DwC standard,

allows for its integration with other biodiversity data standards (e.g., Access to Biological

Collection Data, Plinian Core), enabling its use in different contexts.

9.2 Future work

This study has focused on the development of a vocabulary of terms specifically for

plant-pollinator interactions. However, an important direction for future research is the

expansion of vocabularies to cover other crucial domains for ecosystem functioning, such

as plant-herbivore (BURKEPILE; PARKER, 2017), plant-seed-dispersal (JORDANO et

al., 2010) and plant-fungi (DIGHTON, 2018) interactions. Each domain encompasses a

unique set of concepts that require careful formalization to enable the definition of terms
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for capturing the necessary data elements. The development of vocabularies specific to

each domain is essential for representing contextualized and more realistic interactions.

By creating domain-specific vocabularies, data can be effectively documented to express

the complexities of different ecological processes, leading to a more comprehensive under-

standing of ecosystem dynamics and functioning.

Another area of potential future exploration is the formalization of the knowledge

related to biotic interactions into an ontology. While the development of a vocabulary

of terms is a crucial step in standardizing and capturing data elements, an ontology goes

beyond this by providing a formal and structured representation of the relationships,

properties, and concepts within a domain. While the OBO Relations Ontology (RO)

provides valuable terms for representing interaction types, there are still other important

concepts and relationships within biotic interactions that have not been addressed. An

ontology for biotic interactions would provide a semantic framework that allows for more

sophisticated knowledge representation, reasoning, and integration across diverse datasets

and research domains.

The evolution of the PPI vocabulary is an ongoing process that requires continuous

participation and engagement from the community interested in sharing standardized data

on plant-pollinator interactions. As new research findings emerge and new data require-

ments arise, the vocabulary will need to be updated and expanded to accommodate these

changes. This can involve adding new terms, refining existing definitions, and incorpo-

rating feedback from the community. While the responsibility of vocabulary maintenance

lies on REBIPP, it is important to recognize that this task may require further research

to investigate and review the underlying terminology and definitions.
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APPENDIX A – UNSUPPORTED

INTERACTION TYPES

FOUND BY ELTON

provided interaction type mapped to interaction type mapped to interaction type id*

1925. flowers visited visits flowers of RO 0002622

aassociated species ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

accociated species include ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

accociated taxa ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

accoc. spp. ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

accompanying plants ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

accosiated sp. ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

accosiated vegetation ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

alimentación en eats RO 0002470

alimentación y percha en eats RO 0002470

aliméntandose de eats RO 0002470

alimentandose en eats RO 0002470

also collected here ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

also collected nearby ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

also collected or seen nearby ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

also flowering ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

also here ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

also in area ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

also present at site ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

also seen or collected here ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

also seen or collected nearby ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

aociado con ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

aqssociated species ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506
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ascociada ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

asociada a ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

asociada a spp ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

asociada con ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

asociadas ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

asociado a ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

asociado ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

asociados ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

asociadp con ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

asociated plants ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

asociated species ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

asociate include ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

asociates ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

asociates include ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

asociating species ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

asociation ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

asocidas ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

asoc. sp ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

asoc. sp. include ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

asoociates ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

asooc. plants ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

asooc. spp. ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

asosiación de ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

assciated plants ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

assciated species ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

assciations ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

ass. cirsieto-molinietum ac-

comp.
ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

asscociates include ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

asscociate trees ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

assco ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

asscoiated ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

asscoiated species ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

asscoiated spp. include ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

assc plants ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

assc. plants ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506
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assc pl ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

assc. pl ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

assc. species ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

assc sp ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

assication ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

assiciates include ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

assic species ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

assicuated plants included ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

ass. include ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

assocaited dominant ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

assocaited ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

assocaited herbs ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

assocaited plants included ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

assocaited species ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

assocaited species include ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

assocaited spp. ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

assocaited taxa ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

assocaited taxa include ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

assocaited with ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

assocaites ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

assocaite species ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

assocaites with ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

assocaition ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

assocaitions ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

assoc. apecies ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

assoc. app ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

assocated plants ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

assocated species ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

assocated spp. ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

assocated vegetation ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

assocates ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

assocates include ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

assocation ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

assocation with ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

assocciates ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

assocciates include ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506
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assoc’d genera ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

assoc. dominants ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

. assoc ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

. assoc. ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

assoc ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

assoc. ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

assoc.. ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

assoc genera ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

assoc. genera ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

assoc.genera ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

assoc. gener ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

assoc. gerera ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

assoc grasses ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

assoc. grasses ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

assoc. herbaceous species in-

clude
ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

assoc herbaceous spp. include ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

assoc. herbaceous spp. include ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

assoc herbaceous spp inlcude ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

assoc. herbaceous spp. inlcude ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

assoc. herbs ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

associaates ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

associaation ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

associada ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

associado ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

associaites include ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

associaition ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

associaiton ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

associatas ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

associatd species ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

associated accacias ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

associated annuals ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

associated biota ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

associated canopy vegetation ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

associated conifers ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

associated conifers include ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506
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associated dominant ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

associated dominants ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

associated dominant shrubs in-

cluded
ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

associated dominats ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

associated donimants ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

associated dormants ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

associated ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

associated euc. species ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

associated floa include ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

associated flora ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

associated genera and species ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

associated genera ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

associated genera include ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

associated ground cover ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

associated herbaceous species

include
ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

associated herbs ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

associated in area ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

associated include ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

associated in creek are ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

associated in order of abun-

dance
ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

associated insect ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

associated lianes ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

associated lichens ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

associate dominant species ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

associated orchids include ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

associated palnts ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

associated pct ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

associated perennials ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

associated plantas ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

associated plant ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

associated plants are ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

. associated plants ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

associated plants ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506
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associated plants incluced ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

associated plants included ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

associated plants included the

algae
ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

associated plants included the

dominant shrubs
ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

associated plants included the

weeds
ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

associated plants include ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

associated plants in order of

abundance
ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

associated plant species ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

associated plant spp. ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

associated plants with ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

associated platns ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

associated plats ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

associated secies include ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

associated sedges include ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

associated shrub ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

associated shrubs ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

associated speceis ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

associated speces ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

associated specied ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

associated specieds ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

associated specie ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

associated species are as follows ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

associated species are ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

associated species as follows ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

associated species at this site ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

associated species collected

here
ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

. associated species ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

associated species ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

associated species? ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

associated species} ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

associated species/genera ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506
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. associated species include ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

... associated species include ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

associated species include ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

associated species (in order of

abundance)
ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

associated species of wash ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

associated speciess ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

associated species written

as shown on actual label-

several of the names are

incorrect/incomplete- accurate

names are likely

ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

associated specifies ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

associated specis ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

associated speckes ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

associated sp ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

associated sp. ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

associated speices ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

associated speies ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

associated spesies ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

associated sppecies ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

associated spp ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

associated spp. ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

associated spp include ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

associated spp. include ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

associated ssp ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

associated ssp. ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

associated taca ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

associated taxa ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

associated taxa include ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

associated taxon ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

associated threatened species ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

associated to ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

associated tree ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

associated trees ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

associated tree species ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506
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associated txa ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

associated vascular plant

species
ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

associated vegation ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

associated veg ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

associated veg. ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

associated vegetaiton ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

?. associated vegetation ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

associated vegetation ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

associated vegetation ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

associated. vegetation ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

associated weed species ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

associated w/ elements of trop-

ical caducifolioius forest
ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

associated wetland plants in-

clude
ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

associated with ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

associated with ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

associated with species ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

associated with weedy plants ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

associated woody plants ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

associate ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

associatees include ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

associate genera ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

associate grasses ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

associate herbs ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

associate include ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

associate of ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

associate plant ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

associate plants ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

associates by rank ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

associates collected here ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

associates/ cover ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

. associates ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

associates ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

associates here ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506
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associates inclclude ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

associates included ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

associates include ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

associates includes ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

associates inclued ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

associates inculde ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

associates influde ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

associate species ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

associate species include ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

associates plants ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

associate spp ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

associatess ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

associates species as follows ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

associates species ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

associates species include ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

associate ssp ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

associate ssp. ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

associates sp. ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

associates. sp. ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

associates spp ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

associates spp. ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

associates vegetation ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

associates were ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

{associates with ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

associate taxa ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

associate trees ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

associate veg ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

associate vegetation ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

associatged vegetation ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

associatied with ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

association ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

associations ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

association species ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

associaton ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

associats ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

associatse ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506
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associeated species ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

associ ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

associ. ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

associes ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

associes. ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

associeted species ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

associ. genera ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

assoc. included ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

assoc include ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

assoc. include ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

assoc.include ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

associqated species ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

associqatess ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

associtaion ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

associtated dominants ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

associtated plants ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

associtated spp. include ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

associtates ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

associtations ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

associted species ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

associted spp. ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

associted taxa ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

assocites include ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

assocition ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

assoclates ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

assoc. lichens ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

assocl. species ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

assocl spp. ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

assocoiates include ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

assoc. plant ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

assoc plants ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

assoc. plants ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

assoc. plants include ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

assoc. plants/veg. type ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

assoc. pl. ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

assoc. pls/notes ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506
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assocs ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

assocs. ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

assoc. soecies ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

assoc spec ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

assoc. spec ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

assoc. spec. ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

assoc. species are ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

. assoc. species ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

assoc species ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

assoc. species ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

assoc. species. ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

assoc.species ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

assoc species include ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

assoc. species include ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

assoc. speciesinclude ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

assoc.species include ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

. assoc. sp ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

assoc sp ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

assoc sp. ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

assoc. sp ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

assoc. sp. ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

assoc.sp ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

assoc.sp. ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

assoc. speices ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

assoc. sp. inc. ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

assoc. sp. included ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

assoc sp. include ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

assoc. sp include ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

assoc. sp. include ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

assoc. sp. on face ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

. assoc. spp ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

assoc spp ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

assoc spp. ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

assoc. spp ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

assoc. spp. ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

assoc.spp. ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506
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assoc. spp. inc. ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

assoc. spp. incl ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

assoc. spp. incl. ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

assoc spp include ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

assoc spp. include ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

assoc. spp include ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

assoc. spp. include ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

assoc. spp. inlcude ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

assoc. spp. inlude ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

assoc. spp. on verticle rock

face
ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

assoc. sps ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

assoc ssp ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

assoc. ssp ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

assoc. ssp. ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

assoc. ssp. incl. ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

assoc. taxa ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

assoc trees ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

assoc. trees ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

assoc. type ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

assoc veg ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

assoc. veg ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

assoc. veg. ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

assoc.veg ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

assoc.veg. ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

assoc. vege ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

assoc. vegetation ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

assoc vegn ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

assoc. vegn ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

assoc. vegn. ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

assoc.vegn ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

assoc. w/ ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

assoc. with dominants ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

assoc with ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

assoc. with ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

assocxiated with ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506
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assodciated species ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

asso ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

asso. ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

assofciated species ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

asso. genera ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

assoiation ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

assoicaition ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

assoicaiton ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

assoicated plants ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

assoicated species ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

assoicates ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

assoication ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

assoiciated species ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

assoiciation ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

assonc. ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

assosciated species ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

assosiated species ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

asso. species ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

asso. sp ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

asso. sp. ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

asso.sp ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

asso. spp ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

asso.spp ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

assoxiated species ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

asssoc ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

asssoc. genera ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

asssociated species ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

asssociates ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

asssociation ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

asssoc. spp. ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

ass. spec. ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

ass. species ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

ass sp. ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

ass. sp ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

ass. sp. ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

ass. spp ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506
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ass. spp. ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

ass. spp. inc. ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

ass spp include ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

ass spp. include ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

ass. spp. include ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

ass. spp. incude ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

ass. ssp. ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

(ate) eats RO 0002470

attached to ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

collectedwith ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

common asscociates ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

common assoc ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

common assoc. ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

common. assoc ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

common associated include ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

common. associated plants ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

common associated plants in-

cluded
ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

common associated species ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

common. associated species ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

common associated species in-

clude
ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

common associated speices in-

clude
ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

common associated spescies in-

clude
ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

common associated spp. ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

common associated spp include ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

common. associated with ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

common. associate ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

common associates ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

common. associates ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

common. associates ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

common associates include ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

common assoc. species ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

common assoc. species include ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506
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common assoc. spp. ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

common. assoc. spp. ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

common assoc spp. include ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

common assoc. spp include ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

common assoc. spp. include ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

common assoc. spp. inlcude ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

common assoicates include ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

common speces include ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

common species are ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

common species ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

common species include ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

common species in the area in-

clude
ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

common species throughout

the canyon include
ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

common spp ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

common spp. ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

common spp. include ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

companian plants ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

companion plants ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

companion sp ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

compartment 98. found in as-

sociation with
ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

consume flor de eats RO 0002470

consume fruto de eats RO 0002470

consume néctar de acquires nutrients from RO 0002457

consume néctar y polen de acquires nutrients from RO 0002457

consume polen de acquires nutrients from RO 0002457

consume semillas de acquires nutrients from RO 0002457

consume su flor eats RO 0002470

consume su fruto eats RO 0002470

consumidor de fruto eats RO 0002470

depredador preys on RO 0002439

direct associates ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

(eaten by) is eaten by RO 0002471

ecologicallyoccurswith ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506
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ecology. host plants has host RO 0002454

ectoparasite ectoparasite of RO 0002632

ectoparasite of ectoparasite of RO 0002632

ectoparasito de ectoparasite of RO 0002632

ectoparásito de ectoparasite of RO 0002632

ectoparásito ectoparasite of RO 0002632

ectoparásitos ectoparasite of RO 0002632

epibionte has host RO 0002454

epibiont has host RO 0002454

eṕıfita de epiphyte of RO 0008501

epifita en epiphyte of RO 0008501

eṕıfita epiphyte of RO 0008501

epiparásito hyperparasite of RO 0002553

epiphyte on epiphyte of RO 0008501

epiphytes epiphyte of RO 0008501

epiphytic on epiphyte of RO 0008501

epipihyte on epiphyte of RO 0008501

especies acompañantes ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

especies asociadas ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

especies asociadsa ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

especies caracteŕısticas ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

especies co-habitantes ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

flor visitada visits flower of RO 0002622

found in association with ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

found with host species has host RO 0002454

fruto consumido eats RO 0002470

fruto visitado visits RO 0002618

growing with ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

growingwith ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

habitat an assoc. spp. ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

habitat and assoc sp ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

habitat and assoc. sp ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

habitat and assoc. sp. ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

habitat and assoc spp. ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

habitat and assoc. spp ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

habitat and assoc. spp. ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506
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habitat/associates ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

habitat & assoc. species ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

habitat & assoc sp ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

habitat & assoc. spp. ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

habitat & asso. species ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

habitat & ass. species ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

has host has host RO 0002454

hashost has host RO 0002454

has hsot has host RO 0002454

has parasite parasitized by RO 0002445

hemiparásito parasite of RO 0002444

hiperparásito hyperparasite of RO 0002553

hospedador de host of RO 0002453

hospedante has host RO 0002454

hospededero host of RO 0002453

hospedeiro de has host RO 0002454

hospedeiro has host RO 0002454

hospedero has host RO 0002454

hospederos has host RO 0002454

hosped has host RO 0002454

hosperdo por infección experi-

mental
has host RO 0002454

hospes has host RO 0002454

hosp has host RO 0002454

host/assoc has host RO 0002454

host code has host RO 0002454

host could be has host RO 0002454

host for host of RO 0002453

“host” has host RO 0002454

host has host RO 0002454

host? has host RO 0002454

(host of) host of RO 0002453

host of host of RO 0002453

hostof host of RO 0002453

host plant host of RO 0002453

hostplant host of RO 0002453
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host plants host of RO 0002453

hosts has host RO 0002454

hosts include host of RO 0002453

host species has host RO 0002454

hostspecies host of RO 0002453

host/substrate host of RO 0002453

huésped de host of RO 0002453

huesped host of RO 0002453

huésped host of RO 0002453

hyperparasitoid of parasitoid of RO 0002208

in assoc. ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

in associatione ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

in association with ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

in assoc. with ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

infectedby parasitized by RO 0002445

interacción con interactsWith RO 0002437

interacting taxon interactsWith RO 0002437

interacts with interacts with RO 0002434

interactswith interactsWith RO 0002437

in vicinity ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

mutualismo mutualistically interacts with RO 0002442

nearby associates ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

nearby plants ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

nearby plants in area disturbed

by trail
ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

nearby plants were ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

nearby species ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

nearby species include ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

nearby speciesinclude ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

nest interactsWith RO 0002437

nestling interactsWith RO 0002437

nests in interactsWith RO 0002437

nodricismo creates habitat for RO 0008505

nodriza creates habitat for RO 0008505

observedspecies interactsWith RO 0002437

occurring with ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506
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ocurring with ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

on same slide ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

other associated plants ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

other associated plants include ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

other associated species include ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

other associated spp. ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

other associated vascular plants

include
ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

other associates ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

other common trees ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

other companion plants ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

other plants collected at this lo-

cation include
ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

other plants collected at this

site include
ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

other plants collected here ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

other plants collected here in-

clude
ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

other plants collected here on

this date include
ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

other plants collected in this

habitat include
ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

other plants include ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

other plants in flower included ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

other plants of the area include ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

other salix spp. nearby. also

low annuals
ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

other sedges and rushes col-

lected here include
ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

other sedges collected at this lo-

cation include
ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

other sedges collected at this

site include
ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

other sedges collected here in-

clude
ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506
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other sedges collected here on

this date include
ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

other sedges collected in this

habitat include
ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

other sedge species collected

here include
ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

other sedges seen in this habi-

tat include
ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

other sedges seen or collected

here include
ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

other shrubs in vicinity ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

other shrubs with this species ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

other species collected at this

location include
ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

other species collected at this

site include
ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

other species collected here in-

clude
ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

other species collected here on

this date include
ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

other species collected in this

habitat include
ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

other species ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

other species include ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

other species lcoally includes ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

other species present ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

other species seen or collected

here include
ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

other veg doms incl ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

other vegetation ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

other weeds ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

other weed species common

here
ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

other willow species seen here

include
ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

other woody species present ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506
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parasitado por parasitized by RO 0002445

(parasite of) parasite of RO 0002444

parasite of parasite of RO 0002444

parasite parasite of RO 0002444

parasites parasite of RO 0002444

parasitically found on/in parasite of RO 0002444

parasitic on parasite of RO 0002444

parasitized by parasite of RO 0002444

parásito de parasite of RO 0002444

parasitoide de parasite of RO 0002444

parasitoide parasitoide of RO 0002208

parasitoid of parasite of RO 0002444

parasito parasite of RO 0002444

parásito parasitized by RO 0002445

pathogen pathogen of RO 0002556

patógeno de pathogen of RO 0002556

plant assoc ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

plant assoc. ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

plant associates are ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

plant associates ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

plant associates include ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

plant association ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

plant associations ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

plant community ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

plants associated include ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

plants include ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

plant species include ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

polinizador de pollinated by RO 0002456

polinizador pollinated by RO 0002456

pollinating pollinates RO 0002455

posando en visits RO 0002618

posandose en visits RO 0002618

possible hosts has host RO 0002454

predator of preyed upon by RO 0002458

predator preyed upon by RO 0002458

predators preyed upon by RO 0002458
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presa de preyed upon by RO 0002458

presa preyed upon by RO 0002458

prey of preyed upon by RO 0002458

prey preys on RO 0002439

rizófago interactsWith RO 0002437

same sheet ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

semiparásito parasite of RO 0002444

simbionte symbiotically interacts with RO 0002440

species nearby ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

ssociated species ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

substrate interactsWith RO 0002437

symbiont of symbiotically interacts with RO 0002440

symbiont symbiotically interacts with RO 0002440

vicinity ecologically co-occurs with RO 0008506

visitador visits RO 0002618

visitado visited by RO 0002619

visitante de flor visits flower of RO 0002622

visitante de fruto is eaten by RO 0002471

visitante floral de visits flowers of RO 0002622

visitante floral visits flowers of RO 0002622

visited flower of visits flowers of RO 0002622

visiting flower of visits flowers of RO 0002622

visiting visits RO 0002618

visitng visits RO 0002618

visits flowers of visits flowers of RO 0002622

visitsflowersof visits flowers of RO 0002622

visting flower visits flowers of RO 0002622
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APPENDIX B – BIOTIC INTERACTIONS

BY KINGDOM

Source taxon Target taxon Total %

Plantae Plantae 4,678,003 56.9
Animalia Plantae 1,218,355 14.8
Fungi Plantae 922,207 11.2
Animalia Viruses 553,900 6.7
Animalia Animalia 441,204 5.4
Animalia Bacteria 133,557 1.6
Plantae Viruses 71,131 0.9
Fungi Fungi 62,021 0.8
Bacteria Plantae 58,091 0.7
Animalia Fungi 31,263 0.4
Animalia incertae sedis 26,128 0.3
Fungi Viruses 4,452 0.1
Bacteria Viruses 4,446 0.1
Bacteria Fungi 3,142 0.0
incertae sedis Plantae 2,869 0.0
Bacteria Bacteria 1,419 0.0
Animalia Archaea 1,039 0.0
Fungi incertae sedis 714 0.0
Archaea Plantae 456 0.0
incertae sedis incertae sedis 256 0.0
Bacteria incertae sedis 251 0.0
Archaea Viruses 164 0.0
Animalia Protista 144 0.0
incertae sedis Viruses 95 0.0
Viruses Viruses 21 0.0
Archaea Bacteria 14 0.0
Archaea Archaea 13 0.0
Archaea Fungi 7 0.0
Archaea incertae sedis 3 0.0

Table 19: Taxon Interactions
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APPENDIX C – INTERACTION TYPES

FOR PLANTS

Interaction type #Records %

interactsWith 5,424,533 78.0
coOccursWith 1,186,523 17.1
hasHost 310,800 4.4
visitsFlowersOf 17,664 0.3
epiphyteOf 5,395 0.0
createsHabitatFor 2,706 0.0
mutualistOf 1,608 0.0
parasiteOf 1,370 0.0
visits 231 0.0
eats 213 0.0
providesNutrientsFor 25 0.0
pathogenOf 21 0.0
hyperparasiteOf 14 0.0
pollinates 6 0.0
kills 1 0.0
preysOn 1 0.0
symbiontOf 1 0.0

Table 20: Caption
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APPENDIX D – INTERACTION TYPES

FOR ANIMALS

Interaction type #Records %

interactsWith 5,424,533 78.0
coOccursWith 1,186,523 17.1
hasHost 310,800 4.4
visitsFlowersOf 17,664 0.3
epiphyteOf 5,395 0.0
createsHabitatFor 2,706 0.0
mutualistOf 1,608 0.0
parasiteOf 1,370 0.0
visits 231 0.0
eats 213 0.0
providesNutrientsFor 25 0.0
pathogenOf 21 0.0
hyperparasiteOf 14 0.0
pollinates 6 0.0
kills 1 0.0
preysOn 1 0.0
symbiontOf 1 0.0

Unsupported interaction types mapped to OBO Relations Onotolgy (RO). *RO: ⟨http://purl.
obolibrary.org/obo/⟩
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APPENDIX E – PLANT-POLLINATOR

INTERACTIONS - RDF

GRAPH EXAMPLE



1
96

Figure 43: Plant-Pollinator Interactions - RDF Graph Example
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APPENDIX F – SURVEY
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1.

2.

3.

4.

Descritores para ANIMAIS

Descritores das Interações Planta-
Polinizador
Dados pessoais

* Indicates required question

*

*

*
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5.

Other:

Check all that apply.

Elementos relativos ao espécime coletado ou observado
Elementos Taxonômicos
Elementos Biológicos (caso selecione este item, selecione também outros

elementos abaixo que julgar necessários)
Sociabilidade (Sociality)
Comportamento
Habitat de alimentação (Feeding habitat)
Tamanho (Size)
Habitat de nidi�cação
Tipo do substrato (para nidi�cação)
Casta
Temporada de atividade (verão, todo o ano, Abril-Junho, etc.)
Elementos de Referência

Descritores para PLANTAS

Dentre os descritores para ANIMAIS quais aqueles que acredita serem mais
adequados às suas necessidades de pesquisa?

*
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6.

Check all that apply.

Elementos relativos ao espécime coletado ou observado
Elementos Taxonômicos
Origem (nativa, exótica)
Sistema reprodutivo (Breeding system)
Forma de vida (life form)
Tamanho
Tipo de �or
Simetria da �or
Cor da �or
Extensão da corola
Comprimento do esporão (Spur length)
Diâmetro da corola
Deiscência da antera
Detalhes da polínia
Odor �oral
Tipo de �oração
Duração da �oração
Intensidade de �oração
Nome da população (Population name)
Tamanho populacional
Unidade amostral (sample unit)
Número de indíviduos
Densidade populacional (Plants/m2)
Número de indivíduos �orescendo na população (# Flowering plants)
Densidade populacional de platnas �orescendo (Flowering plants/m2)
Número de �ores
Número de �ores observadas
Densidade de �ores (Flowers/m2)
Flores por planta
Abundância �oral
Presença de néctar �oral
Variação do néctar na planta
Detalhes do néctar
Concentração do néctar
Volume do néctar
Planta cultivável
Uso da planta
Elementos de Referência (mesmos que da questão anterior)

Dentre os descritores para PLANTAS quais aqueles que acredita serem mais
adequados às suas necessidades de pesquisa?

*
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Other:

Descritores Geográficos e Ambientais
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7.

Other:

Check all that apply.

Elementos da Localização e Geoespaciais
Área de estudo
Altitude
Coordenadas <x,y> na parcela
Elementos Ambientais (considera detalhar melhor sua escolha também escolhendo

os itens abaixo)
Bioma/Ecossistema
Habitat
Natureza do habitat
Tipo de vegetação
Características topográ�cas
Características da paisagem
Ambiente agrícola (Agricultural setting)
Outras espécies de �ores disponíveis
Outros recoursos de nidi�cação disponíveis
Temperatura (incluindo máxima e mínima)
Degrees day
Número de horas em que a Temperatura esteve acima/abaixo de um limiar
Temperatura no inverno
Umidade
Precipitação
Chuva recente (Recent rainfall)
Velocidade do vento
Luminosidade
Radição Solar
Cobertura de nuvens
Condições Climáticas (Tempo/Weather)

Descritores de Interação Ecológica (Parte 1 de 2)

Dentre os descritores GEOGRÁFICOS e AMBIENTAIS quais aqueles que
acredita serem mais adequados às suas necessidades de pesquisa?

*
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8.

Other:

Check all that apply.

Interação ecológica (cardinalidade, ++, +-, +0, etc)
Tipo da interação
Comportamento do visitante
Recursos coletados/utilizados
Protocolo de amostragem (Sampling protocol)
Esforço amostral (Sampling effort)
Valor amostral (Sampling value)
Unidade do tamanho amostral (Sampling size unit)
Unidade amostral
Momento em que interação iniciou-se (Time interaction began)
Duração da interação
Local de contato entre o visitante e a planta
Altura da planta
Local de interação na planta
Número de �ores visitadas
Número de grãos de pólen coespecí�cos/heretoespecí�cos depositados no estigma

após visitação
Número de grãos de pólen removidos das anteras após visitação
Número de tubos polínicos após visitação
Número de óvulos fertilizados
Número de embriões desenvolvidos
Porcentagem de �ores visitadas que geraram frutos
Número de sementes/fruto
Peso do fruto

Descritores de Interação Ecológica (Parte 2 de 2)

Dentre os descritores de INTERAÇÃO ECOLÓGICA quais aqueles que acredita
serem mais adequados às suas necessidades de pesquisa?

*
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9.

Other:

Check all that apply.

Elementos da coleta
Método de coleta
Técnica de coleta
Número de unidades da técnica de coleta
Round (número da visita que coletou o dado)
ID da Observação
Referência bibliográ�co do método
Data/Horário da coleção
Datas/Horários de coleta
Coletor
Duração
Tempo observando a planta
Esforço de coleta
Periodicidade
Eventos (am/pm)
Dimensões do transecto
Área (total, observada, ocupada pela população)
Iden�cadores de área, plots, patch, grades, etc.
Dados do coletor

Comentários adicionais (opcional)

10.

Mark only one oval.

Sim

Não

Dentre os descritores de INTERAÇÃO ECOLÓGICA quais aqueles que acredita
serem mais adequados às suas necessidades de pesquisa?

*

Você considera que os descritores são suficientes para descrever as
interações planta-polinizador?

*
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11.

Mark only one oval.

Sim

Não

12.

This content is neither created nor endorsed by Google.

Os descritores são adequados para os tipos de dados usualmente coletados
no seu grupo de pesquisa?

*

Deixe seus comentários adicionais:

 Forms
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